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ABSTRACT
This study is set within a national context which pointed to "a drastic decay of
dialects" on the Italian peninsula, and a broader European one which indicated a
resurgence of minority languages on the continent. It investigates the ideologies and
practices of child language socialization of speakers belonging to a small multilingual
community in the Itah'an Alps to determine if the community is experiencing a dialect
revival, and if so, what forms such a process is taking.
My analysis focuses on 1) community members' explicit theories on the
community codes' values, functions, and roles in child language socialization; 2)
caretaker-child interactions in Italian-oriented homes and in the schools.
After years of convergence towards Italian, the community is witnessing a
resurgence of its local vernacular Nones. The revival phenomenon is sustained by overt
and covert communicative practices. The former include explicit support of the dialect as
marker of a rediscovered cultural heritage and local identity, and the promotion of ItalianNones bilingualism as a cognitive advantage.
The latter include practices whereby in ItaUan contexts speakers switch to the
dialect to index authority, conununity-mandated rights and responsibilities, and both
positive and negative affect Also, the community has witnessed the rise of "prestigious
practices" which elevate the status of Nones firom dialect to language. These consist in
speakers' use of the dialect in mote prestigious domains and for higher order fimctions
that in a recent past were strictly reserved to Italian. Finally, the sum of overt and covert
practices contribute to a resurgence of the dialect supporting its vitality and transmission.
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I. INTRODUCTION
l.I. Background
Following the important political and social events, that in the last decade have changed
Europe's political landscape,' many European nation states have witnessed a strong resurgence
of local identities accompanied by a revival of local languages. In its extreme forms, such a
phenomenon has given way to the ethnic conflict in the former Yugoslavia. In its less dramatic
expressions, it has resulted in the acknowledgment of minority groups and languages^ or, more
simply, in functional redistributions of national and local codes in a given conununity. Under
different guises and to different degrees such a revival phenomenon is changing Europe's
sociolinguistic landsc^e and thus calls for researchers' attention. It is within such a changing
European context that my study of a small rural community in the Italian Alps is set. The
community on which my work is focused, has recently witnessed a resurgence of its local
vernacular after years of convergence towards the national code Italian. It is particularly
interesting to study because it allows me to capture the revival process as it unfolds.

1.1.2. Objectives of the study and research questions
This study investigates the language practices and beliefs of speakers belonging to a
small rural community in the Italian Alps, Revd, w^ch has recently witnessed a rise of

' I am refenring here to the reconstitution of political spaces with the rise of new nation states in Eastern
Europe; the economic restnictuiing of part of the continent seen in the European Union and implementation
of a single nuutket; demographic movements with migration fiom Eiutem te Western Europe, and fiom the
South to the North ^aghreb and West Africa) which has led to friction between old residents and new
immigrants. As Toso (1996:7) puts it, this last factor has given way to "old Europeans' building of a
distance reaction of cultural self-awareness and heightened regional consciousness."
|
^ As an example of this phenomenon, only in 1998 were speaken of a Germanic variety, found in the
region where my work is set, granted official acknowledgement and given the status of minority group.
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attention to issues of local language and identity. Its aim is to detennine if the community is
experiencing a dialect revival, and if so, what forms such a process is taking. Three language
varieties are in contact in Rev6: Italian, the national code. Nones, the local vernacular, and
Trentino, the regional dialect. My work focuses on speakers' use of these varieties in
caretaker-child interactions-a key site for language transmission-and thus an indicator of the
vitality of the community's codes. Approaching language variation through a language
ideology fiamework-which views communicative practices as mediated by speakers' beliefs
on language and its use-(Scheifrelin et. al., 1998), it examines the articulation between
speakers' language ideologies and practices in the area of child language socialization.
Through a detailed analysis of speakers' language theories and practices, (elicited through
interviews and documented through participant observation in community life with recording
of socially occurring speech) this study investigates how the two interact, and if and how these
are changing in light of the recently developed language awareness in the community. The
principal objective of this study is to determine if the community is witnessing a dialect
revival, and if so, what fonns it is taking and what processes are fostering it. More specific
research questions, stemming finm the main objective are the following:
la. What are community members' theories on child language socialization?
lb. What language variety do they stq)port for the home? Why?
2.What are their practices? What language varieties do caretakers use with
children? When? Where? For what purpose? What do children use?
2b. What are the specific ideologies diat determine these practices?
3. What is the relationship between the community's language ideologies and
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members' language socialization practices? In other words, how do
their practices?
4. What is the role of state and civil institutions in determining speakers'
ideologies and practices?
5. How are speakers' language ideologies and practices distributed along the
lines of age, gender, social class, and education? What other factors affect
speakers' language beliefs and practices?
6. Is the community experiencing a dialect revival? If so, what forms is it
taking?
Linking micro-linguistic phenomena to speakers' experience of macro social events,
this study will provide an interpretive account of a marginal community's language values and
practices, exploring if and how it is linked to the broader "renaissance of dialects and less
common languages" recently experienced by many European nation states (Nelde, 1991:64).
And here I must specify that Rev6 is a marginal community because of its size, and to a certain
extent, also because of its geogrsqphical location. It cannot, however, be considered at the
economic periphery, having in recent years become one of the wealthiest valleys of the
Region^. Such a development has come about thanks to a well devised marketing campaign
that has guaranteed local farmers a large share of the Italian and European market of sqpples
with the D.O.C. (original controlled denomination) trademark of its product.
hronically, the project of a United Europe promoting the political, economic, and
cultural integration of European nationstates has given way to a rise in localism. At the
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grassroots level, the fear of general sociocultural homogeiiization has awakened a sense of
regional identities bringing vdth it a revival of the languages that mark them. Parallel to this is
the rise of an institutional discourse on the reevaluation of cultural and linguistic diversity
promoted by the Council of Europe.^ In Rev6 such a reaction is detectable on both a popular
community level and an institutional level. Regarding the former, it can be seen in speakers'
commentaries on the community codes and their linguistic choices, i.e., their practices.
Regarding the latter, it is evident in the action initiated by local political groups explicitly
promoting the revaluation of the dialect.
A general consideration to be made is that -notwithstanding the widespread "onenation-one-language ideology" (Blommaert & Verscheren, 1992) a condition underlying the
resurgence of regional languages is the fact that although de iure monolingual, most European
nation states are rarely so de facto. A case in point is Italy, which historically has been
characterized by a strong linguistic diversity. Upon its relatively late political unification in
1861, only 2% of its citizens spoke Italian, the rest were speakers of regional vernaculars
(Toso,1996; De Mauro, 199S). Today, Italy still counts a great variety of regional dialects.
Even though the vast majority of its citizens speaks the national code, this has not entailed the
strong convergence and standardization obtained, for example, in France where local varieties
have sunendered to the standard national code. The vitality of Italian dialects has however
declined throughout the years. The latest national sociolinguistic survey denounces that
^ Region here indicates a political and administrative entity comparable to a US state. Italy counts 20
Regions.
* The Council of Europe, a 41-nation group that promotes democracy and human rights, has adopted a
charter pledgmg to encourage the use of indigenous languages in schools, media and public life.The
council says that of the SOO million or so Europeans, more than SO million speak a lo^ language that is not
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Italians* use of local vernaculars is strongly regressing (Marcato, 1997). However, my
ethnographic observations in Rev6 indicate that the local code there not only shows a strong
vitality, but is reemerging with greater authority vis k vis the standard national code. It thus
shows better chances of maintenance than it did, for example, lS-20 years ago when Italian
seemed to be on the rise.
Underlying such a phenomenon is a change in speakers' language attitudes i.e., their
own theories on the community's languages and their uses. According to the language ideology
firamework firom which I will approach this situation, diese theories are themselves mediated by
speakers' experience of local and broader social, economic, and political events. My analysis
will focus on the complex interplay of all these factors to trace the workings of speakers'
language choices in the area of child language socialization. It will simultaneously look at
speakers' language practices, their theories on appropriate usage, and the broader social
conditions in which these are inscribed.

1.1.3. Significance of the study
The importance of this study lies 1) in its use of novel analytic tools to investigate
language variation and choice; 2) its ethnographic approach applied to the Italian context; 3) its

focus on language socialization -an under-researched area in Italian sociolinguistics.
Its adoption of a language ideology perspective-which foregrounds speakers' explicit
and implicit beliefs as affecting thehr language choices-promises a more comprehensive
their country's official tongue. The European Union has created the Bureau for Lesser-used Languages,
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understanding of the process than that provided by correlational studies. Whereas correlational
sociolinguistics posits a direct link between language variation and social differentiation
(Woolard, 1998), a language ideology perspective views the relationship between speakers and
their language choices as more complex. It interposes between the two (demographic/social
factors and language use), speakers' systems of ideas on language and its use which, in turn,
reflect their locally elaborated experience of broader social processes.
Methodologically, this project's ethnographic approach-involving participant
observation and the recording of socially occurring speech-will contribute a new perspective
to Italian studies in dialectology, which have ^ically relied on survey methods for data
collection with a focus on elder informants (Marcato, 1997, Vignozzi, 1997). Its focus on
language socialization will shed light on the workings of language transmission, and
ultimately, determine the vitality of the community codes.
In a recent debate on the past and future directions of Italian dialectology (Auer, 1997;
Haller 1997; Marcato, 1997; Vignozzi, 1997), scholars criticized the field's exclusive focus on
vernaculars, neglecting their relationship vis h vis the national code, and its reliance on older
conservative speakers for data collection limited to survey questionnaires. In their critique,
they call for an investigation of discourse, and data collection based on the observation of
socially occurring speech inclusive of code switching practices. This study will contribute to
filling such a gap.
Its analysis of code-switching practices and speakers' attitudes on community codes
will shed light on the under-researched relationship between local vernaculars and the standard

which finances projects supporting them.
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national code. Its focus on language socialization with attention to caretaker-child interactions
will balance the tradition's bias towards older conservative speakers. In addition, this work's
aim of determining the status and vitality of Revds vemacular will give insight mto the
homogenizing, but often echoed, claim-based on a national survey carried out by the
government statistical agency- that the use of dialects in Italy is strongly regressing. Finally,
it will contribute to the growing body of literature on the reemergence of regional languages in
Europe.

1.2. THE SETTING
The site of my research work is Rev6, a rural community characterized by heteroglossia
in the high alpine rim of northern Italy. The community, of which I am a native member, is
located in the upper Val di Non, an agricultural plateau in the Trentino Alto-Adige/Sud Tyrol
region. Because of its particular ethnic and linguistic conformation, which includes German
and Ladin-speaking minorities, the region (an entity comparable to a U.S. state) was granted
autonomous statute by die Italian government in post-World War n negotiations. Rev6 counts
approximately 1200 people, 60% of which are engaged in agriculture.

1.2.1. The languages of Rev6
The languages spoken ui the community are Italian, Nones and Trentino. Italian, the
national code, is the 'liigh" variety usually first encountered through the media, learned in
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school, and typically reserved for formal institutional contexts and ofBcial transactions. Nones,
the local vernacular, is (for the most part) speakers' first language, the "low" variety, and the
home and in-group code. Trentino, which is the dialect of the regional capitol, holds an
intermediate status between Italian and Nones. It is used in the place of Italian by older
members of the community not at ease with the national code, and relied on by other members
as a sort of lingua firanca in interactions with people of neighboring valleys.
In the last two years, the debate on the philological status of Nones as having fullfledged membership in the Ladin group, and thus the right to be acknowledged as a language
versus a mere dialect, has been quite heated. In traditional dialectology textbooks Nones is
however described as "an archaic Trentino" belonging to the Ladin/Romansch family of
languages spoken in Switzerland, Friuli and the neighboring Val di Fassa (Pellegrini, 1962,
1991, Anzelotti, 1996).
Whereas speakers in these areas have actively cultivated their linguistic integrity and
promoted acknowledgment of minority status, the Nones have never developed a sense of
independent cultural identity and linguistic separateness, looking instead to assimilate to the
modernizing broader context outside their peasant world (Cole & Wolf, 1974). In relation to
language, this has involved community members' convergence towards Italian, the national
code, which indexes membership in the broader modem urban context, symbol of civilization
and wealth denied by the local peasant status. Discussing the Nones' convergence towards
urban models, in a study on ecological adaptation and ethnic coexistence carried out in the area
in the late 60s and 70s, Cole and Wolf state:
For the Nones even the sense of linguistic sqparateness is under challenge
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as the present generation begins to transact most of its external business
in Trentino or standard Italian. (...) Some individuals have given up the
use of Nones altogether entirely (1974:276).
The authors fiirther contend that in contrast to the German-speaking population of the area
-which has defended itself from social and cultural assimilation~the Nones have lost their
identity "even" as a linguistic community. The researchers explain such an outcome as
deriving from the two groups' involvement in divergent cultural traditions; The Germanic one
centered around the rural Volk^ and the Latin one privileging urbanity. Whereas the Germans
have managed to cling to their identity as cultivators by placing themselves within the larger
German context (whose ideology allowed the peasant a dignified status) the Nones, referring to
the larger Italian context -for which the city is the center of civilization around which the
countryside rotates- subjugated their peasant reality to the more prestigious urban models. In
such a cultural model, Cole and Wolf (ibid.) remark: "the rural dweller is a second class citizen
lacking urban graces" (Cole & Wolf, 1974:265).
Such an orientation, surfacing in language practices -with convergence towards Italian,
the code of the city- became particularly evident with the economic prosperity the Nones
experienced through the shift firom subsistence agriculture to monoculture of apples and their
successful marketing. The socio-cultural changes such prosperity has entailed Qiigher levels of
education, mobility, and wider contact with urban models influencing local values and
aspirations) has brought with it wider exposure to the national code with an increased use and
spread of it to contexts previously reserved to the dialect only. One such area, and a crucial one
indeed for change in communicative practices, is that of child language socialization.
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122. Language socialization practices in Revd: past and present
In the 70s and 80s (considered the peak of the economic boom of the Valley), many
parents, expressing the criterion that Italian would facilitate their children's access to school
and to "the world," made a conscious effort to speak it to them, adopting Italian as the
language of child-rearing while maintaining the use of the dialect with adults. This established
a trend that would seemingly lead to the formation of a monolingual generation, possibly
favoring, in the long run, the occurrence of language shift. However, notwithstanding such an
orientation towards Italian in language socialization practices, all children, regardless of the
language spoken at home, continued to learn the dialect at a very young age and adhered to it
as they grew older.
In a pilot study conducted for this work in the summers of 199S and 19961observed
five households and questioned patents on such a phenomenon. Parents who chose Italian as
the home language overtly rejected responsibility for their children's fluency in the dialect.
They instead, laid the 'blame' on a generic ''outside," and/or more specifically, the
kindergarten or school. Ironically, these institutions ate typically the bearers of the national
code. They are, however, at the same time, a place in which children are first confronted on a
peer level with issues of identity and authoriQr.
A comparison between my household and pre-school observations, and caretakers'
elicited statements on their language use, however revealed a discrepancy between Italian
oriented caretakers' metacommentary and their actual linguistic practices. While caretakers
(parents, extended family, teachers) were claiming to use only Italian with their children, they
in fact 'unconsciously' often switched to the dialect in affect and authority laden contexts (e.g.
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scolding, cuddling and praise). Theclash between the explicit Italian-oriented ideology and a
covert dialect-oriented one surfacing in speakers' practices called for investigation.

1.2.3. Language awareness in Revd and the rise of "Prestigious Practices"
My preliminary observations also indicated that the community was experiencing an
unprecedented rise of attention to aspects of local culture, which included the local dialect
Nones. Evidence of this was a debate in the media on the status of Nones as "language" or
"dialect" and a reinvigoration of folklore and cultural associations. In recent years the
community has seen a blossoming of vernacular poetry readings, publications dealing with
local history, culture, folklore and dialect. Such efforts have been flmded by local credit
unions, agricultural cooperatives, and the Regional Autonomous Party that originated in the
early 80s in the Val di Non.
Parallel to these 'institutionally driven' activities for the revaluation of the local dialect
is the rise of novel linguistic practices in speakers. These consist in "prestigious practices"
(Alvarez, 1991) whereby the vernacular is used in domains typically reserved to the national
code. An example is the significant appearance in the local press of editorials and letters to the
editor written in the dialect which has yet to assume a standard orthographic form.
Up to now, graphic codification of Nones has been limited to publications of prayer,
song and poetry collections having the flavor of folklore. The issue of its graphic
standardization has just begun to be ^proached. Signs of such a process can be seen in action
taken on both a formal institutional level as well as in spontaneous speaker practices. In a
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recent convention on Nones held in the area which hosted political figures and academics, a
paper written and delivered in the vernacular proposed to standardize the graphic rendition of
Nones. A group of middle school teachers in Rev6 have begun teaching students how to write
in the dialect. As part of this years' 6"* and T"* grade curriculum students have been required to
interview community members on the local culture and then write reports in the dialect itself.
Regarding informal initiatives towards an orthographic codification of Nones on the level of
speakers' practices, during my observations I noticed post-it notes in shops, signs attached to
newlyweds' cars and public posters and advertisements written in the dialect. The choice of
the vernacular for these domains typically reserved to Italian was novel. These instances,
which contribute to normalizing the use of Nones for more "prestigious" written functions
underlie the emergence of new language values and thus ideologies. These practices are
important in that they contribute to the languagehood of Nones and thus its legitimacy and
prestige.
Last but not least, in this escalation of regional consciousness has been the constitution
of a "scientific committee of experts" having the declared purpose of "proving the status of
language** for the local vernacular (Smadel, 1998>. This would legitimize it ofBcially, and thus
qualify Nones for institutional uses that would, in turn, render the community eligible for
funding under the EU language minority legislation.
The discussion on the status of Nones as language or dialect is taking place on both an
institutional and popular level. In almost all the interviews I conducted, people brought up such
•

an issue, presenting mixed views on it. Interestingly, I found that even caretakers who denied
Nones the status of languagehowever advocated it for child rearing. In some instances as a
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marker of cultural specificity ('Ve are Nones, why shouldn't we speak our language'") in
others, for a better integration of children in the community ('7 don't want to exclude my child
from what is going on around him).
In the following chapters I will discuss the heightened language awareness within the
community and speakers' contradictory orientations towards the use of its varieties for
language socialization. I will focus on how and why speakers are changing dieir language
values and practices and how the two-beliefs and practices-interrelate and feed into each
other in the area of child language socialization.
In conclusion, the situation I am investigating is particularly interesting for the timing
of the study. The explicit ideologization of Nones, is attempting to give the vernacular a new
value and status, is at its first steps. The discourses on Nones circulating within the community
are contradictory and complex. Speakers' practices and discourses pointing to a revaluation of
the dialect are not always obvious, striking, nor clear-cut. As noted above, the situation
presents mixed and contradictory aspects. Speakers' degree of involvement in the discussion
on the commimity's codes and their perception of the status and vitality of Nones varies and is
at time ambiguous. A multiplicity of views is however to be expected if one does not want to
homogenize a community and its speakers for explanatory purposes. All in all, the mixed and
contradictory orientations that speakers in Rev6 express, both explicitly and implicitly through
their behavior, render the situation all the more interestmg to approach.
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1.3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
My project has adopted an ethnographic af^roach to the snidy of language. The
purpose of data collection was to identify how speakers perceive their community codes,
particularly in relation to child language socialization, and to document their practices in this
area. In order to document practices and gather speakers' perspectives I relied on a
combination of data collection procedures. These include:
1. Participant observation in community life with a specific focus on key sites for child
language socialization such as schools and households which allowed me to document

caretaker-child and peer interactions;
2. Recording of socially occurring speech at these sites;
3. Interviews with caretakers, as well as with children, adolescents uid young adults
representing different age groups;
4. Note-taking of entire conversations while they were taking place and shortly after they had
occurred;
5. Collection of archival data comprising scholarly work in Italian dialectology; publications
dealing with the dialect or written in it; newspaper and magazine articles, letters to the editor,
publicity, and recording of a local radio station's programs conducted in the dialect and ItaUan.
The bulk of the data comes firom direct ethnographic observation, interviews and
recording of socially occurring speech in the mentioned sites. Participant observation was
carried out in four different periods: May-August 199S, May-June 1996, June-August 1997
and May-August 1998. Preliminary observations in the summer of 1995,1996, and 1997
leading me to the formulation of this project allowed me to elaborate research questions.
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identify a focus, and isolate relevant observational sites to be privileged. Systematic data
collection was concentrated in the period of May-August 1998 when all the interviews and
recordings were carried out. The oral data consists of 4S audio-tapes amounting to
approximately SO hours of speech.

1.4. SITES OF DATA COLLECTION
Given my focus on language socialization, privileged sites of observation where I could
capture caretaker-child and peer interactions were naturally the schools and households.
Because my aim was to identify the latest trends in child language socialization and compare
them with earlier tendencies reconstructed through interviews with adolescents, young adults
and their families, I focused on younger age groups. These comprised children ages four to six
attending the preschool, and children six to ten at the elementary school.
In the summer of 19971contacted teachers and administrators of the local elementary
and preschool and obtained permission to attend classes and collect data in the form of field
notes and audio recordings. In addition to teachers' and administrators' consent, in ^foy 1998 a
written notice was sent out to all families informing them of my presence in the classrooms and
of the nature of my study which I formulated as: "An investigation of children's
communication patterns with attention to their uses of Nones and Italian".
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1.4.1. The Elementary School
I attended the elementary school for three weeks. During this period I observed children
and teachers firom grades 1-S during classroom activities, at the playground during recess, and
in the informal gatherings that took place in front of the school in the morning, before the bell
rang, and in the afternoon, at day's end when children lingered on and where a few parents,
siblings, neighbors would arrive to pick up the younger children.
Classes went firom 8:00 to 12:00 and then 2:00 to 4:00. To cover the whole age range
and to have enough continuos time with each class I decided to observe each grade for two
consecutive days and then restart the cycle. In my second round of observations I focused on
the third and fourth grades which presented interesting dynamics. In the last three afternoons of
school I had the opportunity to observe children in mixed cross-sectional groups. The school
was preparing for the final school play and children fi»m different classes were organized into
sub-groups that they autonomously managed with only marginal teacher guidance. This
allowed for the recording of peer interactions as well as two group interviews with children.
During these instances I participated in different groups' preparation of costumes, props and
rehearsal of parts that the children themselves had written. Interestingly, quite a few of the
skits, Jokes, two songs and a poem were in the dialect. The number of children per class was
the following; 20 in the first grade; 22 in the second grade; 14 in the third; 24 in the fourth, and
20 in the fifth. Two teachers were assigned to each class and often participated in team
fefl<?hing This allowed for the observation and comparison of teacher-teacher and teacherchildren interactions.
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1.4.2. The Preschool
I attended the preschool for over three weeks focusing on two groups of 15 children
ages 4-6. Two teachers were usually present in the classrooms and parents, grandparents,
siblings often stopped in. Crucial moments of observation were the mornings and afternoons
when family members dropped off and picked up the children, exchanging a few words with
other parents, children and teachers. Parents were allowed to bring children &om 7:30 to 9:00
a.m., pick them up at noon, or leave them to eat at the cafeteria and then pick them up from
4:00-4:30 p.m. During my observations I regularly took notes, transcribing entire
conversations, and recorded, when feasible, classroom and playground sessions.
I attended the school fiom 7:30 to 4:30, participating in the lunch hour and long
recesses. The playground proved to be a particularly interesting site in which to observe
children and caretakers. It was on the street, and when town members passed by they often
stopped to greet and exchange a few words with the teachers and children. Together with the
morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up moments this allowed me to see caretakers' public
presentation of self (furthermore, in an institutional context, the school) and identify the codes
they privileged with their own children, with other children, parents and teachers, fo addition,
the less teacher-guided activities that took place in the playground allowed for the recording of
some interesting peer interactions. It is there that I noticed how even children &om Italianoriented families were struggling to speak Nones with their peers, how teachers systematically
switched to the dialect in disciplining children, and how the less formally structured the
interactions were, the less teachers relied on Italian. Similarly to the elementary school, Italian
was the language used to index teacher/student identic and formal learning situations.
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1.4.3. The Households
I entered many households to conduct interviews or simply to visit. This gave me the
opportunity to observe parent-children and sibling interactions in both Italian and Nonesoriented families, allowing me to establish the general trend in language choices. However,
more systematic observations with recording of speech were limited to four households. All
four of these were Italian-oriented -which allowed me to document code-switching practicesand had children of the same age group attending the preschool classrooms I had observed.
This enabled me to compare primary socialization practices the children experienced in the
family with secondary ones experienced at the preschool. I recorded two of the families at the
dinner table twice, one family during a short road trip in the car, and one before the beginning
of my interview around the kitchen table. Both parents, and in two cases, also extended family
were present. Information on other Italian and Nones-oriented households, particularly those
with children ages four to six on which I bad focused at the preschool- comes &om household
visits entailing observation with field notes, and notation of conversations made shortly after
their occurrence. I visited each family at least twice and had the opportunity to see them
outside the homes. Children were often present during the visits, many took part in the
interview session as well.
In addition to these sites I also observed interactions at the July and August afternoon
embroidery classes conducted by nuns, and attended daily by girls ages 4-10, and a July
'summer camp' organized by the local municipality, conducted by three local teens and
attended by children of the elementary school I had observed.
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1.5. INFORMANTS
The aim of my observations, recordings, and interviews was to capture current trends in
language socialization. A comparison of these with past tendencies, reconstructed through
mterviews with adolescents, young adults and their parents, would give me an indication if
there had been changes in such an area. To identify current trends I observed younger children
at the elementary and preschool and interviewed dieir parents.
To reconstruct earlier beliefs and trends (particularly those pertaining to the 70s and
early 80s when Italian seemed to be on the rise) I interviewed 21 teens and young adults who
had grown up in that period, and 10 of their parents. In total I interviewed parents of 49
households and 21 young adults. Thirty-nine were parents of children bom in the late 80s, early
90s, and ten of were parents of 70s and early 80s children. The latter ten had been identified as
Italian-oriented through my interviews with young adults. My focus on Italian-oriented parents
of the 70s and early 80s would give me the past rationale behind the choice of Italian that could
then be compared with the current one furnished by younger late 80s and 90s parents. I chose
to focus on the Italian-oriented group because their choice in the 70s was marked- i.e., more
ideologically charged in breaking with the default Nones tradition. Interestingly, four of the
families that had raised children in the 70s stated that they would no longer adopt Italian, but
would now opt for Nones as language of child socialization, and were currently doing so with
their grandchildren.
In the choice of 80s and 90s caretaker informants, I focused on families with children I
had more closely observed in the preschool. In particular I privileged Rev6's parents of 4 year
olds interviewing 20 out of the 23 parents of children bom in 1994.
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The occupation of caretakers was varied, going fi:om professionals, to homemakers, to
farmers. Among the caretakers, 12 occupied important institutional roles within the
community, which entailed extensive contact with parents and children (e.g. teachers, doctors,
librarian, band and choir directors). Because of their close contacts with my group of interest
these last caretakers gave me precious accounts of their own and other community members'
practices.
As regards informants' social networics and allegiances, these were common town
knowledge that I documented and confirmed through informal queries with the interested
parties and with other community members. In the choice of households I traced a map of large
kinship groups and network ties and tried to cover at least two families firom each track so as to
have a representative picture of the community. During the interviews, and/or during the
preliminary visits 1 conducted to ask permission and negotiate a time for the interview, both
parents were present However, the majority of my caretaker interviewees were women,
mothers ages 26-60.
To reconstruct practices of the late 70s and early 80s, along with parents I interviewed
21 teens and young adults bom in the years 1968 to 1983. The interviews included questions
on what informants themselves spoke at home, at school, and what peers' language use was
like. Given the size of the community, and multiple informants &om tiie same year of birth (an
important associative principle in the community) I was able to draw a picture of language
tendencies of tiie 60s, 70s, and 80s. Typically, during the interviews informants would list one
by one their age cohorts (coscritti /coscritte) and report their home and conununity language
practices. The results of this task strongly suggest that the use of Italian in the homes was much
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more widespread in the 70s and early 80s than it is now. The indications deriving firom the selfreport data are consistent with my own impressions and with statistical data on the use of the
dialect and the standard in the Trentino (ISTAT,199S).

1.6.DATABASE AND REMARKS ON CONDUCTING RESEARCH IN ONE'S NATIVE
COMMUNITY
The oral data consists of 45 audiotapes amounting to approximately SO hours of speech.
Of these 13 are of socially occurring speech, (4 hours of family interactions, S in the school,
and 4 at the preschool) and 35 are of interviews. The unbalance between the two genres is due
to community members' expressed discomfort with being recorded, and my reluctance or
inability to force such a procedure on otherwise extremely collaborative people.
Before setting out to collect data I had reflected on my position as insider/outsider to
the community. I was confident that my insider status would give me access to information and
households, and that my years of distance from Rev6 Qiaving lived there continuously firom
ages 0-6 and 14-19 only) coupled with my professional training, would allow me the necessary
objective outsider perspective. I however also feared that my ties in the community could
prevent members firom sharing information. As it turned out, my membership gave me facility
of contacts, privileged information, and instant access to the households. It, however, also
limited or swayed my course of action.
In my 'professional academic mode' I had set out with the intention of recording as
many hours of spontaneous interactions as possible. However, upon re-entering the
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community, my identity as a member of it outweighed my researcher identity. I found myself
unable to impose methods of data collection (Le, recordings) that were foreign, perceived as
intrusive, and potentially threatening in a small community characterized by difGdence where
members' reputation and thus any information on them is a central asset. Being a member with
knowledge of the ways and norms of the community I was to respect them. This entailed
respect of family and community domains and boundaries that according to the rules of
appropriateness were not to be trespassed. To my disadvantage I had also arrived to collect data
at the precise moment in which a novel debate on the "issue of privacy" (significantly labeled
with the English term) was going on in the media. Such a preoccupation was echoed in
community members' conversations and jokes, which taunted the new 'fad'.
During my visits, note taking and interviews t was often jokingly challenged on such an
issue. Unease with novel legislation on it was expressed by school administrators who
reluctantly allowed me into the classrooms "only because they knew where I came from and
my family," and because they had already agreed to my presence the precedmg year. When
presenting my project to fellow community members, friends, and relatives, I found a positive
response, earnest interest, encouragement and support All my fellow community members
showed willingness to talk and take part in the project, however, not to be recorded in their
daily interactions. A common statement was that I was welcome in the houses and could do
anything I wanted, but not tape record. Many informants were reluctant to record even the
interview sessions. These were convinced only after my stating that it was a standard necessary
research procedure in America, that only my professors and I would have access to the data.
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that anonymity was guaranteed, but above all that everyone else in the community had agreed
to such a method.
At this point I could have perhaps cynically exploited the 'keep up with the Jones'
factor, but my community membership and sense of its norms prevented me from such a
manipulation. Because of the foreignness of the research tools in a context already
characterized by difBdence, that was perhaps catalyzed by the new debate on privacy, I did not
push household recordings as had been planned. As a result of this, I taped spontaneous
interaction in only four households. One of these was of a relative, and the other three were
parents that I eqpproached and convinced because of our long friendship ties. During this
experience I often asked myself and discussed with a few community members, colleagues and
friends outside of it, if my insider status rendered the recordings more threatening in the eyes
of fellow community members. Although I cannot state it with certainty, it is however, my (and
other members') belief that a complete stranger would not have succeeded in the task. My
impression was that after all, people were collaborating to the extent they did in virtue of my
membership and out of personal support.

1.7. PREVIEW OF THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS
The present study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 deals with the Italian
sociolinguistic situation. There I briefly illustrate the Italian linguistic repertory, the
relationship between the national code and local vernaculars, and language variation on
the peninsula as compared to language use in the context where my study is set. I will
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also describe the local vernacular Nones and the politically charged philological debates
surrounding its status and membership to the Ladin minority group.
Chapter 3 illustrates the theoretical framework I adopt for this study and
background research inspiring my data analysis. In cluster 41will analyze community
members' explicit language ideologies elicited through interviews with caretakers (both
parents and teachers). This will shed light on conununity members' perceptions of the
community codes, their socialization practices as related to their language theories and
how these have changed across generations.
Chapter S, dealing with socially occurring speech, will focus on language
practices in the schools. It will highlight the relationship between caretakers' explicit
metacommentaries on the community codes and their actual communicative practices.
The analysis of teacher>student interactions illustrates the role institutions play in shaping
language ideologies and practices in the community.
Ch^ter 6 focuses on caretaker-child interactions m the homes. The analysis of
parent-child interactions allows a comparison between children's primary and secondary
socialization practices, as well as a comparison between parents actual practices and their
dieorizations on the community codes and language sociaUzation dealt with in chapter 4.
In chapter 71 will illustrate prestigious practices that are on the rise in the
community. These consist of the use of Nones for functions and in contexts previously
reserved to Italian only. I will conclude with a discussion on the tbrms language revival is
taking in the conununity.
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2. THE ITALIAN SITUATION: LANGUAGE VARIATION ON THE PENSINSULA
2.1. The Italian repertory: varieties of the national code and local vernaculars
Italy can boast a large set of language varieties, hi every region one or more local
Romance dialects, and in some cases also a koine', are spoken along with a variety of
Italians.' Besides the diversity of vernaculars spoken in the peninsula and its islands
(more than 20 dialect groups in addition to non-Romance varieties spoken in many areas),
the Italian language itself has a high degree of internal differentiation. Following this, one
of the most important, albeit challenging tasks in Italian sociolinguistics is the description
of the Italian repertory and classification of its varieties. According to Berruto (1989:9)
such an endeavor is problematic: "because of the difficulty of drawing clear cut
boundaries within the Italian and dialectal portions of the overall repertory in a \^y that
can account for the overiapping of geographical and social variation."
The classification of varieties in the Italian repertory has, in fact, given rise to a
great deal of discussion among scholars (Berruto, 1989, Grassi, 1997, Trumper, 1989,
Somicola, 1989) who in order to ciq>ture its complexity have multiplied throughout the
years the number of Italian and dialect varieties in their taxonomies. These range &om
urban and rural varieties of vernaculars, to bureaucratic, literary, popular and neostandard Italians ^erruto, 1989). Once again, the fact that there is a proliferation of
categories and widespread disagreement on them is an indication of how complex the
problem is.
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However, as regards the national code, a category, which all scholars agree to be
the most salient, is geogr^hical variation. Every Italian region has its own "regional
Italian" with unique phonology, lexicon and to a more limited extent also morpho-syntax
(Berruto, 1989, De Mauro, 1970a, Grassi et al., 1997).
Social stratification within the national code is represented by the so>called
"Italiano popolare," a variety which is rooted in and presents a strong influence finm
speakers' first language, the dialect. De Mauro (1986:9), describes it as a variety that:
(...) is deeply and specifically rooted in the sociocultural and linguistic reality of the
lesser educated and poorer classes as they aspire to find a common communicative
ground beyond the persistent barriers of dialect
Regarding vernaculars, sociolinguists have proposed the distinction between rural
and urban varieties, dialectal koines, and Italianized versions of local dialects. Whereas
most of these categories are not applicable to the situation I am investigating, the last one,
i.e., the Mtalianized versions of dialects* is, as discussed in chapter S, progressively
developing among younger speakers in Rev6.
As regards the relationship between Italians and vernaculars, only the Tuscan and
Roman dialects can be considered true varieties of Italian (Grassi et al., 1997). As for the
rest of the Italo-Romance dialects spoken in Italy, they present a fairly large structural
difference from Italian so that they must be considered true separate systems rather than
mere varieties of the national code (Bemito, 1989). And, since more than half of the
' Given the scope of my woric I will present a very general description of the Italian situation and speakers'
repertory which includes only major points. For more detailed descriptions, and in depth analyses I refer
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Italian population uses both the national code and a dialect, Italy is characterized by a
great deal of bilingualism as well as multilingualism in regions where a minority
language is spoken.
However, since the so-called "economic miracle'* of the sixties) Italian, the
national code representing modernity, progress and social advancement, has spread more
and more into everyday communicative situations and through different strata of the
population. What is known as "the economic miracle" consists of the revolution in
economy, tradition and social consciousness leading to the shift from a predominantly
agricultural society, (perceived as archaic) to an industrial one (perceived as more
modem). Today, especially in urban contexts, (but not only) Italian is the exclusive code
of monolingual younger generations which have progressively abandoned the dialect
(Berruto, 1989; Grassi et al., 1997). The shift has been determined by social norms for
which Italian is the more prestigious code, and so-called purposes of convenience,
according to which Italian is more acceptable and 'practical' in terms of wider
intelligibility (Berruto, 1989).

2.1.2. Bilingualism in the peninsula and the relationship between the national code and
local vernaculars
Notwithstanding the growing expansion of the national code that is supplanting
local vernaculars in different areas of the country, the Italian sociolinguistic situation is
thereaderto Beiruto, 1987, 1989, DeMuuo, 1995 and Grassietal. 1997, Trumper, 1989).
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substantially one of bilingualism. It is, however, a very heterogeneous situation
presenting ever-growing zones of Italian monolingualism and bilingualism with and
without diglossia.
This diversity in outcomes is related to the different rate of social and economic
changes that have characterized different parts of Italy. In some areas, i.e. the more urban
and industrialized zones, language shift to Italian and Italian-dialect bilingualism without
diglossia have spread (Grassi, 1997). The latter entails a broad competence in both codes,
but without a functional distinction. In other, less urban and less industrialized areas,
bilingualism with diglossia has originated. It is however, not the diglossia in the classical
sense as defined by Ferguson (1959) where the standard (here better defined as national
code) occupying the high position, and the dialects the low one, show distinct domains of
use.
The Fergusonian dichotomy of clear-cut high and low varieties separated by
domains of use has in fact been questioned by Italian sociolinguists. In disputing the
classical definition as {q;)plied to the Italian situation they have pointed out 1) how the
dialect and Italian overlap m certain domains; 2) how the high variety is used for ordinary
conversation, a central condition that the classical definition excludes; and above all, 3)
how speakers' repertories present a continuum of sub-varieties. Following this, they have
proposed more complex representations of the Italian situation which presents numerous
varieties of both Italian and dialects diat in many cases share structural features and
norms of use.
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The terms "macrodiglossia" (entailing a situation where the dialect is strong) and
"microdiglossia" (where the dialect is weaker) (Trumper, 1989) and "dilalia" (Berruto,
1987,1989) have been proposed. These underline the presence of a continuum of
subvarieties between the high and low with overlapping domains of use. The introduction
of new terms aims to capture the changed sociolinguistic landscape with multiplication of
both Italian and dialectal varieties that are used across contexts.

2.1.3. Redefining the Italian situation: Dilalia and Micro/Macro Diglossia
Nine parameters illustrated in table I define and differentiate diglossia a la
Ferguson (19S9), dilalia proposed by Berruto (1987; 1989) and micro and macro diglossia
as put forth by Trumper (1989). Beiruto's characterization of the Italian situation as one
of dilalia is centered around the observation that Italians tend to use both the vernacular
and the national code in daily conversation. This is a condition excluded by the classical
definition of diglossia which instead predicts a strict separation of domains for the high
and low codes, with only the low code being used for informal everyday exchanges.
Berruto and Ferguson's categories differ in five out of the nine defining
parameters. The parameters in which diaUa differs firom diglossia in the classical sense
are the following: Ina situation of dilaia; 1) Both varieties are used in daily conversation.
2) Domains of use overlt^. 3) The low varied is not standardized. 4) The low variety is
socially stratified and marked. S) A situation of dilaia presents a continuum of
subvarieties between the high and low ones.
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All in all, Beiruto's characterization depicts a more fluid situation with a
continuum of varieties that overlap in different domains and where the low variety is not
standardized, but, nonetheless, marks the corresponding social class. It moreover implies
the expansion of Italian to the detriment of local vernaculars.
With the aim of better capturing social variation in language behavior that
Berruto's model does not contemplate, Trumper (1989) presents a more fine grained
model which includes two categories of macro and micro diglossia as applied to working
and middle class intragroup communication. What emerges is a split in communicative
practices between the two groups, with the middle class resembling Berruto's
characterization (involving the use of both varieties for everyday mformal exchanges);
and the working class, which presents a separation of domains, resembling Ferguson's
description. It has, in fact, seven out of nme parameters in common with the classical
definition of diglossia. Common to both scholars' redefinition of the Italian situation that
goes across class, is the presence of a contiunnum of varieties that speakers can draw on
and the non-standardization of the low one.

2.2. DEFINING THE SITUATION IN REV6
The new categories put forth by Bemito (1989) and Trumper (1989) to describe
the Italian context do not adequately account for the situation I am investigating. A
diffoence as compared to the re-definitions proposed by the Italian sociolinguists is that
speaker's repertory in Revd does not present a continuum of varieties between the dialect
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and the national code. The use of the regional dialect "Trentino"~that as a koine' that had
the role and function of lingua fianca for older generations who did not master Italianis progressively disappearing giving place to an either/or Italian/Nones option.
Secondly, in Rev6 the use of both varieties in daily conversation is not a common
practice. Speakers in Rev6 rely exclusively on the dialect for informal exchanges. The
two codes are functionally separated and for the most part do not share domains of use.
Partial exceptions to this are the mixed language practices found in the schools and in
Italian-oriented households. Both contexts entail educational domains where Italian is the
matrix language, but where Nones is covertly penetrating for the specific fractions of
disciplining and for the expression of positive and negative affect- as will be discussed in
chapters S and 6.
Further, Berruto and Trumper's descriptions of Italians' speech patterns imply an
expansion of the national code to domains traditionally marked by die exclusive use of
the dialect (informal daily interactions). Berruto (ibid) also states that given the greater
expansion and prestige of Italian, the choice of the dialect as the language of children's
first socialization is greatly diminished, bi Rev6 we have the inverse phenomenon of the
dialect penetrating domains that were instead, in a recent past, the exclusive monopoly of
Italian, and also the significant rise in the number of parents choosing the dialect over
Italian as the language of their children's first socialization.
In sum, differently from Benruto's dilalia and Trumpers' micro and macro
categories of diglossia is that the 'liigh" and "low" varieties in Rev6 show distinct
domains, although their distribution within them has in recent years undergone a
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reconfiguration. Moreover, it is the dialect and not Italian that is increasingly being
chosen as the language of children's first socialization.
These phenomena are focal points of my discussion that I will develop in the
following chapters. There I illustrate how the vernacular is spreading more and more into
professional communicative situations and institutional contexts traditionally reserved to
Italian only, as well as through different strata of the population (professionals) which in
a recent past instead marked their distinction through the use of Italian. A consequence of
this redistribution is also a revision and blurring of the "high" and "low" values attached
to the two codes, sign of the changing prestige of the national and local codes is the
inversion of trends in child socialization practices. After a period where Italian was the
first language of child socialization, it is currently the dialect that is the preferred code
among parents in Rev6. Another point of difference with Bemito and Trumper's
description is that the dialect in Revo does

mark social stratification, and fiirthermore,

presents itself as a common standard across the population.
All in all, the situation in Revd which presents 1) a standardization of the dialect,
which 2) is not socially stratified, but with its recent revival is used across the town
population, who 3) relies on it exclusively for ordinary conversation, resembles
Ferguson's (1959) model more that those put forward by the Italian scholars. Different
from Ferguson's description is the blurring of the high and low status between the two
codes. Also different finm Ferguson is that, although for the most part domains of use are
kept separate by speakers in Rev6 (because of the revaluation of the dialect which has
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acquired overt and covert prestige), the traditionally "low" code is penetrating into high
educational domains which were in the community's recent past reserved for Italian only.

2.2.1. The Italianization process and the "decay of dialects": The national trend and Revo
compared
The process of Italianization, or expansion of the national code and contraction of
dialects, has been equated either with economic advancement and progress, or demonized
as a process of linguistic deprivation that leads to cultural alienation. Representing the
former stance, De Mauro (1970:XI) depicts it as a process whereby: "The subaltern
classes, above all the peasant groups, mastering Italian &ee themselves from the dialectal
ghettos." Other dialectologists,^ lamenting a language shift, have conjured up a more
negative image, labeling it as "the drastic decay of dialects." Such a take has become a
topos of contemporary Italian culture and metacommentaries on language that are
recurrent in the popular press.
Surveys investigating Italians' linguistic behavior in three relational contexts:
family, firiends and strangers, has measured the progression of the Italianization process
revealing how the vitality of Italian dialects has declined throughout the years. The latest
national survey, carried out in 1995 by the Italian bstitute of Statistics QSTAT) reports:

'For example, Cortelazzo, a well known dialectologist, in a 1998 interview predicts that: "by the end of the
next cenmry we won't spe^ the dUect ai^ore, and quotes Bemito as saying that the use of dialects will
disappear1^2085.
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significant increase in the use of Italian to which corresponds a consistent decrease in
the exclusive use of the dialect in the three relational contexts considered."
A comparison of the 1995 survey results with data collected in the previous
national survey carried out in 1987-88 highlights the generalized increase in the use of
Italian and a "drastic decrease" in the use of the dialect in the homes (from 41.5% of
Italians that used the national code at home in 1988 to 44.4% in 1995).
The numbers become both statistically significant and significant for my specific
work if we consider the variable age. A comparison of the two survey results shows that
there has been a significant increase in the use of Italian among children (age range 6-10).
Whereas 58.5% of the 6-10 year olds spoke Italian at home in 1987-88, the percentage
rose to 66.8% in 1995, and with friends it went fi»m 60.9% to 68.6%.
When considering the variable of gender as linked to age, the increase is more
marked for 6-10 year old girls, going fiom 59.8% who used Italian at home in 1987-88,
to 69.9% in 1995 and from 62.9% to 72.3% with fiiends.
As for social class, here indirectly arrived at through level of speakers' education,
the 1995 survey reports that higher educational levels positively correlate to higher use of
Italian. Whereas 30.9% of individuals who obtained an elementary diploma speak Italian
at home, the number increases to 44.5 % for those who have a middle school diploma,
and 59.8% with a High School diploma. For college graduates it rises to 76.8%.
Among the most interesting of figures reported are those regarding the use of
language in urban and less densely populated areas. The highest increase in the use of
Italian over the eight years between the two surveys occurred in smaller conglomerates.
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i.e., those having 2000 or less residents. Whereas 49.1% of the population in these
contexts spoke the dialect in 1987/88, the percentage drops to 34.7% in 1995.
Concurrently, those who reported speaking Italian go finm 24.4% in 1987 to 31.3% in
1995. This indicates that the spread of Italian is not limited to urban contexts, but is
taking place in less densely populated areas and smaller towns as well.

2.2.2. The use of Italian and dialect in the Trentino Region: Practices counter to the
national trend
In terms of geographical variation in the process of Italianization, the Trentino is
represented as one of the regions where the use of the dialect is most widespread when
compared, for example, to the regions of central Italy, where its use is the lowest. The
1995 survey reports that 56% of Trentini regularly speak the dialect in the family.
In order to see if a change had occurred over the years I compared the 1995 survey
with the 1987/88 one. It was however difficult to compare data fiom the two surveys
because they present different types of questions, and different categories or groupings
regarding interlocutors and domains of use. The 1987 survey formulated questions in
terms of "always/never speak Itaiian/dialecf' and presented interviewees with a
predetermined, closed category of mixed domains/interlocutors and languages: "speaks
the dialect at home and Italian/dialect Italian with strangers." The 1995 survey used a
more fine-grained and open-ended i^proach asking informants ^^t they spoke in the
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three relational contexts (home, friends, strangers) keeping the three as separate
categories.
Notwithstanding the incongruity of categories between the two surveys, for the
purpose of illustrating the changing trend in language use across the years I will compare
the 1987-88 'mixed category' ("speaks dialect in the home and Italian with strangers")
with the two separate 199S categories; "speaks Italian/dialect in the home" and " speaks
Italian/dialect with strangers."
Notwithstanding the limits of this operation, a comparison of the results obtained
for the 1987-88 mixed category and the 1995 separate ones show a significant increase in
the use of the dialect in the homes and of Italian with strangers. The 1987-88 survey
reports that 24 % of Trentini spoke dialect at home and Italian with strangers. The 1995
survey reports that 56.5% use the dialect at home and 59.5% use Italian with strangers.
This would mean that the percentage of individuals that speaks the dialect at home has
more than doubled in eight years. The same goes for those who speak Italian with
strangers. Whereas the increase in the use of Italian follows national trends, the increase
in the use of the dialect in the homes is truly remarkable considering that it goes against
the general national trend which instead indicates a drastic decrease in the use of the
dialect in household contexts.
Contrary to the national trend, but consonant with the trend in Trentino, my
ethnographic observations in Rev6 indicate that the local code there not only shows a
strong vitality, but is reemerging with greater authoriQr vis a vis the standard national
code, and is spreading to domains outside of the family context. It thus shows better
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chances of maintenance than it did, for example, 15>20 years ago. In that period, Italian
seemed to be on the rise, as noted by Cole & Wolf (1974) finm their observations carried
out in the late 60s, and myself through interviews on past and present language choices
and practices.
And now a comment on the numbers. Although useful for drawing a general picture
and indicating general trends, th^ do not tell us why and how Italians are changing their
language practices. As regards the context I am looking at, my study of a communiQ^ located in
Trentino, -a region that is reported to have doubled the number of speakers who have opted for
the dialect in the last eight-nine years -the results of the survey then beg for further
investigation. Why have speakers in Trentino so massively (re-)tumed to the dialect? What are
the factors and reasons, underlying such a trend? A qualitative interpretive analysis involving
participant observation in communities can afford better insight into such a phenomenon.
Adopting the analytical tools furnished by the language ideology firamework it is my
interpretation that underlying such a phenomenon is a change in speakers' perception of the
community languages, i.e., their own theories on the community's languages and their uses.
Naturally these do not develop in a vacuum, but are linked to social, historical and economic
&ctors surrounding speakers. According to the language ideology firework, fiom

which I

will approach such a situation, these theories are themselves mediated by speakers' experience
of local and broader social economic and political events. And the recent years have indeed
been characterized by great changes. On a broader level, these are the economic and political
restructuring brought about by the project of a European unity, and demogRq)hic movements in
the form of immigration finm Eastern Europe and non-European nations. Both have
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contributed to awakening a sense of regional identity that is on the rise across the continent On
a more local level, in recent years Rev6 has witnessed a general increase in economic security
with wealth obtainable in loco. This has brought with it immigration to the Valley, and a
complete halt in the migratory outflux that characterized the area before the economic boom
brought about by the successful marketing of apples.
In the following chapters my analysis will focus on the complex interplay of all these
factors to trace the workings of speakers' language choices in the area of child language
socialization, which I assume as a crucial indicator of a languages' vitality and thus of future
linguistic trends in the conununity. It will simultaneously look at speakers' language practices,
their theories on appropriate usage, and the broader social conditions in which these are
inscribed. But before engaging in such an analysis I will briefly describe the local dialect
Nones.

2.3. THE LOCAL VERNACULAR NONES: LADIN OR NOT LADIN?
From the linguistic point of view, Revd can be defined as a bilingual community
characterized by diglossia, Italian being the high language and the vernacular Nones the
low one. However, the distinction between high and low has in recent years become less
clear-cut From the stigmatized idiom of poor peasants, with use limited to domestic and
informal contexts, Nones has become associated with a wider variety of people, situations

and functions. Nones is a non-literate language, however in recent years many speakers
have been seeking a literary status for it Examples of this process are the recent proposal
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of a standardized rendition of Nones and the (albeit informal) teaching of its writing in
the local middle school. Nones is an Alpine Romance dialect defined by Pellegrini
(1962:225) as: "a point of suture in the chain of dialects classified as Ladin, and precisely
as a strip that links the central Ladin to the western one (Swiss), across a germanized
area." However, Pellegrini (ibid) continues: "In many respects. Nones in its varieties can
be considered a form of archaic Trentino." Because of its archaic features, some of which
are shared with the Ladin proper spoken in Val Badia and Marebbe, Val Gardena, Val di
Fassa and the upper section of the Codevale valley. Nones has been defined by some
scholars as semi-Ladin (Anzilotti, 1992,1996,1997; Ascoli, 1873; DallaTina, 1995;
Tibletti-Bruno, 1996).
The archaic Alpine and Ladin features of Nones, considered residual traces of
more extensive phenomena of a broad Ladinia are the following:
Onaphoneticlevel:
The palatalization of velars followed by [a]: Nones:[tSamp] 'field', Latin
CAMPU, Italian (campo; Nones [tSan] 'dog', Latin CANE(M), Italian {cane};
[tSar} 'cart'<CARRU(M), {carro}; [tSas'tEl} 'castie' <CASTELLU(M),
{castello};
The conservation of postconsonantal [I]: [flor] 'flower' <FLORE(M), {fiore};
[san'glot] 'hiccough <SINGLUTU^, {singhiozzo}; [blaste'mar] 'to swear' <
BLASTEMARE, {bestenmiiare}; (Cordin, 1997)
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The delabialization of the latin qu and gu:
[aka] "wate'r <ACQUA {acqua}; [kantj "when", <QUANDU{quando}; [ghera}
"vfor' <GUERRA {guerra};
The pronunciation of [s] as an alveolar and not as a palatoalveolar as in the rest of
the Trentini dialects. (KoUman, 1998)
On the level of morphology:
The maintenance of 2sg. Final [s]: [vendes] 'you sell' < VENDES, {vendi};
[plases] 'you like' < PLACES, {piaci};
The lack of the plural marking on some nouns ending in [u] [clau] 'key'
>CLAVE {chiave}; [au] 'bee', <APIS ? {ape};
Peculiar to Nones alone, and distinguishing it from other Trentino dialects, are:
The palatalization of velars followed by / and r. (1*9^'^)'
[^)ecjel] 'mirror', <SPECLU {specchio}; [tzucjer] 'sugar', <ZUCRU,
{zucchero};
The palatalization of velars at the end of words:
[blancj] 'white' <BLANCU, {bianco}; [firescj] 'fresh' <FRSCU {fresco};
Doncj] 'long' <LONGU {lungo};
The vocalization of [1] followed by dentals:
[cjaudera] [furnace' <CALDERA {caldaia}; [aut] 'high' <ALTU {alto}; [auzzar]
'raise' <ALZARE {alzare};
The vocalization of labial consonants followed by other consonants at the end of
words as found in Romansch and Catalan varieties:
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[taula] 'table' <TAVOLA {tavola} (Catalan taula)
[clau] 'key' <CLAV£ {chiave} (Catalan clau) (Kollman, 1998; Anzilotti 1997)
Other scholars, who do not to underline traits in common with Ladin, have described
Nones as belonging to a more generic Trentino group. To this effect Salvi in a publication
on Ladin (1997:286) states:"Despite their traditional Ladin classification, Noneso and
Solandro are (here) considered under Trentino." Along the same line of thinking Cordin,
(1997) describes the Val di Non and neighboring Val di Sole as "transitioiud Ladin
Valleys" separate from the 'tout court' Ladin ones mentioned above.
The classification of Nones as belonging to the Ladin group, as semi-Ladin or
'merely' as a dialect of the Trentino group is not a neutral taxonomic choice, but has
become loaded with political relevance. As Zanella (1998) in the popular bimonthly Nos
magazine 0)ubh'shed and diffiised in the Valley) writes:
As of lately in the Region the term Ladin and its derivatives Icuiinia,
ladinia, ladim, ladinismo ladineggiante and semi-ladino, are
currently experiencing an important moment. The term is often at
the center of attention and has become a source of continuing debates.
The debates centered around the Ladin origin of Nones are crucial to the political
future of the residents of the Val di Non. If Nones were to be officially grouped with the
altea(fy acknowledged minority language spoken in the Val di Fassa, its 35.0000 speakers
would come under the protective norms and privileges granted to Ladin speakers in the
neighboring valleys. This would entail having access to special financial contributions
that the Regional government and the European Union reserve for minority groups.
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As part of the special autonomous status granted to the Trentino-Alto Adige
Region (1948 and 1972) the Ladins of the province of Bolzano have been recognized as a
minority group since 1951. Ladin there is taught in schools up to school-leaving age. It
has also been introduced into primary schools of the province of Trento, in Val di Fassa
since 1969 (one hour weekly). Ladin was recognized as a language of public
administration in the province of Bolzano in 1989, and in 1993 in the Val di Fassa, in the
province of Trento.
The ofBcial acknowledgment of Ladin as a minority language in the above
mentioned valleys has brought with it norms favoring its speakers. Among these are the
already mentioned presence of Ladin in the schools and its use as language of
administration. In addition to this is the cherished reservation of a quota of public posts in
local and regional employment contests.
hi 2001 a national census will allow Trentini the choice of self-identifying as
Italian, Ladin or other. Local cultural and political groups, among them, most
prominently, Rezia, (which is the most recently formed and most active Nones-promoting
association in the Valley), have organized a subtle campaign promoting cultural events,
publications in Nones, and debates on the language. Under different guises these cultural
institutions seek to produce an ideological consensus on the languagehood of Nones
which lays the grounds for its legitimacy as a minority language.
Appealing to a historical unity of a "Ladinia" which comprises the Val di Non,
(based on philological discourses), they give legitimacy to Nones as a minority language
and seek to produce it as an emblem of a specific ethnic identity. This whole operation
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underlies the ultunate goal of the association, which is the urging of the Nones to identify
as Ladin in the 2001 national census.
To conclude, this highly charged political situation surrounding Nones inevitably
contributes to community members' recently hightened awareness towards language and
identity issues. It shapes their linguistic perceptions and daily communicative practicesv\4iether they participate in the academic and political debates or not.
In the following chapters I will focus on community members' explicit and
implicit language ideologies i.e., their theories on language and their communicative
practices, to illustrate how such a debate has, in fact, directly and indirectly influenced
them.
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3. INTRODUCTION
3.1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE PROJECT
The approach to studying language use I adopt is inspired by the ethnography of
communication tradition where speakers and their social contexts are central and where
language is viewed as a cultural production reflecting the social and interpersonal conditions
under which it is produced. Within this approach, I draw on different analytical orientations
and thematic areas of study. Central to my analysis are: 1) a perspective centering on language
ideologies and their link to speakers' practices, and 2) the social constructivist framework
which highlights the workings of speakers' identity performance in interaction.
My analysis will focus on the metaphorical attributes of speakers' language choices
(Urban, 1991) indexing the local as well as the broader social and ideological context, and the
specific identities speakers are constructing through such choices. I will also draw from 3) a
landmark study on ethnic coexistence and ecological adaptation carried out in the Val di Non
by the cultural anthropologists Cole & Wolf (1974) in the late 60s and 70s. In their study, the
researchers provide a detailed historical and cultural analysis of the valley and its people,
which constitutes a solid background to my project.

3.2. LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES AS A NOVEL FOCUS ON INQUIRY
The study of language ideologies and its constitution as a specific field of inquiry has
relatively recent roots (Woolaid &Scheifrelinl994; Woolard, 1998; Kroskiity, 2000) It has

come about as a re^nse to an increasing awareness of the "status of language as a primary
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site of political processes" (Kroskrity, 2000:1) and the need, in order to understand these
processes, to link microanalyses of discourse to broader political and economic macroprocesses and events.
Various definitions of language ideologies have been proposed. These range fi:om broad
and neutral characterizations depicting them as: "shared bodies of commonsense notions about
the nature of language and in the world" (Rumsey,1990:346), to more specific ones which
highlight its secondary, distorting character: "set beliefs about language articulated by users as
a rationalization or justification of perceived language structure and use" (Silverstein,
1979:193), to the more critical ones underlining ideologies' partiality in characterizing them as:
"the cultural system of ideas about social and linguistic relationships, together with their
loading of moral and political interests" (Irvine:1989:2SS).
The di£ferent characterizations depend on the conception of ideology that researchers
adopt, linked to the features of it they want to emphasize, and the focus of study, or site of
investigation one privileges. The latter range from explicit theorizations on language forms and
their use, to implicit behavioral/communicative practices.
But why has language ideology come to be constituted as a specific focus within
anthropological and socio-linguistics? Why the need for such a reformulation of terminology
and conceptual categories? After all, themes that now fall under the umbrella of language
ideologies, such as explicit cultural conceptions of language and stances embedded in
communicative practices have traditionally been approached in sociolinguistic and
anthropological studies. For example, variationist studies dealing with language attitudes and
evaluation; research on language planning lookingat loyalty, or investigations on code-
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switching, to name a few (Woolatd & Scheiffelin, 1994). Are scholars then merely analyzing
the same topics with similar methodologies, but under a different label? Gal (1992:445) argues
that with the adoption of language ideology as a framework, what was previously studied under
different labels can be seen through a new filter "inspiring novel analytic connections". Philips
(1996), underlines that the shiii in terminology should bring with it a shift in theoretical
perspectives. Woolard talks about a "fiesh and productive reformulation of analytic problems"
(1992:236) and highlights the appropriateness of using the term ideology because it brings to
the forefront the social roots of consciousness and thought. She characterizes ideology as "the
mediating link" between societal and linguistic structures and practices, i.e., the link that can
bring together the micro (analysis of discursive practices) and the macro (historical societal and
economic context).
The reformulation of terms, entailing a novel approach to communicative practices, has
contributed to understanding the role speakers' implicit and explicit language beliefs play in
state formation and the maintenance and creation of national, ethnic, and professional identities
(Kroskrity, 2000). Adopting such a framework for the study of community members' language
theories and practices in Revd helps me uncover how these, which are linked to specific social,
economic, and political processes, intervene in the creation of novel community identities
among which an ethnic one is salient In such processes the constitution of the languagehood
of Nones, which becomes an emblem of local identity, is crucial.
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3.2.1. Language ideologies: Implicit and explicit forms
Simply put, language ideologies are peoples* beliefs about language and the workings
of communication. These can take the form of explicit metacommetaries (Philips, 1991) or be
implicit in speakers' practices. However, given the social nature of communication and ideas,
language ideologies are never simply about language alone, but enact links between language
and society. In works approaching language use through a language ideology perspective the
micro-culture of communication is linked to macro-social processes through a foregrounding
of the notions of distortion and interest embedded in communicative practices (pragmatics) and
theorizations on them (metapragmatics) (Silverstein 1988). Through the construct of ideology
and the process of its de-naturalization, researchers seek to identify whose interests are served
by language ideologies and practices taking the form they do.
Recent studies which foreground language ideologies privilege to various degrees
pragmatics and metapragmatics, exploring their relation to structure and/or to use. Most works,
however, combine an analysis of the two, stressing the importance of theur integration for a
fuller understanding of social and linguistic phenomena. Within such a perspective,
inspirational to my project are the works of Hill & Hill (1986) and Gal (1979, 1987) on
language variation and shift; that of Kulick (1993) highlighting the role of language
socialization practices in such a process, and Woolard's (1989) research investigating the
relation between institutional discourses on language and speakers' actual practices.
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3.2.2. Background studies focusing on language ideologies
I look to Hill & Hill's (1986) study of Mexicano speakers in the Malinche Volcano
region for their highlighting the effects of broader socioeconomic processes on local meanings
and values shaping linguistic attitudes and ideologies and, thus, norms and practices within the
community. Their discussion of how members of the speech community use language to signal
membership and obtain access to resources evidences the power of symbolic practices where
"means and meanings are intertwined" (p.3). In particular, their highlighting of the ambivalent
social meanings the power and purist codes assume- and their relation to Mexicano speakers'
conflicting values of reciprocity and profit- points to the multiple and complex workings of
symbolic resources, not simply reducible to high and low functions.
The context I worked in -where modem professionalized farmers, more traditional
ones, and urbanized professionals interact- also presents conflicting values and identities.
Moreover, given the recent spread in the use of the vernacular to contexts previously reserved
to Italian, and the multiplicity of attitudes and trends in the community, its codes are not easily
categorized as clear-cut high and low, but vary in authority in relation to factors I will seek to
determine. In this sense, Hill & Hill's work, which confionts complexity, represents a model I
can draw on. In addition, their analysis of code-switching in terms of Bakhtim'an voices which
enact multiple ideologies, fiirther equips me with a useful frame of interpretation for my
project
I espouse Kulick's (1993) call for a focus on local perspectives. His foregrounding the
ideological dimension of language shifl, together with his documentation of the role that
workings language socialization practices play in such a process are inspirational to my project.
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In my preliminary observations in Revo I noted that similarly to Gapun parents who were at a
loss in understanding why their children did not learn the local vernacular, parents in Revd also
denied responsibility for their children's acquisition of the dialect and furnished mixed
explanations for it. Also, similarly to Gapun caretakers who unconsciously foregrounded Tok
Pisisn in language socialization, caretakers in Rev6 did the same with the local dialect they
were claiming to avoid with children. Inspired by his analysis, my work focuses on language
socialization practices and their ideological foundations, with particular attention to
unconscious ideologies surfacing in practices.
Woolaid's (1989) work in Catalonia on language attitudes and ethnic identity also
foregrounds the link between everyday interactions and broader socioeconomic issues. It is
important for its questioning the notion of prestige as linked to mstitutions. In the Catalan
situation, although Castilian has historically been supported by the institutions, it is Catalan
that wins most prestige because of the economic status of its speakers. In Revd the recent
economic well being and the new perception of fanners as wealthy professionals has certainly
played a role in determining members' new ease with the dialect and its revaluation. Speaking
Nones is no longer associated with a subordinate status, or in Priestly's (1990) terms, it no
longer "smells of pigs."
My analysis will also consider the role State and local institutions play in shaping
speakers' attitudes towards the vernacular. Significant in this regard is the local middle
schools' promotion of the dialect mentioned in chapter 1. Also, my observations in Rev6s
preschool and elementary school classrooms have shown that the dialect is overtly and covertly
promoted in these institutional sites. Overtly, for example, through teachers' encouraging
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students to compose poetry, songs and theatrical pieces in the dialect, as well as their proposal
of an Italian/Nones contrastive analysis in grammar classes. Such a "prestigious practice"
(Alvarez, 1991) not only acknowledges a place for Nones within the school, but also, implicitly
places it on the same level as the national code. Covertly, it is promoted through teachers'
switch to it in moments requiring authority. It bears mentioning that such initiatives and
practices are facilitated by the greater tolerance for dialects found in the latest (1986) National
Cuiricular Guidelines that teachers are called on to follow.
From Gal's (1979) work on language shift in a rural bilingual community in Austria I
will draw her focus on social network structures and their role in shaping speakers' linguistic
behavior. Rather than merely relying on such indices as income and occupation to measure
speakers' status, Gal looks at speakers* social networks and how these effect values and
stances diat speakers can index through speech creating a certain identity for themselves. Such
a framework works well in the small community of Revd where 60% of the population is
employed in agriculture with little difference in income and where social distinctions run along
the lines of kin, social networks and not socio-economic class.

3.3. IDENTITY: A SOCIAL-CONSTRUCTIVIST PERSPECTIVE
My analysis also entails a focus on the processes involved in identity construction.
Inspirational to this end is the work of Ochs (1992, 1993). Putting forth a view of identity as
co-constructed through discourse and contextualized interaction, Ochs depicts the processes
through which it is performed as consisting in the use of particular linguistic forms and
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interlocutors' interpretation of them. More specifically, she argues that identities are
constituted through speakers' performance of acts and display of stances that can directly, or
most often indirectly-through a web of culture-specific relations-index a certain identity.
Following this, my analysis of interactions will turn to the cultural relations and meanings
specific to Rev6, and to the language practices that speakers in Rev6 rely on to index such
meanings in performing identities.
Central is an analysis of speakers' code choices and code-switching practices. I will
consider how through choice of code speakers signal cultural meanings and participants' roles
and relationships. This requires an analysis of not only the propositional content and referential
meaning of exchanges, but also the indexical and symbolic values of code choices. For
example the choice of Nones to index a certain identity (e.g. adult and responsible community
members) and/or to symbolize a particular construct or ideology (i.e. sincerity, responsibility).
From my observations in the community it seems that, for example, authority and
sincerity linked to a local sense of being 'genuine', are indexed through the use of Nones. Also
in relation to identity perception and construction, in many of the interviews I conducted
speakers stated that they considered Italian as more appropriate (than Nones) "in the mouth of
women and small children", also claiming that girls tend to use it more than boys. Following
these preliminary insights I will focus on language beliefs and the linguistic practices speakers
in Rev6 rely on in the construction of gender and how this feeds into socialization practices.
In sum, the choice of codes as well as the discussion on them is ideologically charged
in Rev6 as elsev^ere. The most transparent example of this is the debate on the status of Nones
as a language/dialect Although framed as a philological matter, it is clearly an ideological and
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political one. Given the above discussion and brief characterization of the specific context, the
situation I am investigating well justifies an analysis adopting the tools of the language
ideology fiamework, and the social-constiuctivist perspective. Both will be applied to the
analysis of code switching practices the theoretical background of which will be illustrated in
chapter S.

3.4. BACKGROUND STUDIES ON THE VAL DINON
Finally, I will rely on the work of the cultural anthropologists Cole & Wolf (1974) who
traced the historical roots of the Nones' abandonment of a cultural specificity in favor of
assimilation to the broader context The authors furnish a detailed account of the political,
economic, and cultural processes leading to the Nones' current social organization deriving
from their political and cultural allegiances to the Italian model centered around urbanity and
civilization. In their monograph on the coexistence and ecological adaptation of the
neighboring German and Nones groups in the Val di Non, they strongly underscore the two
groups' diverse ideological allegiances to assess the changes that have affected diem in the
"economic upswing" of the 60s and 70s. The authors explain the cultural differences between
the two populations as deriving from their different relations to 'the outside' throughout
history. Whereas the Nones sought the largest possible involvement with the modem urban
context, the German-speaking group members clung to their local identity as cultivators,
linking it with their cultural continuity as non-Italians.
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My hypothesis is that cunently the Nones-partly because of their economic security
and new sense of wealth obtainable in locally-are no longer looking to the broader context for
models. Instead, they are rejecting their subjugation to the Italian urban model while
developing a renewed sense of local identity. Such an orientation can be seen in the
community's recent attention to anything local: from history to folklore to language. It is
surfacing in the language practices of speakers who are more and more at ease in using the
dialect in more prestigious contexts that only IS>20 years ago were strictly Italian dominant.
However, only a close analysis of speakers' practices and beliefs can shed light on how they ate
positioning themselves in the revaluation process, and what degrees, forms, and directions such
a process is taking. It is thus to my data that I turn.
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4. DATA ANALYSIS: EXPLCIT LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES IN REV6
4.1. INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapters we reviewed various characterizations of language
ideologies put forth by different researchers. These ranged fi:om broad and neutral
definitions of language ideologies to more critical depictions emphasizing their distortive
and/or interest-laden nature. Regardless of the scope or emphasis, common to all takes on
language ideologies is that they ate never merely about language alone, but enact links
between the languages and, broadly speaking, the cultures and societies speakers function
in. Thus, the content of ideologies is as varied as language groups, their histories, and
social settings are. Moreover, the ideologies within a single setting or group are inevitably
multiple, heterogeneous, just like the speakers and the perspectives of the speech
community within which they are generated are heterogeneous (Gal, 1999).
The ideologies of language produced within a given community underiie and
justify its specific language practices and to a certain extent its forms (Silverstein, 1985,
Rumsey, 1990). In turn, speakers' actual practices generate and underpin community
ideologies. The task of a researcher working in a community is then to first identify its
members' language ideologies, which can take the form of explicit metacommentaries
and/or be embedded in discursive practices, and then to reconstruct their origin, functions
and workings (implications and meanings) within the conununity. Such is the goal of this
chapter which describes the explicit language ideologies of speakers in Revd and analyzes
their articulation/ link to broader constructs.
As seen in the review of the literature (Chapter 3), different researchers privilege
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to various degrees a focus on explicit versus implicit forms of ideologies. A more
rounded approach involves the consideration and comparison of the two. This is the
approach I adopt in my work. I will first focus on speakers' explicit theorizations on
language and language use, drawn fi;om the interview data (Chapter 4), and then compare
them to implicit ideologies discernible fix)m the analysis of speakers' communicative
practices, documented through the audio recording of socially occurring speech (Chapters
5 and 6). Following Briggs (1992) I agree that the documentation and voicing of
speakers' explicit ideologies is a necessary focus in that it counters the risk of privileging
the researchers' perspective. It furthermore allows for the identification of covert
ideologies when explicit and implicit forms are compared.

4.2. ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTER
In this chapter I will focus on speakers' explicit ideologization of
language,(structure) and of linguistic practices, (use) outlining recurrent themes that
emerged in the analysis of the interview data. Informants' theorizations include their
conceptions of the community codes' abilities, functions, and values, as well as
judgments on their status and vitali^. These are interwoven with notions of the
appropriate use of Nones and Italian which tie into community notions of identity^ and
personhood.
I group the explicit discourses of language ideology, drawn fitom the interview
data, according to:l) their focus on language practiced (language choice and notions of
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appropriate usage) versus 2) language structure/ form (conception of community codes).
The bulk of the first group of discourses, (on practices), deals with community
ideologies of child language socialization. Here speakers elaborate on their o>vn and other
community members' language choices and specific linguistic practices with children.
More specifically, speakers' metacommentaries on the socialization of children to
language in Rev6 focused on such issues as language and cognition, language and
identity, and the social functions, meanings and implications involved in the use of Italian
and Nones.
The second group comprises speakers' theories on the forms and functions of the
community codes. My discussion of community members' ideologization of language
highlights their awareness of both referential and non-referential meanings created
through its use, and their acutely normative stance towards Italian, the national code,
which is envisioned as an idealized standard. This is contrasted with speakers' more
flexible orientation towards the local vernacular Nones^
Although the Nones currently spoken in Rev6 is perceived as no longer pure, but
changing because of the influence of Italian on it the novel forms of Nones are
nonetheless accepted for the sake of the dialects' survival.
However, before discussing issues recurrently brought up by informants, i.e., the
themes, which make up salient community ideologies, and tracing the history of their
development, it is first necessary to set these against a backdrop of a perceived recent
change in caretakers* language choices in Revo on which the vast majority of the

interviewees remarked. For this task I will draw on interviewees' analysis of the
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development in the commimity of different attitudes towards its codes. Attention to
informants* assessment of their own and other community members' changed perception
as to the value, fimctions, and use of Italian and Nones that has in recent years come
about in Revd will allow me to contextualize and shed more light on current language
ideologies in the community.

4.3. PAST AND PRESENT LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION IDEOLOGIES IN REV6:
A CHANGE IN COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES
At present caretakers in Revd are orienting towards Nones as the language of
child language socialization. The majority of parents of young children that I interviewed
stated that they opted for Nones, and such a tendency was confirmed by my observations
in the community. However, this practice has not always been an unquestioned norm
among community members. In the 70s and 80s, many parents, expressing the view that
Italian would facilitate their children's performance in school and access to "the world,"
made a conscious effort to speak it to them, adopting Italian as the language of childrearing while maintaining the use of the dialect with adults. This established a trend that
would seemingly lead to the formation of a monolingual generation, possibly favoring, in
the long run, the occurrence of language shift. Such a phenomenon acquires particular
significance if one considers that the caretakers who in those years were adopting Italian
with their children were not merely the traditionally ItaUan-oriented professionals -who
typically marked their distinction fiom the rest of the farmer/peasant population through
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the use of Italian- but the fanners themselves.
"Years ago the absurd thing was that it was precisely the fanner families that started to
speak Italian with the kids. Especially the mothers, maybe just to be more
"cittadine"[urban]. The families of my girlfriends who spoke Italian, they were all
farmers."(MT p8)
"My son was bom in 1986, he went to kindergarten in 1989 and all the kids his age were
speaking Italian, wait- he had 13 peers and ten out thirteen peers spoke Italian and they
were all from fanner families." (CB p7)
In those years the Val di Non was undergoing a reorganization of agricultural
practices which affected practices within the core social institution, the family. With the
specialization of agricultural practices, their mechanization, and rise of the new
professionalized farmer figure, children became less and less involved in die family
economy. Their participation in the household management and work in the fields
became less essential, and their future was not automatically conceived of as necessarily
within the family economy of the farm. From this diminished need for direct participation
emerged a more sheltered childhood, less in touch with traditional local practices, and
more projected towards a national, urban-like model, associated on the linguistic level,
with Italian. Consequently, children's exposure and need for an active use of Nones
became less essential. What I mean to say is that if children were allowed a sheltered role
and not requusd to participate in the household economy and management, they could
very well also have a separate language at home, namely Italian, the language of the
'new' less locally oriented, child. And this privileging of Italian, associated with an
orientation towards 'the outside* (Cole & Wolf1974), seemed to be the direction in
which caretakers and children were going before the recent return to the vernacular.
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Thus, Cole & Wolf (1974), in their study carried out in the Val di Non, highlight
the Nones' orientation towards an outside urban model, traditionally associated with
modernity, civility and wealth, and specifically point to their progressive abandonment of
the local language:
For the Nones even the sense of linguistic separateness is under challenge
as the present generation begins to transact most of its external business in
Trentino or standard Italian. (...) Some individuals have given up the use of
Nones altogether entirely (1974:276).
However, Cole & Wolf carried out their work in the 60s, before the Valley's economic
boom brought about by the specialization in the monoculture of apples and their
successful marketing. Such an economic turn brought with it a novel sense of security and
wealth obtainable in loco, leading commum'ty members to reevaluate local prospects,
practices, opportunities, and ultimately local identity. Consequent was a shift in
community members' orientation— away finm the urban model and back to their vitalized
and re-valued local one. On the level of language practices, community members' new
positioning vis a vis the broader context, deriving &om their changed socio-economic
reality, led to a revaluation of the local vernacular and progressive revision of the national
code's high status -if not its devaluation. Caretakers' past orientations towards Italian,
and the current revaluation of Nones was brought up by the majority of Nones-oriented
interviewees who characterized the phenomenon as:
*'An Italian mania from which parents ate now recovering (...)coming back to their
senses."(MRN3b)
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and:
"A return to Nones after years of subjugation to Italian.'*(LM2b)
Nones oriented parents of the 90s were depicted as:
"Not heeding all that baloney about Italian- that it is better for school." (CBSa)
and finally;
"Years ago people had the tendency to speak Italian with their kids, now we have entered
another pha% where Italian is snubbed. Now people are speaking more and more Nones,
maybe because the family feels more the importance of speaking the dialect- of keeping it
alive." (TB3a)"
This change in perspective towards the community codes was pointed to spontaneously
by the majority of informants. Others came to it prompted by the question: "Do you think
there have been any changes in the way people speak today and the way people spoke
when you were a child/ when your brothers/sisters/neighbors and/or your own children
were younger? Do people in Rev6' speak more/less the same Italian and Nones now as in
the past?"
An elementary school teacher ^o has been working in the community for over
thirty years stated:
"I remember,IS or so years ago there were kids at school who used to say: I don't know
Nones" [animated in Italian]. It's not like that anymore." ^4Rp3)

4.3.1. From Italian to Nones: Reasons for the change in orientation
According to Nones oriented interviewees, caretakers no longer feel that their
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pedagogical savvy lies in the adoption of Italian with their children. Also, parents no
longer exhibit their education and social distinction through the use of Italian, which in
current years has moreover ceased to be the exclusive patrimony of the more highly
educated class of professionals.

"Twenty years ago one who spoke Italian was considered more learned and just better,he
was a step above everybody. So if you had a little bit of education or you considered
yourself ^tter you spoke Italian. Now it's the opposite! Even the people who go to
university and are really well learned, they speak Nones. Now there is the mentality that
Nones is just fine (va benone)" (GZp7«t^
The higher prestige of Italian has waned in recent years. In the eyes of most (especially
younger) community members the use of Italian no longer constitutes a sign of
distinction, but is, in fact, presently "snobba" snubbed. From the following excerpt the
link between the revaluation of the local context due to novel economic prosperity of
farmers, and revaluation of the local language is clear.
"These days everybody talks Uke they want to. If you speak Nones you are considered at
the same level of someone who speaks Italian. Years ago there used to be this distinction
.people distinguished themselves by speaking in Italian. It was a certain social class, or
people from a lower class level who longed to make a qualitative jump by speaking
Italian. But now it's no longer like this- absolutely not. Now there are other values that
make you distinguished, it's how many loads of apples you make now, look at the money
farmers have now." ^d^lb)
Also, Italian is no longer necessarily associated with better, more modem parenting
practices and more education-conscious parents.
"Years ago it was a fashion, maybe a way of saying have a particular care of my
children, I am a good mother a modem one who cares* it was telling people 'my son
speaks Italian at home and so he will be very good at khool" (CTpS).
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Young couples are no longer "buying into" the theory that Italian is the most appropriate
language for child rearing, the choice that will help pave the way to their children's
success in school.

"They used to say that Italian would help the kids in school, otherwise they had to
translate all time and it was harder. We don't believe that At first I was a^d that we
were doing the wrong thing, but we speak Nones to them because they will learn Italian at
school." (GMZplTa)
To sum up, the current perception of the majority of young parent informants was that the
choice to speak Italian in the home "does not make a difference" in favoring their
children's school performance.
"Years ago patents used to stress Italian and most of them didn't even speak it well, now
the funny thing is that people know it and they speak Nones because they noticed that
their kids learn Italian anyway and that it doesn't make such a difference." (DR&P7a).
Although I do not have 'hard data' that can aptly quantify the past "Italian fad"
depicted by interviewees, the fact that community members' perception and assessment
of it is so widespread makes it relevant, and indeed a significant background against
which to set present ideologies, practices, orientations, hi other words, even if the solid
numbers to quantitatively determine and support such a perceived phenomenon are not
available, community members' talk about it 'in and of itself, highlights and underpins a
change in the values Nones and Italian hold in the community. This change goes in the
direction of a revaluation of the vernacular. And in the comments of speakers it is a stark
version of the dialect at that. A version they repeatedly qualified as "^sclet" i.e., not a
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watered down Italianized version of Nones, but a genuine, 'raw 'one that is exhibited
comfortably with no reticence, or sense of inferiority nor inappropriateness. In fact,
speakers commenting on the return of the dialect as the language of child socialization
concord that it is a clear shiit with no signs of hesitation in that children themselves are
depicted as speaking "Nones sclet." On a more concrete level, a phenomenon that
supports the notion of the revaluation of Nones in the community is the number of
parents who opted for Italian with their first ofTspring, and then went back on their steps
adopting Nones with their later children.
"With my first I started speaking Italian, you know I had her pretty early, when I was
twenty. At that time I was a bit immature and it used to annoy me when I heard very small
children who spoke only the dialect. So I spoke Italian with mine. But as soon as she
started going to kindergarten she learnt the dialect, and now she is in first grade and she,
speaks both Italian and the dialect and she is doing fine. So with Martino, my second one,
I just started speaking the dialect ftom the beginning. I do use Italian when I have to
explain something to him. Now it's the period of the 'whys' and so I explain to him in
Italian." aApl lb)
"The first one grew up with Italian only. Nones is his second language. With the second
one we were more relaxed, we noticed that Antonio [the first child] learned Nones
anyway, right firom kindei^arten, and now that's all he speaks with his Mends- and so
with Emanuele we went with Nones, we didn't insist on Italian and we just all speak
Nones. It just happened like that." (FGp6)
Out of the 39 households I visited, interviewed, and observed, 12 represented such
cases of return to the dialect. Six were fiom the 39 households of younger parents who
had adopted Italian with their first offspring and then switched to Nones with the later
offspring. Six were part of the ten households of older patents who had raised their
children in Italian in the 70s but were currently adopting Nones with them. Among this
group of 70s caretakers are also two younger grandparents fiom different households.
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These grandparents had adopted Italian with their own children in the 70s and now, in
agreement with them are consciously using Nones with their grandchildren. These cases
of re>conversion confirm and underline the change in attitudes towards commimity codes
that occurred in Revo in the last three decades. Representing the waning of the Italian fad
and younger caretakers' conscious return to Nones, they further lend support to the
hypothesis of a revaluation of the vernacular in the community.
After this brief characterization of past orientations and recent revision of them,
which indicates that there is some form of dialect revival taking place in Rev6, (at least in
the perception of its members) my discussion will now turn to current orientations,
practices, and justifications speakers furnished for these, that I have drawn firom the
analysis of the interview data. In the following pages I will analyze excerpts from
interviews with caretakers to highlight salient themes that characterize present explicit
language ideologies in Rev6.

4.4. CURRENT IDEOLOGIES AND PRACTICES: INFORMANTS
To document ideologies of language in Revd, in particular ideologies of language
socialization, I interviewed parents of 49 households. For the majori^ of interviews I
chose homes with kindergarten and elementary school-aged children because these were
the age groups representing current language trends in Rev6 that I was targeting, bi 39 of
the households I talked to parents of children bom in the late 80s, early 90s and in ten
households I interviewed patents of children bom in 70s and early 80s. The latter ten
households, representing past orientations, had been identified as Italian oriented through
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my interviews with young adults. I chose to focus on the Italian oriented group of the past
because their choice in the 70s was marked, i.e., more ideologically charged in breaking
with the default Nones tradition that was dominant up to then. My focus on this group
would give me the (past) rationale behind the choice of Italian in the 70s that could then
be compared with the current one furnished by younger parents of the late 80s and 90s.
In addition to parents in the households, I interviewed twenty one teens and young
adults between the ages of 15-28 (who were growing up in the 70s and early 80s"Italian
era"). This group of young adults was interviewed in order to confirm parental statements
through their assessment and evaluation of past tendencies. The comparison of parental
statements with their children's own description of household and community practices
would allow a more rounded picture of tendencies of the recent past.
The following discussion will first focus on caretakers with kindergarten and
school-aged children, with a particular emphasis on a group of parents of four-year-olds I
more closely observed at the kindergarten. This group, representing the latest orientations
and trends, comprises 20 parents of the 23 children bom in 1994 - an exceptionally
prolific year in Rev6 (on which town members never missed an opportunity to comment).
Among the caretakers interviewed there is a split between those who orient towards
Nones and those who chose to socialize their children in Italian. Here I will look at the
two orientations, first at the Nones and then at the Italian one, illustrating the
justifications speakers furnished for them. In the presentation and analysis of the Italian
orientation I will compare current rationales furnished by 80s and 90s parents with past
ones, elicited fiom informants who were parents of young children in the 70s.
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Interviewees were asked what languages they habitually spoke with their family
members: parents, siblings, spouses, children, and if and how they had discussed the
choice of the language to use with their offspring. The fact that the majority of
interviewees stated they had in fact discussed code choice indicates a strong awareness of
language issues among parents. In the current situation, parents are indeed faced with a
choice given that Nones is no longer the unquestioned default option, that knowledge of
Italian is generalized, (i.e. no longer exclusive patrimony and marker of the professional
class) and its use with children (given the recent past history) is a feasible option, no
longer perceived as a strongly marked choice/deviation.

4.5.NONES ORIENTATION :IDEOLOGIES OF LANGUAGE USE
The majority of caretakers with kindergarten and elementary school aged children
that I interviewed had consciously chosen Nones as the language in and through which to
socialize their children (Ochs, 1988). Out of 39 households 24 opted for Nones, out of the
20 of these households that had four year olds, 14 were Nones-oriented. Although
informants' views on language socialization practices varied, as did their emotional
involvement and degree of articulation of the topic, the concepts invoked in justifying
their choice of the dialect tended to gravitate around a set of core themes. I have grouped
recurrent motivations informants fiimished for their choice of Nones thematically as
follows:
-the spontaneity issue;
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-the participatioii argument;
-the cognitive development factor coupled with the dismissal of the ideology
equating Italian with school success;
-the roots and identity theme;
-the culture argument in terms of continuity with tradition and safeguard of the
dialect;
-the inadequacy of parent's Italian.
In the following pages I will present, analyze and interpret these themes. In order
to allow informants' voices to be directly heard, and thus balance my inevitably
subjective perspective as a researcher, I will heavily rely on excerpts from the interviews
(of which I render the English translation).

4.5.1. The spontaneity issue
Among the recurrent motivations put forth, parents stated that they opted for
Nones simply because it was more spontaneous and natural to communicate with theur
children through the dialect, which they qualified as "mother tongue" and "lingua degli
qffetti" the 'language of affect. This was a formulaic definition of vernaculars often
found in the media. The embracing of such a definition by Nones-oriented caretakers
indicates their awareness of the community codes' non-referential meanings/fimctions in
terms of Nones encoding affect and indexing intimacy as opposed to Italian indexing
neutralizing distance. Mormants' reliance on such a notion in explaining their language
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choice also indicates the weight speakers give to these values/meanings. Also, Nonesoriented parents' appeal to such an intimacy-distance paradigm furnished a strong
legitimizing rationale, which being psychologically based, acquired more authority. It
thus allowed them to confidently justify their choice of the dialect for the home. The
reasoning bemg that since the dialect was the language of affect, it was only natural to use
it in the home, the locus of affect and intimacy par excellence.
"We speak Nones to them because it is more spontaneous, it's richer. It's our mother
tongue and it is silly to go looking for who knows what- it's a fiction/artificial. Of course
they have to know Italian, I'm not saying that, but that I have to feel like a stranger in my
own home nooo, its nonsense." (DP pg3)
" I don't know, I think it's [Italian] forced, not natural. Look at those who speak
Italian[with their children] it's ridiculous, they have to be on their toes all the time "come
here come there" [animat^ in ItaUan] @@@ and then when they get mad and lose their
patience they yell in Nones, and what Nones! @@@@" (GZMp 6).
"I speak Nones because it's my mother tongue, no? It's natural, with your children you
have to be natural." (LR p 2)
The repeated coupling of the notions of spontaneity, naturahiess, and mother tongue put
forth by interviewees implies their distance from Italian, perceived as foreign to the
domestic domain, and inappropriate for mediating intimate relationships, and their
rootedness in Nones, viewed as the family and in-group code.

Nones; Nones in the family of course. Italian you learn it at school and from the TV. It's
right with those who don't understand Nones, but with vour own, no. It's not
natural."(TBp6)
Notable again is the appeal to a notion of naturalness, more specifically the contrast
between an implied artificiality and distance of Italian, which belongs to domams outside
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of the home (school and TV), and the naturalness of Nones, depicted as the obvious code
for the intimate domain, "vnth one's own."

4.5.2. The participation argument
Linked to the notion of Nones as the family code and language of intimacy is the
argument that the dialect was an obvious and necessary choice in that it would avoid
creating a split in the domestic domain between the children, parents and grandparents.
The latter typically raised their own children in Nones and are often uncomfortable with
the national code to the point, in some cases, of not mastering it completely. In
consideration of this, the adoption of Italian is viewed by younger Nones-oriented
caretakers as an unnecessary imposition on older family members, an imposition that
di^pts the development of family ties creating a communicative barrier between
generations which hinders both children and grandparents* full participation in family
life.

L: "So why have you chosen to speak Nones with your children?"
MR: "It seems like the most natural thing to me. I think Uiat in their own famiy
environment it's better to speak Nones to children because it's pointless that I speak
Italian and then the grandparents speak Nones. You compel the grandparents to speak
Italian because th^ want to giveyouahand. Th^ want to take part in this choice. I feel
sorry for those grandparents that ate forced to speak Italian now at their age. You can hear
that they are making an effort, they aren't at ease though. It's ridiculous. So me, I said:
I'm going to speak Nones to them. They always spoke Nones to me and I've managed
anyway." (MRp2)
"I see grandparents who try to speak Italian [to their grandchildren] and I feel sorry for
them. It's a martyrdom, they don't know it well and they are forcing themselves. And
then the children feel it It's no good" ^dRRp5)
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"Even if I had chosen to speak Italian to them my parents and my in-laws, they speak
Nones. So it's pointless. Grandparents are important, they ate saying it all over Ae place
now. It would just be strange to have my kids "speaking civil" [ "pailar civil" a tongue in
cheek expression indicating the use of the national code] with dieir grandma and
grandpa."
For some informants, the participation argument has broader implications that extend
beyond the domestic circle. These claim that Italian speakers do not and cannot fully
participate in the broader community life.

"Those who speak Italian don't live the life of the town as intensely as the others"(MRp3)
"The child that is obstinate, persists in speaking Italian, will remain a bit isolated. They
are children who are compelled by their families to take on this role of prodigious model
student." ^4RRpS)
To conclude the discussion on 'the participation argument' I will quote young adults just
to illustrate how such a theme is widespread in the communis, i.e., adhered to across age
groups and roles: from parents of the 70s and the 90s, to elementary and kindergarten
teachers as well as young adults. For Nones-oriented young adults growing up in the
80s',when the use of Italian was at its peak, the adoption of Italian by peers is directly
correlated to their reluctance to fully take part in the community rituals, ultimately a
reluctance to identify in its core traditional values.
"During my coscrizion [coming of age ritual] there was a group of girls who spoke Italian
all the time and th^ were like separate. They didn't come to all the preparations for the
feast. They weren't there all the time like we were, the whole year. And the fights, it just
happened @@@ that they were with that group that didn't care about the Carmen^
[yearly town feast the coming of age youngsters are responsible for] like we did." (MT p
8)
' The Carmen is the most important yearly festivity in Revd. It is a religious celebration of the patron of the
community the Madonna of Mount Catniel, for which 19 year olds are responsible. The Carmen marks
youngsters coming of age..
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The underlying idea here is that if one speaks Nones one does things that are Nones.
Language choice and shared ways of speaking become symbolic of shared ways of
thinking and behaving, and of a shared culture (Heller, 1987). Ultimately, the choice of
Nones or Italian draws the boundaries of social networks in Rev6. It is a means of
creating social relationships, which determine participation in and regulate community
activities. To this effect, speakers' linking the use of Italian with disinterest in conununity
events and traditions evidences their perception of language use as a marker of in-group
identity (and the values that go with it), and more in general, it highlights the weight and
implications that language choice holds in the community.

4.S.3. The cognitive development factor
Parents also justified their choice of Nones appealing to the 'more is better than less
principle' applied to children's cognitive development. The reasoning being: why not
expose children to the dialect since they inevitably leam Italian in school and then end up
having two languages?

"Both languages are good. They used to insist on Italian because they said it helped them
[children] express themselves better. But they can speak Nones, and then Italian comes
when they go to school and then there is TV. I think that on the cognitive level the use of
both languages is good. You hear this now firom all the studies" (RSp2)
"To me they have always spoken Nones and I have managed well anyway. It's giving
them two language instead of one. It makes the mind more flexible." O^P^)
Don't they say that the more languages you have the better? One language opens the door
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to the other. You use vour brain more. You should know about that. Don't you? They can
handle both Nones and Italian and it won't keep them back. (AGp6)
It's part of the discourse of having more languages. It starts from home. It's a matter of
learning the dialect and then knowing how to transform it. It's a mental discourse.
Children who have two languages know how to interact better with others. And it's the
family's responsibility to start this process of more languages (RS p2)
Through their appeal to a folk theory on cognitive development. Nones-oriented
parents construct themselves as more pedagogically savvy and well informed than their
Italian oriented counterparts who, so to speak, held the 'monopoly' on pedagogical
awareness in the past. In fact, Nones-oriented caretakers' 'cognitive explanation' was
linked to their revision or disenchantment with the ideology popular in the recent past
which held that the first socialization of children in and to Italian would foster their
success in school.

The justification that a mother will give you [for the choice of Italian] is that she chose it
to help her children, because it is used in school. But I don't believe any of that stuff. It's
not true, or better yet, it's all B.S..(CBp7)

Appealing to such a scientific argument as cognitive development. Nones oriented
parents disqualify the validity of the Italian orientation which in the past was constructed
as the more learned, pedagogically conscious, and thus and caring one. This, because
Italian was generally associated with more highly educated speakers. The following
quote, which highlights such a disqualification, is taken fit}m an interview with caretakers
who in the late 70s had raised their children in Italian, but were currently adopting Nones
with their grandchildren upon the explicit request of their own offspring.
"We spoke Italian to them to transmit a certain culture'[in the sense of education]. They
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used to say; "Speak Italian to them cause it was difficult enough for us years ago when we
didn't know how to express ourselves in Italian. Don't speak Nones to them they will
always leam it anvwav." So in order to help these children of ours we spoke Italian. But
it's not true at all! Because thev can speaJc Nones and leam Italian, thev can do both and
it's even better for them.." (SRpS)

In the eyes of current Nones-oriented caretakers the adoption of Italian no longer
necessarily constructs parents as being more education-oriented and pedagogically savvy.

"All of this advantage in speaking Italian to your kids before they reach school age, it's
just not there. I am convinced that you give Aem an advantage in first and maybe second
grade, but after that everything levels out. When they attend regularly, do their homework
ecetera when it's second or third grade the child who speaks Italian at home and the one
who doesn't speak it, they are at the same level. In first grade of course the one who
speaks Italian at home has an advantage because it's not the first time that he hears it. But
when they reach second or third grade they level out" (GMMp4)

An implication of the passing of the ideology equating the adoption of Italian with
education conscious parenting and school success is that parents who adopt Nones can be
as much education-oriented as their Italian adopting counterparts. To this effect Nones
oriented mothers explicitly put forth their preoccupation and involvement with children's
schooling. Mothers explained how diey prepared children for school by exposing them to
Italian through bedtime reading and shift to Italian in 'pedagogical moments' so as to
equip them with "terminology." The adoption of such strategies shows an intuitive yet
sophisticated knowledge of second language acquisition processes. Through the adoption
of such compensatory and or integrative strategies mothers were, in fact, enhancing
children's passive competence of Italiaa that could then be relied upon for active
production; they were furnishing a recognizable script or schemata for school events, and
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taking a first fundamental step in literacy development.

'1was scared that thqr would have a hard time in school, that it would take them longer
to learn because I never liked ItaUan when I was in school and so I thought that maybe it
was because I had always spoken Nones. But then, that's just me because Giacomo [the
husband] loved it and he had only spoken Nones too. So I thought that the best thing
would be to read to them in Italian. I've always read a lot to my kids. Ever since they
were very little. I still do to the two small ones, or I have Maurizio [oldest son] read to
them. And in fact they have had no difQculty at all, none of them. It's Marta's favorite
subject. She is doing very well." (MRp6)
"I sometimes make it a point to speak Italian. When we do puzzles or when we have to
explain games, rules and stuff like that." O^pT)
''Normally we speak dialect, but sometimes I speak Italian to them when we read or when
I tell them a story or when I explain something to them. For example now they show
something on TV and they ask what it is or why and so I explain those things in Italian.
But for normal things we speak in dialect." (LpS)

It seems that these particularly education-conscious mothers have found a balance and
role for the two codes in the household, allotting them very specific functions. In the case
of Italian it is an explicitly school-oriented, pedagogical and instrumental function.
To conclude, Italian no longer constitutes a more valuable cultural capital in the
eyes of 90s caretakers who orient towards the local market. Nones oriented parents
dismissed the 'Italian ideology' popular in the recent past by claiming that children's
exposure to both the dialect and Italian would foster their cognitive development. This is
certainly a shift from a monoglot Italian) standard to one explicitly theorizing
plurilingualism. Significant to this effect is interviewees' referring to the dialect as "a
language" having if not equal, at least comparable dignity with the national code. Such an
or level of comfort with the vernacular also reflects parents' renewed ease with
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local identity which is the another theme recurrently put forth by interviewees that I will
now turn to.

4.S.4. The toots and identity theme
Parents also explained their choice of Nones as "an act of identity" (Le Page and
Tabouret-Keller 1985) that would root their children in the local community, giving them
a clear sense of self and of belonging.
"Nones is important for our roots because you need to have roots, you need to feel like
you are somebody" (MRSp3)
"Nones is important for children because it gives them an identity because otherwise they
would feel like strangers in their own home. The first thing that gives you an identity is
the language. Isn't it?" (FR p2)

Here, the relationship between language and identity is understood as a direct one. The
local vernacular, perceived as an integral part of local identity, is described as not only
symbolizing, but embodying it.

"Nones is part of me. I've always spoken it. Even when I was going to school in Trento.
I've always carried it with me like a piece of my land." (MRRp4)

Language and identity are also perceived as being inseparably bound up with history and
geogrs^hical environment, "the land." Speakers' appeal to history and to the land
indicates their strong allegiance to a territorially defined community, and conjures up an
image of identity as itself having a material-like quality, analogous to the land with which
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it is associated. The perception of the Nones as a distinct group is underlined by the use
of "our people" in the following quote. Here, the Nones are viewed as having a distinct
history and a full-fledged 'language'-not a mere dialect—that serves to define them.

"I like to speak dialect. It's part of our history, our people. Belonging to this land here
means speaking the language of this land. After all it's a language, our language."(RTp3)

In addition to the objectification of language and of identity, the next excerpt exemplifies
how the relationship between the two is perceived as a primordial one "how you were
bom," that exists by virtue of birth in a place. This essentializing discourse posits identity
as a fixed entity. An entity intertwined with history, land and language, which has its own
reality, independent of, or prior to, any form of social interaction, or the roles and
relationships individuals constitute through it. Such a take goes against contemporary
theories on identity which instead view it as dynamic, processual, and situationally
constituted through discourse.

"It's important to know the language of how vou were bom. The dialect carries with it our
history and our experiences. So it's right to keep it. Isn't it? For me, you are bom Nones
and that's it. You are bom Nones, you grow up Nones and you speak that. What I mean to
say is if you are bom in Naples then you should speak the language of that place." (JZp2)

This approach to the relationship between language and identity renders the choice of
Nones inevitable and natural. Notable is, in fact, informants' presentation of their
reasoning as 'matter of fact', obvious, pertaining to common sense-a naturalizing
strategy to render their arguments all the more solid and convincing.
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"This is our history our language and that's it That's all there is to it. I don't see why we
have to deny our origins/roots. Why we a priori should make them forget it If you think
of it, here we have an extra opportunity, we have our own histoty our own language and
so I say: Speak it"! (MN pS)
"Nones because I care a lot about our origins/roots. I don't see why we all of a sudden
have to deny our origins, the fact that we belong to a certain reality. We understand each
other with Nones, and with the dialect you feel tied to your town your valley. Pavese used
to say: The town never abandons you." (CBpT)

This matter of fact presentation harmonizes well with the solid pragmatic mentality for
which the Nones are known (Cole& Wolf, 1974; NOS Magazine, 1998) and for which
they pride themselves, contrasting it to the affectedness of more urban dwellers, an
afifectedness of which people who speak Italian in the community are often accused.

"Mothers who force themselves to speak Italian do it because they want to render
themselves more urban, city-like, more evolved, sophisticated, and less country-like
(paesane)" (TBp9)

4.5.5. The traditions and maintenance theme
Linked to the identity theme is that of the maintenance of the local language and
traditions. Although die majority^ of caretakers responded negatively when asked if they
perceived that the dialect was disappearing, they nonetheless felt that it was precisely
because of their own and other communiQr members' sense of responsibility in
maintaining the language that Nones was not in danger of death. The issue of culture and
lat^giiage maintenance brought up by interviewees is typically part of an institutional
discourse put forth by local folklore groups, echoed in the media and supported by the
regional government and its schools, bi Trentino schools have recently (in 1997) passed
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from centralized state control to regional management because of the region's
autonomous statute. Their newly revised regional curriculum strongly emphasizes local
culture.^ Because of this recent change in school culture, and consequent flourishing of
projects aimed at the re-discovery, maintenance, and thus, enhancement of local culture,
the community has developed a general awareness of culture and language maintenance
as an issue. Among the caretakers interviewed, 'the maintenance issue" was more often
invoked as a factor motivating the choice of Nones by more highly educated
professionals. Among them, the town librarian, physicians and teachers brought it up in
explaining their choice of the vernacular as the language of child socialization. I point this
out because the orientation towards Nones is new to this social category. In the past,
professionals in Rev6 typically represented the Italian orientation within the community.
Partly because a great number of professionals then were Italian speaking outsiders, and
partly because Italian was generally allocated more status and prestige in the past, when
the aforementioned more urban, outside orientation was dominant. Because of this,
people occupying these more urban-like, and thus, more prestigious professions were
generally associated with Italian, the code symbolizing the more highly regarded outside
urban world.
In recent years, however, the community has witnessed the reintegration of
qualified locals into prestigious professions previously occupied by Italian speaking
outsiders. These are younger professionals who returned to the town after "having been -

' The role of uistitutioiis will be discussed in the following chapters.
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sent out to study." The fact that locals now occupy these professions^ contributes to
conununity members' perception of the value, (in terms of economic and cultural
potential), of the local context, which is no longer the "poor country cousin" of urban
Italian realties. In defense of the choice of Nones, caretakers aware of their key role for
language maintenance stated:

"It's good to keep up the dialect. It's a tradition that otherwise will disappear and Italian,
they will always learn it anyway." (DP p3)
"Nones with my son. Without any doubt. The dialect is a thing that must not be forgotten.
It must be transmitted to children, because Italian, we learn it firom TV and firom school."
(TBp6)

And ^ain, fi:amed more in terms of a general safeguard of traditions rather than a specific
language maintenance issue, caretakers said:

"It's important to transmit the dialect because it's part of our culture, our traditions and its
right to keep it up. One must not neglect it. It's our memory, a culture and richnessaccording to me." (DBp3)

4.5.6. The inadequacy argument and code mixing
Contrary to the pride and confidence communiQr members showed in their voicing
of the maintenance argument, some informants stated that they opted for the dialect
because they felt that their competence in Italian was not 'up to par' and because they
abhorred the inevitable code mixing that would result fix)m such a situation. This theme,
besides indicating how informants perceived ItaUan as distant and foreign, also highlights
^ Even with the revaluation of the local ftnner figure these positions are still of high power and
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a purist attitude towards language that is widespread in the conununity. This attitude
rests, on the one hand, on the mirage of a (non-existent) standard Italian that community
members feel they do not possess, but see as the model they should be aiming for. This is
a standard often identified with its artificially constructed supra-regional version
proposed on national TV and radio. And on the other hand, on a negative view of ItalianNones code mixing strongly looked down upon and overtly criticized by the vast majority
of informants (independently of their manifested confidence in mastering a "proper"
Italian). Regarding the perception of a "right Italian," and the inadequacy of their own
way of speaking it, informants commented:

"We talked and discussed it and both of us were for Nones because Italian you either
teach them well, a right one, but if you teach them badly they grow up with a wrong
ItaUan."(MGpl)
"People speak a ragged Italian here, it's so ragged this Italian that it's a problem because
they don't speak it properly. In the end it's better to speak dialect because Italian they[the
children] will come to learn it anyway." (RQp2)

The notion of a 'ragged Italian', "talian sdraza^ or, in the words of other mterviewees,
"storpic^' "maimed,""sfausa'" "falsified" Italian, indicates speakers' non-acceptance of
their own regional variety, and orientation towards an outside -not clearly definedstandard. The notion of Standard Italian is highly questioned by many Italian
sociolinguists who argue that such a thing does not exist, and that at the most, one can
speak of supraregional Italians QClein, 1989; Jaquemet, 1992; De Mauro, 199S).
Although the notion of multiple Italians is common among sociolinguists, who have
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identified popular and regional varieties, this sociolinguistic concept is not explicit
knowledge among May' community members, who, striving for a posited standard, often
manifest a "linguistic insecurity" (Labov, 1966), a sort of linguistic self-deprecation for
their own regional variety/ Targets of depreciation are above all phonetic variants or "the
accent" (the local one) deemed inadequate or inferior to a posited 'proper standard' one.

"I don't like it when kids grow up with a pronunciation even when they speak Italian
They have a pronunciation that is of the dialect that I don't like."(LLa p4).
D; At times I mix, I mix some nonesized Italian. And then, we don't speak an exact
Italian. We don't speak a lofty Italian. If I speak with somebody from Milan he will say:
" you can hear/tell that you are firom here."
L: Just like you can tell that he is fix)m Milan, right?(DPp6)

Notable is the phenomenon whereby community members with a strong outside
orientation commonly mark this by substituting the typical Nones voiceless alveolar
fricative fsl with a voiced /z/ when speaking Italian, and some cases, when speaking
Nones as well. This act of convergence and distinctive marking of outside orientation
does not go unnoticed, as this excerpt illustrates:

"I was talking this evenmg to my niece, and I asked her: And you- do you know
Nones?Do you know Nones I said to my niece E., the one who studies in Padua. And she
said yes, but when I speak it my father says "be quiet" be quiet" you don't know how to
spea kit." You know- she speaiu it with that /z/ there, you know, that /z/ Izl Izl (@@@,
t^t they use- that city/z/. And so you can tell, you hear it and it's not natural. In Nones
you can't do that ItJ Izl, and it has to be without doubles right @@?" [double
consonants]."(ZJp2)
^ Although 1did not find a nieta*awaieness or explicit elaboration on the notion of regional varieties among
community members, they do hold an implicit, non-elaborated notion of it In fiut, with no doubt can
community members identify and name varieties that are not their own. Especially the media popularized
Roman, Neapolitan, Tuscan, Lombard varieties to name a few.
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Mixing in general is highly and widely criticized, independently of informants' age, sex,
status and language orientation. The same purist irritation for mixing, directed towards
more micro level phonetic phenomena as seen in the excerpt above, was more commonly
manifested by informants for lexical borrowing.

"If you are going to speak Italian to them speak Italian. Not ten words in Italian and then
one in Nones. This makes me feel a knot in my stomach, this strange word in the middle."
(ZJ. P4)

In addition to the normative attitude towards Italian, and the sanctioning of code mixing,
community members' purist stance was often tinted with nostalgia for 'a Nones that once
was'.

"Pure Nones is disappearing because many people Italianize lots of Nones words. Thy
speak a Nones- you can't say 'CIARIEGIA', [Conservative Nones for chair] anymore
,you have to say 'SEDIA' [Italian for chair], you can't say 'US' [ Conservative Nones for
door] you have to say 'PORTA' [Italian for door]." (CZMp4)
"Nones has become Italianized. There aren't those genuine pure (blot, sclet') words like
there once used to be. Now only the Americans know the true Nones." (DP p2)

The "true Nones" informants are referring to here is the fossilized dialect spoken by the
large group of community members ^o in the SOs and 60s inmiigrated firom Rev6 to the
U.S. and Canada. However, the nostalgia for a "true Nones" did not prevail among
community members who did not show the same conservative and normative stance

^ I translate blot and sclet as genume and pure. This does not however, render their M meaning. Both
tenns, m ftct, mdex a simple, unrefined niial leali^ which is better undnstood in the common expressions
"pan bot" "pan sclet" which mean a bare, sunple (and poor) piece of bread widuHit anything to accompany
it. Also, qualifying a person sclet/scleta means sincere and unpretentious and blot referred to a person takes
on the meaning of unrefined.
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towards the vernacular as they did towards Italian. They, in fact, manifested a "selective
purism" (Kroskrity, 1993) showing much more tolerance for a changing Nones that was"
inevitably" influenced by Italian forms, than for the contrary phenomenon i.e., Italian that
showed signs of regional variation. In other words, although some interviewees criticized
the practice of Italian lexical bonowing when speaking Nones, most interviewees
accepted such a phenomenon as the inevitable outcome of Nones' modernization. This
more tolerant attitude is illustrated in the following excerpt*.

"Nones is no longer what it used to be. It is slowly converging,' trentinizing' [becoming
more Trentino-like] and it's becoming watered down. But, what can you do? It's
inevitable no? You can't stop this, it would be anachronistic." (TB p6)
This selective purism can also be seen in members' adoption of a 'double
standards' approach when characterizing code-mixing practices. In Nones-oriented
informants' criticism of code-mixing there was the implicit notion that such a
phenomenon was more prone to occur in Italian speaking households.
"I can't stand this mixture, this mixing of words. It irritates me. Then I've seen that as for
me, I have always spoken just Nones and I managed well anyway with everything, and so
I don't see why we should speak that mixed Italian to them" (MN p3).

According to Nones oriented caretakers, code-mixing was more likely to occur in Italian
speaking households because community members' competence in Italian was seen as
inadequate (given their devaluation of its local variety), and the use of Nones was
perceived as "naturally" more spontaneous. The sum of these two factors would therefore
increase the possibility of mixing. Li other words, parents who forced themselves to
' For cnmments illustrating the conservative normative attitude towards Italian see excerpts XYZ.
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adopt Italian, the less natural code in which they were less competent, would inevitably
slip into Nones, thus creating the abhorred mixtures. On the other hand, code-mixing was
seen as less prominent in Nones speaking households. Even if such a phenomenon did
occur, it was not perceived nor qualified as such. In depicting the italianization of Nones
as an inevitable process, the presence of Italian forms in Nones speech was more
tolerated. The view resulting firom such a reasoning was the characterization of codemixing as unidirectional. The seeping of Nones forms into Italian was characterized as
code mixing and sanctioned, whereas the presence of Italian forms in Nones was more
tolerated, it being perceived as an inevitable phenomenon. Members' double standards
approach to code mixing in the end lent fiirther support to then: choice of Nones for the
home. The reasoning being that the adoption of Nones, seen as the more spontaneous
choice, would avoid parents' slippage into code mixing practices, whereas the
"unnatural" choice of Italian would instead favor their occurrence.

"They force themselves to speak Italian with the kids and then they mess up because
they're not good at it. They just can't do it. It's pointless" (GG p4).
"They make me laugh those who speak Italian to show off to show how good they are and
then when they lose it they start yelling in Nones" (DL p6).

Finally, whereas the other themes, or ideologizations of language choice and use
proposed by community members to justify their Nones orientation stemmed finm more
social concerns, (such as participation in family and community life, naturalness and
spontaneity of mteraction, culture, traditions, and language maintenance, and
transmission and reinforcement of community identity) the inadequacy of speakeis'
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Italian, and the sanctioning of code mixing ate the more linguistically based themes
infonnants appealed to in explaining their choice of the vernacular as the code of child
language socialization, and the last of this section on Nones orientation.

4.5.7. Nones orientation: Concluding remarks
In the above discussion of community members' purist attitudes we saw how
informants' language ideologies regard both language use (code choice and practices of
mixing) and language structure (idealization of a Standard Italian, denigration of the
local variety). Regarding the focus on structure, remarkable is informants' awareness and
ideologization of different aspects of code: from the more predictable lexicon, which
presupposes a referential entity and is easily segmentable (Silverstein, 1988), to nonreferential and less easily segmentable phonetic aspects such as accent, and the more fine
grained distinction between the variables /s/ and Izl and their indexical values.
On a theoretical level such an awareness of micro-aspects of speech and their
indexical fimctions goes against Silverstein's (1988) generalization on the limits of
awareness. Silverstein argues that speakers* ability to penetrate the structure of language
and to characterize it in their own words shows predictable regularities in that some
aspects of language will be more subject to metalinguistic elaboration because speakers
will be more aware of them. Awareness in his fiamework is determined by such factors as
the continuous segmentability, referentiality, and relative presupositionality of linguistic
forms and functions. Structures and fimctions will be more easily noticed and theorized
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upon if they can be clearly distinguished and segmented into forms which refer to a
presupposed, identifiable meaning or function, independently of context and speech.
Thus, for instance, lexical items and morphemes which can refer to or be mapped onto
specific entities 'out there in the world' will be the focus of speakers' language
ideologies. But not, Silverstein argues, phonetic markers of social class which are not
easily segmentable, do not presuppose a referential entity, but create meaning through
indexicaliQr.
However, community members in Revo were quite aware of non-referential
aspects of speech and their functions on which they elaborated. As seen in the different
sections of this chapter, together with code choice and lexical borrowing, the target of
metapragmatic elaboration was also phonetic variation. Further, the indexicai functions of
specific language practices and parts of speech were clearly pmpointed by informants.
Language choice as marker of distance, affect and intimacy, accent as indicator of
geographical origin, and the more specific phonetic markers Is/, I2J as indexicai of outside
vs. local orientation were all meanings, fractions, and aspects of speech that informants
were aware of and theorized upon.
Although presented as 'matter of fact' and objective descriptions of language
structure and use, the specific linguistic ideologies put forth by speakers in explaining and
justifying their language orientations are, in fact, historically and socially situated. These
can be seen as deriving from speakers* positioning vis i vis the economic and social
transformations the community has undergone, particularly in the last three decades. And
how these transformations, affecting community members' self-perception and outlook,
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have contributed to their perception of the community codes and to the specific content of
their linguistic ideologies. Significant to this effect is the recent revaluation of the local
dialect and change in orientation finm Italian to Nones that has characterized child
language socialization practices. Regarding the specific content of ideologies, the fact that
identity afiirmation and transmission has become a topic of concern among community
members derives firom peoples' newly found ease with local identity, which in the past
outside orientation was instead downplayed. Moreover, the increased attention to identity
issues in a rapidly changing and ever more multiethnic Europe have certainly played a
role in its becoming a salient issue for community members in Rev6. The same goes for
culture and traditions maintenance. Likewise, participation is brought up as an issue
because of the revaluation of the local context and the social practices that characterize it.
Also, the fact that Nones is considered as contributing to children's cognitive
development is possible because now the local vernacular is considered as a full-fledged
language having the same power to enhance cognitive development as Italian, the

national code. These issues have become relevant in the community and thus have
entered the make up of informants' language ideologies because of community members'
changed perception of self vis a vis the broader context. The recent economic prosperity
witnessed by the local context, integration of locals into previously Italian dominated
prestigious professions, and return of former immigrants to the community have led to the
rejection of the superiority of outside realities, revaluation of local culture, local identity,
and the vernacular that symbolizes, or in the view of informants, even embodies them.
Further, speakers' ideologies not only explain and justify specific community
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practices, but regulate them, in the sense that talk about talk underpins and generates
specific choices and ways of speaking among speakers. For example, the perception of
the inadequacy of the local variety of Italian undermines the choice of the national code
among parents. Instead, the explicit theorization and emphasis of Nones as the language
of affect (and thus the natural code of the home and family domain), together with the
notion of its power to enhance cognitive development have encouraged and sustained
parents' choice of the dialect as the language of child socialization. Moreover, the strong
purist ideology, which discourages code mixing, has led parents to strictly
compartmentalize their use of the two codes, as seen in the use of Italian for didactic
purposes, (reading and explaining) in Nones speaking households.
In addition to influences on a macro level, such as the regulation of language
choice in the community, on a more micro level, the ideology depicting Italian
interference in Nones, and Nones convergence towards Italian as an inevitable process,
and consequently, its tolerance, favors convergent practices such as the italianization of
Nones terms^ , and nonesization of Italian forms' allowing lexical bonrowing from Italian
to Nones to flow by unsanctioned.
In the end, ideologies do not only regulate language practices, but can also be

^ Examples of the italianization of Nones tenns include: 1) the M movement: Conservative Nones
FRABIClA^Modem Nones FABRICIA> Italian FABBRICA; 2) Conservative Nones CORTEL->
Modem NonesCOLTEL > Italian COLTELLO. 3) Convergence of the modals PUEDI'^ POSI <Ital.
POSSO.
' The nonesization of Italian terms vriiich have now entered the dialect consists in the dropping of
finalvowels, double consonants and /gl/ of Italian terms in order to render them more Nones sounding, and
thechange of the velar /ka/ into Icia/ Examples of the former process are; Italim TELFONINO-^
NonesTELEFONIN; Italian TRATTORE-^Nones TRATOR; ItaUan TOVAGLIA-^TOVAIA; Examples
of thelatten Conservative Nones BUSACIA'^ Modem Nones TASCIA< Italian TASCA.
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Structurally constraining in the sense that ideologies' regulation of specific practices
among speakers and their perpetuation in the community leads to language change
(Silverstein, 1985, Rumsey, 1990). To this effect Silverstein argues that language
ideology will feed back into language structure, rationalizing it, i.e., rendering it similar to
the metapragmatic theory itself. Thus, for example, the view of the mfluence of Italian on
Nones as inevitable, and thus, its tolerance, affects the structure of Nones itself, which is
converging towards Italian. This can be seen in the increasing number of Italian lexical
borrowings in Nones that have come to be an accepted part of the vernacular. In the
interviews, informants themselves pointed to the parallel existence in Nones of more
conservative and more modem terms for the same referent. Such a phenomenon was
depicted as a natural outcome of the modernization of the local context and the language
that was keeping up with it'.
Finally, to conclude this section on Nones orientation I would like to underline the
power of ideologies, which the last two phenomena discussed, the regulation of language
practices, and the shaping of language structure itself are prime examples. Besides
regulating and legitimizing everyday communicative practices, language ideologies in
Revd' have further social functions, that of regulating participation in community life and
that of strengthening local identity. Regarding the former, the metapragmatic theory

' The most recurrent examples cited by informants were the parallel existence of; Conservative
NonesLUEC, Modem Nones VIGNAL< Italian VIGNALE (vineyard); Conservative Nones ANDA,
ModemNones ZIA<Italian ZIA (aunt); Conservative Nones BARBA, Modem Nones ZIO<Italian
ZIO;Conservative Nones CIARIEGIA, Modem Nones SEDIA<ItalianSEDIA (chair ); Conservative
NonesSPEZIAL, Modem Nones FARMACISTA<Italian FARMACISTA (Pharmacist); Conservative
Nones US,Modem Nones PORTA<Italian PORTA.
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according to which ways of speaking indicate members' ability to Mly participate in
conmiunity life (and identification in its core values) in the end regulates access to
specific social networks of Italian and Nones speakers. It thus determines boundaries
between in-group and outgroup membership and ultimately the degree and type of
participation in community life.
Regarding the latter, in the previous sections we have seen how local identity has
recently been revalued giving way to the revaluation of Nones, the code that marks it.
Language ideologies supporting the use of Nones for the sake of identity transmission and
maintenance have lead to an increased use of the dialect in child language socialization.
And this increased use in tum gives way to increased visibility, confidence and the
strengthening of local identity itself. Finally, given the weight of child socialization
practices for the future vitality of the two codes, parents' increased adoption of Nones has
important consequences. As parents are well aware, it guarantees the rootedness of future
generations in the local culture and thus the survival of Nones, the code that symbolizes
it.
"It's important to teach them Nones. Nones it's important for our roots. Right? Because
roots you give them to them when they are little." ^Pp8)

4.6. ITALIAN ORIENTATION: IDEOLOGIES OF LANGUAGE
Out of the 39 households with school and kindergarten aged children I
interviewed, IS had chosen Italian as the language of child socialization. 6 of these Italian
oriented households belonged to my focus groqp, i.e., the group of 20 parents of 4 year
olds bom in 1994 that I posited as representative of current language socialization trends
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ill Rev6'. All parents stated that they had reflected upon and discussed language choice
before opting for Italian. In depicting their choice of the national code, informants
presented themselves as part of a more modem language trend, that in their opinion was
growing in the community. Such a perception is however not supported by my overall
interview data and observations in Rev6'. In my count, the mmiber of current Nones
oriented families well outweighs that of Italian oriented ones, especially in the focus
group of young parents of 4 year olds. Italian oriented parents' slanted perception of
community language trends is most likely due to their prevalent association with Italian
oriented networks.'" It also reflects their low involvement and participation in the broader
community life, which in recent years has wimessed an accentuation of Nones
orientation, especially in the key area of child language socialization as discussed in
sections 4.2,4.2.1.
As done for the discussion of Nones oriented parents' language ideologies above,
I grouped the concepts informants invoked to justify their choice of Italian according to
recurrent themes. These are:
-school advantage;
-the richer terminology and complexity of Italian;
•the difBculty of Italian and consequent need to furnish children with a solid
foundation of the language;
-connotations of Nones and Italian;

In &ct, Italian oriented households tended to cluster along ext^ed fiunily lines, which in R«v6 are the
main determiners of social aggregation and allegiance.
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•the function of Italian to facilitate access to the outside world.
As can be seen from this list of themes, the language ideologies of Italian oriented
informants tended to focus more on code and its intrinsic qualities than those of Nones
oriented parents who- apart from 'the inadequacy of their own Italian' theme-invoked
more socially based explanations for their language choice (participation in family and
community life, safeguard of identiQ^, culture and traditions). The more socially based
motivations Italian oriented parents did appeal to were the function of Italian to facilitate
their children's access to the outside world, and the advantage a solid competence in it
would give them in school. These explanations, together with the privileging of code over
other motives reflects Italian oriented parents' disinterest in the immediate social
implications language choice holds within the local context, and highUghts their
orientation towards the outside.
By far the most common argument in favor of Italian put forth by parents was
school advantage. To this were linked other more code-based themes such as the intrinsic
ability of Italian to express more complex concepts because of its richer vocabulary, its
difficulty, and consequently, the need to fiirm'sh children with a solid foundation of the
language early on. This would spare them the chore of translating from Nones to Italian
and facilitate their performance in school. This reasoning was accompanied by a view of
Nones as an impoverished code that could not compete with the complexity of demands
school and the modem world posited.
In the following sections I will illustrate and analyze such ideologies,
heavily relying on excerpts from interviews as done previously in the sections on Nones
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orientation. Although the issues infonnants appealed to in explaining their language
choice were interwoven, one feeding into the other in a tight reasoning, for expository
purposes I have organized them into separate themes.

4.6.1. School advantage
All of the parents who opted for Italian underscored their preoccupation and direct
involvement with their children's formal education, and presented the practice of
speaking Italian in the home as a necessary choice undertaken for the well being and
future of their offspring. Foregrounding such arguments they constructed themselves as
good, moral, child-centered parents who prioritized education and children's needs and
well being above all other motives.

"We talked about it and decided that it was better for them to already have the language
when they got to school. Otherwise it would create a lot of confusion." (CDpl)
"With the children you need to speak Italian in order to make them learn the language so
they will be facilitated in school" (CDpl).
"We spoke Italian to them because th^ needed to know it for when they went to school.
Poor things, for them it's another language." ^Pp2)

The socialization of children in and to Italian, the language of school, would allow them
to avoid the difficulty of having to deal with two codes, viewed as a hindrance for
learning and school success. It would also spare them the task of translating &om Nones

to Italian which hinders fluency.
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'To educate children to a language because when they go to school you can see this
difficulty of translating from the dialect to Italian. For them it's another language so I
think we have to give them this foundation in Italian." (LNp2)
Such a take, which emphasizes the difficulty of dealing with two languages, acquires
particular interest if compared to that of Nones oriented parents who instead highlighted
the positive aspects of such a situation, viewed instead, as an enriching opportunity that
could enhance children's cognitive development. In other words, whereas Nones oriented
parents focused on the advantages of learning two codes, their Italian oriented
counterparts emphasized the difficulties. Such an explanation for the choice of the
national code ties into Italian oriented parents' high esteem of the intrinsic qualities of
Italian, and low confidence in the abilities of Nones, viewed as an impoverished code.
Parents who framed their language choice in terms of the intrinsic qualities and potentials
of the two codes stated they chose Italian because they were preoccupied with their
children's expressive abilities which Nones could not adequately cater to. These abilities
would instead be enhanced by the use of Italian, seen as naturally bestowing them upon
its possessors.
"To express oneself it's better. Italian is better, they express themselves better with
ItaUan."(CDp2)
"Italian, first of all for school and for everything else for that matter. One that has always
spoken Italian already has a richness of language, and if he has a rich language he is able
to relate to others ."(ZMp3J

biteresting, in the above excerpt, "the others" one is able to relate to are certainly not
local community members, who are for the most part Nones dominant, but an idealized
Italian speaking referent group. This comment well illustrates Italian oriented parents'
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disinterest in the local context, and strong outside orientation. In comparison to Nones
oriented parents, for whom the value of Italian as a cultural capital had been deflated in
the recent revaluation of the local context, for ItaHan oriented parents it is still the more
highly valued asset. Its mastering automatically leads to better communicative abilities
and more successfiil social relationships ("Ae is able to relate to others'^ Its possession
indexes 'natural' forms of refmed expression, and ultimately, refined intellect and
distinction.
"Italian is better to explain oneself with. It is very clear. In Italian you can say things in
four words and it's clear, it's more distinguished." (PRp2)
Speakers of Italian are 'naturally' better communicators, they embody the qualities of
clarity and distinction. An implicit notion such an ideology entails is that Nones speakers,
- however masterful, creative, and expressive, cannot achieve the more complex
communicative abilities of ItaUan speakers. Finally, another facet of the school advantage
theme is that speaking Italian in the home would equip children with "a grammar,"
viewed here as a general foundation in language that fosters good communication and
thus school success.

"Italian to give them a foundation. Italian so they know grammar so they have a basis
with which to express themselves in a fluid manner let's say" (LN p2).

The appeal to such an argument as grammar again highlights Italian oriented parents'
strong focus on code and their normative approach to it. Their exclusive association of
grammar to the national code (and not to both Nones and Italian) further underlines

patents' view of Italian as a superior language: One having a fiill-fledged, or more valid
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gtammar, an asset that allows its possessors to meet the demands of the school context.
All in all, Italian was more fit for intellectual development, and thus, performance in
school. Following this, parents felt it was their responsibility to give children a solid
foundation in it. The notion of fiimishing a basis, or foundation, was in fact very powerful
among Italian oriented informants, the majority of whom brought it up during the
interviews as a strong motivation explaining their option for Italian in the home.

"We discussed it and we were both for Italian. I like Italian. I thought it was important for
the children, to give them a good foundation in Italian because in any case they learn the
dialect anyway** (LNpl).

Similarly to Nones oriented parents who stated that their children would in any case learn
Italian from outside sources such as TV and school, Italian oriented parents also stated
that their children would leam Nones, the other code, once they went to school, from
peers and firom contact with the surrounding conmiunity.

"Italian because Nones they come to know it anyway. I mean, there aren't any problems
in learning it because they live here and even people who aren't from here and come from
Naples, they learned it So, imagine those that have lived here since they were bom. It's
an advantage for when they go to school and for when they go outside the valley "(LSp3)

"They started learning it [Nones] when they went to kindergarten. Since they started
going to kindergartenthey speak it without any problems" ^Npl)

In both instances patents delegated the learning of the other code to sources outside the
home. Nones oriented patents, who prioritized such issues as participation in community
life, safeguard of local identity and traditions, delegated the task of learning the national
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code almost entirely to the school— except for the mentioned pockets of pedagogical
(Italian) speech in some Nones households. Whereas Italian oriented parents, who
equated school success with Italian, and prioritized access to the outside world more than
involvement in the local context, took it directly upon themselves to teach their children
the national code. In sum, Italian oriented parents felt that it was their responsibility as
good, moral, education-conscious parents to develop their children's competence in the
national code giving them the foundations that would aid them in school. Part of this
theory was the idea that parents needed to equip children with words, i.e., a rich
vocabulary that they could rely on in school, hi fact, part of the general ideology of the
superiority of Italian and the need to furnish children with a foundation of the language
was the specific notion that it had a much richer vocabulary that Nones could not compete
with.
"Italian because in this way they have less difficulty when they go to school. Otherwise
there are many words that they don't know "(PRpl)

4.6.2. Terminology
A recurrent theme among Italian oriented informants was that certain concepts
could only be expressed in Italian, because Nones lacked the vocabulary to do so.
"Certain concepts you feel better expressing them in Italian than in Nones because you
can just feel that the dialect doesn't have the right terms to express that concept, it's
easier in Italian." (TBpI2)
"These days you are often compelled to speak Italian when the words aren't there. You
have to speak Italian because too many words are missing in the dialect. Words that
identify a specific situation. There is nothing you can do about it. You'd have to resort too
often to panq)hrasing" (GPpl).
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Some informants even stated that their thought processes, normally carried out in Nones,
inevitably switched to Italian when dealing with more complex issues because of the
higher order reasoning these required.
"When I have to work with computers and complicated stuff like that I think in Italian
because in Nones it just doesn't come to me. Italian comes to me because certain terms
just don't exist in Nones"(DPp3/

Italian oriented parents delineated clear boundaries between Nones and Italian regarding
the functions and abilities these could perform. Whereas the former could satisfy the
needs of simple everyday communication, the latter was naturally better equipped to
fulfill those of higher order thought and discourse. Implicit here is a strong hierarchy
between the two codes.
"For thought out and meditated discourses, I mean for complex things you have to use
Italian because Nones doesn't have the words. Nones lacks the words. Nones is good for
spontaneous everyday type of discourses." (GP pi)
"Maybe for a simple type of discourse it doesn't matter even if you speak dialect. Instead
,for more complex discourses that require a certain terminology you need Italian, and I
speak Italian to them because I want Aem to learn a certain terminology. But then, a
discourse like "go fetch me a glass" those are simple words that he has already acquired
in Italian, and it's not difScult for him. It isn't a big effort to say it in Italian and so I can
say it to him in dialect. But if I have to explain something that is a bit complex I do it in
Italian- always." (MPp3)

The notion that Italian had a richer vocabulary and grammar lead to the perception that it
was also more difficult to learn and thus had to be tackled early on.
"It's easier to leam Nones than Italian. With the twins to help them out I speak Italian.
And you've seen Arturo, he is four and a half and he learned Nones in a month when he
went to kindergarten" (SNp2)
"It's better to start with Italian because it's just like with foreign languages, the earlier
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you learn them the better it is. Everybody says that, and this is valid for Italian too. It's
different if you begin speaking Italian when you are six or seven it's different than if you
start hearing it firom the first months of life" (GFp3)
"A complex discourse that requires the use of specific terms or a specific structure, a
sentence that requires the use of a verb conjugated in a specific way I do it in Italian,
because in my opinion, it's important that ^ey start having specific words since the time
thev are little, that they hear certain words when they are little. In fact, in school they said
that Dario knows a lot of terms, and temis that are not common everyday terms."(MN pS)
Noticeable again, is, the emphasis on code to justify the choice of Italian and the deeprooted notion of its intrinsic superiority based on the perceived richness of vocabulary
and grammar that Italian has over Nones.

4.6.3. Connotations of Italian and Nones and access to the outside world
Italian oriented parents' strong emphasis of vocabulary confirms Silverstein's
theory on the limits of awareness, i.e., the tendency of speakers to be more aware of
continuously segmentable referential items that they thus privilege in their
metapragmatic elaborations. The Italian oriented parents I interviewed indeed focused on
lexicon above all other aspects of speech. However, they also commented on the
connotations of Italian and Nones. Their consciousness of the two codes' non-referential
functions once again, as discussed previously for Nones oriented parents (4.4.7),
mitigates Silverstein's reductive take on speakers' met^ragmatic awareness. In fact,
while patents focused on vocabulary, stressing the richness of ItaUan in terms of quantity
of words, th^ also underlined the different valences of Nones and Italian, or their
indexical fimctions.

no
"No I don't switch to Nones when I get mad. I speak even more Italian then, because
Italian -it has more authority" (PRp3).
"Italian is better to get the point across. Even when you see a drunkard he speaks Italian
even if he is Nones because he can see that that wav he has more importance" f ADp4').
For Italian speaking parents, who orient towards the broader national context, Italian is
the more important and valuable symbolic asset on the national linguistic market that they
privilege over the local one, that they instead dismiss. Given such a positioning, for
Italian oriented parents higher authori^ is achieved through the use of the national code.
The use of Italian indexes the more sophisticated urban reality they orient to and
education they prioritize. Nones, which mstead indexes the local rural context and less
educated, although professionalized fanners, is seen as coarse and unrefined. It
furthermore is depicted as having a harsh quality to it that renders it inappropriate with
children. Italian is conversely perceived as more delicate and sweeter and thus more
^propriate for interactions with children.
"Italian is more beautiful, gentle, it is sweeter than Nones because in the sentence "you
have been a good boy" [animated in Italian] there is more sweemess" (ZMp4)
"The parents who speak Nones, speak the real real Nones. I mean, they don't even have a
more delicate language, but it's Nones[that they use] and that's it's not soft at all"
(ZMp5).
"For me they look like they are uncouth if they go to kindergarten and they don't even
know Italian. For me, for example, I find a big difference between the dialect of Tasul [a
neighboring town] and Rev6. ITie one in Rev6 is stronger, more marked. Here they
say"fueera" (out) [exaggerated intonation] whereas we say "for a."" It's different here,
it's more coarse" (SPp4).
For Italian oriented parents, the national code is not only quantitatively richer (the
" The perception of FORA as more refined than FUERA is pro^ly du to its assimilation to the
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tenninology argument) but also qualitatively better. Its use renders speech (and implicitly
its users) more authoritative, sweeter and refined. And because of their strong outside
orientation and view of the local rural context as inferior to the more urban national one.
Nones is conversely perceived as a quantitatively impoverished and qualitatively less
refined code.
In sum, Italian oriented parents explained their language choice on the basis of the
intrinsic superior qualities of Italian, which is sweeter, refined, has more authority, and is
thus more appropriate for interactions with children. And, above all, it fosters
communicative abilities and intellectual development, and thus gives children an
advantage in school. Parents' appeal to the gentler qualities of Italian, that they oppose to
the harshness and coarseness of Nones, can be linked to their particular view of children
and parent roles. As discussed previously, Italian oriented parents constructed themselves
as education-conscious and child-centered, emphasizing their preoccupation with their
children's needs and wellbeing. Their central argument in favor of Italian was essentially
focused on children's wellbeing, and a protective attitude towards children often surfaced
in their explanations of code choice. In fact, they explained their option for Italian in
terms of their desire to facilitate their children's performance in school, to spare them the
effort of translating firom Nones to Italian, and to furnish them the vocabulary that th^
could readily draw on when they went to school. This idea that Italian has more words
and grammar and is clearer is similar to the "monoglot standard" Silverstein (1996)
develops on U.S. English language ideology. Nones oriented parents' justifications of

Italianfonn FUORI.
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their language choice instead focused more on broader conununity and social concerns
Q>articipation in family and community life, maintenance and transmission of culture,
traditions, and language). Their role as parents was not only to protect children and
stimulate their intellectual development; equally important for Nones oriented parents
was the fostering of children's integration into the local context.
The more protective attitude of Italian oriented parents in comparison to their
Nones oriented counterparts can be seen in the formers' desire to spare children the
difBculties of dealing with two codes and the latter's desire to expose them to the
challenge this would entail because it "fostered cognitive development." Italian oriented
parents' protective attitude, which entails the sheltering of their children firom the local
context, further reflects their orientation towards an urban context which also includes the
adoption of its models of child>rearing. In fact, the socialization of children in Nones or
Italian entails different models of parent and children roles and responsibilities which
include, because of the urban or peasant models they draw on, different degrees of
children autonomy and self-determination. Whereas in urban realities children are
^ically more sheltered from the outside context (because of the dangers it presents) with
a social life often limited to family and school, in a small rural context like Rev6 children
typically tend to be more integrated into broader community life and events and have
\

more re^nsibility and autonomy as fidl-fledged members of it.Children socialized in
and through the local vernacular are also socialized to becoming active participating
members of the surrounding local community. Children socialized in and through Italian,
who are not directly furnished the means with which to autonomously interact with the
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surrounding community, are instead directed to models of sociality that look to the
outside context. This entails putting the local one in second order.
To conclude, parents' outside orientation was not only embedded in their
explanations of language choice illustrated above, but also explicitly pointed to. To this
effect, parents explicitly stated that Italian was a better choice because it facilitated
children's access to the outside world.
"I prefer Italian. We always speak Italian. Italian so they can connect with other children
when we go somewhere else."(GGp2)
"Italian because it's more of a language that introduces them to the world." (CZpl)

Such a notion was implicit and pervasive in Italian oriented parents' discussion of their
language choice. It has surfaced repeatedly in the above illustration of the other, more
code-based themes linked to the core justification of school advantage that parents
appealed to. Interestingly however, and counter to what I expected, it was not explicitly
brought up by the majority of Italian oriented interviewees, but only by some who
underlined the need to embrace a broader world view that went beyond the natural,
geographical and metaphorical boundaries of the valley. Such an explicit link between the
choice of Italian and outside orientation is well depicted in the following comment.
"Italian so they have a more open cultural view. After all the world does not end at the
Rocchetta"(LSiA\
The Roccketta is a mnmitain pass that marks the southern entrance to the Val di Non.
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5. SOCIALLY OCCURRING SPEECH: CARETAKER-CHILD AND PEER
INTERACTIONS IN THE SCHOOLS
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Crucial to the study of language ideologies is the notion of the different sites they
can take. Ideologies can be conceptualized explicitly and thus be part of "discursive
consciousness" or be "pre-reflective" and implicit in language usage (Gal, 1993). The
unconscious implicit nature of language ideologies derives according to some researchers
from inherent cognitive and structural constraints "limiting speakers' awareness,*' and
consequently limiting their ability to elaborate on non-referential, non-continuously
segmentable aspects of language (Silverstein, 1979;1988). For others, it has more of a
political and interest-laden origin in that it is a product of speakers' internalization of
historically and socially determined (and naturalized) community ideologies that they
unconsciously manifest in their practices (Bourdieu, 1977; 1991; Gramsci, 1971). In
addition to the primary (implicit) and secondary (exph'cit) sites ideologies can take,
Philips (1998) calls attention to a "tertiary site" of ideologization, i.e., researchers'
interpretation of speakers' language use (the primary object of language ideologies) and
talk about it, (the secondary elaboration on the object). This chapter, in which I analyze
and interpret speakers' everyday communicative practices, deals with the primary and
tertiary sites of linguistic ideologization.
The previous chapter focused on metapragmatics, i.e., speakers' consciously
elaborated theories on the community languages and their use, which I extrapolated fiom
the interview data. This chapter instead deals with their pragmatics to determine if and
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how such explicit ideologies are enacted by speakers in their communicative practices
and what other meanings, ideas, attitudes, values, are embedded and surface in their
everyday speech. A comparison of the two will indicate how explicit ideologies jibe with
the implicit ones surfacing in practices. Moreover, an analysis of practices will give
insight into the core research questions of this study. They are the following: Is the
community I am looking at is experiencing a resurgence of its local vernacular? What
ideologies and practices are sustaining such a phenomenon, that goes against trends
depicted in national statistics on Italian and dialect use on the peninsula?
In order to determine if a dialect revival is taking place in Rev6 and the forms it is
taking, it is necessary to look at the ways commum'ty languages are being transmitted.
This involves paying close attention to the ways in which language is used as part of the
child socialization process (Kulick, 1993), which is a key site for determining language
transmission and thus an indicator of the community codes' vitality. To this end I will
analyze transcripts of caretaker-child and peer interactions that I recorded in the
elementary school, in the preschool, and in the homes. I will look at not only the content
of speech, but also the organization of discourse with a particular focus on codeswitching practices and what they mean. Whereas in chapter four the discussion focused
more broadly on parents' conscious choice of which language they chose to socialize
their children in, the focus here, on practices; i.e., on how such a choice is enacted, will
highlight caretakers' alternation between community codes (code-switching) in their
interactions with children.
The schools and the homes provide salient contexts for examining speakers'
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enactment of ideologies in talk, in particular ideologies of language socialization which
are the focus of this work. Community members' views and values, deriving from their
experience of and positioning within their local and broader societal contexts, are
expressed through their organization of language use or linguistic choices. Such choices,
the meanings they express, the values they index, and the fiinctions they fulfill can be
linked to local cultural constructs and ideologies. And in Rev6 these are, in general terms,
tied to community notions about personhood. These notions are characterized by age,
child-caretaker roles, community and student selves, and the rights, obligations, and
levels of responsibility they entail.
Community members in Rev6 have the option of choosing between three
language varieties in the organization of their verbal interactions (although two varieties.
Nones and Italian are predominant). Revo is a multilingual community where speakers
have at their disposition Italian, Nones, and the regional dialect Trentino on which they
differently draw not only in relation to situation, topic and participants, but also
according to the interactional goals they set forth to accomplish in a given exchange.
Although three varieties are present in the community, two, Nones and Italian are
predominant, especially among younger speakers. Trentino, which is disappearing from
younger speakers' repertoire, is for the most part used by older community members not
at ease with Italian for interactions with non-Nones speaking outsiders, fo younger
generations, a polarization between Italian and Nones, with the exclusion of Trentino
firom speakers' repertoire, has occurred. In my transcriptions of caretaker-child
interactions the code-switching that occurs is, in fact, between Italian and Nones with
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marginal presence of the regional dialect Trentino.
In conclusion, the study of community members' alternate use of the codes of
their repertoire is central to understanding the meanings, values and functions speakers
assign them and to uncovering and highlighting the specific language ideologies that
underlie language practices in Revo. In relation to this Scheiffelin and Ochs, (1986:171)
state:
Where several dialects or languages constitute part of the linguistic
repertoire these codes in themselves may convey social meaning
and through their use with children become vehicles of social
knowledge.
The analysis of caretaker-child interactions will help us determine not only how adults
view themselves and the world around them and how this is embedded in talk, but also,
how through language use, these views, values, and more specifically, language
ideologies are transmitted to children - and thus ate reproduced and perpetuated in the
community as a whole. To this effect Bourdieu (1977:649) comments that:
"Every linguistic interaction however personal and insignificant it may seem has the
traces of the social structure that it both expresses and helps reproduce."
In Rev6 speakers' competent use of Nones and Italian in a range of contexts to fulfill
different fimctions not only reflects local beliefs/ideologies, but also constitutes them.
What my analysis of caretaker- child interactions in the school settings illustrates is the
multifimctionality of Nones as compared to the limited functions for which Italian is
drawn upon by speakers in this specific context. Although prevalent in the school setting.
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Italian is relegated to the function of didactic perfomuince and enactment of teacher
student roles. Its use is linked to fomially structured didactic activities usually involving
the whole class or large groups. Nones, instead, is relied upon for one-on-one transactions
that are marginal to the school script; for the discussion of community related topics, and
for affect-laden speech. This comprises both positive and negative affect. The fonner is
manifested in teasing, joking, endearing comments, reassurance. The latter is expressed
in instances of reproach, which carry with them the moral weight of adhering to
community values of respect, good manners, and precision in work. The different
functions for which Nones and Italian are relied upon by speakers reflect and constitute
their ideologies pertaining to the two community codes. Participants' drawing on Nones
rather than Italian in crucial (a£fect-laden, authority-requiring and transactional) moments
is indicative and constitutive of their language ideologies which, in turn, are related to
participants' conception of personhood, their value of community vs. national and
institutional identity, and how these are inscribed in social relationships within their
environment It seems that community identity has more value and weight than the
institutionally bound national one, that after all, is a more limited part of speakers' social
persona. The use of Nones, which symboUzes local identity, carries a moral authority. It
indexes community-rooted social responsibilities and obligations that Italian, being
limited to the school and other national institutions, does not. Whereas Italian indexes
formality and is limited to school performance. Nones can index sincerity and genuinity,
seriousness of intent, affection and jocularity that Italian does not convey, it being a more
formal outer-imposed code of national institutions with v^ch participants do not as
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Strongly identify.

5.2. CODE WITCHING AND ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTER
From even a first cursory analysis of speakers' language practices in the socially
occurring speech data, what immediately stood out was the extent of code-switching that
takes place in Revo'. This occurs in both formal (the schools) and informal (the
homes)settings, in a variety of situations; with different participant structures in teacherstudent, parent-child, and peer interactions. Code-switching is not an exception, but a
general characteristic of language use in Revd. Being so widespread among speakers,
such a practice is a salient phenomenon on which my analysis will focus in order to gain
insight into their implicit language ideologies.
Given the different values, fimctions, and meanings speakers assign the
community codes (as seen in their meta-commentaries on them discussed in chapter 4),
the way they switch between Nones and Italian, and what meanings these switches bring
about, become a window into speakers' implicit language ideologies. In order to
reconstruct them I will first look at interactions recorded in the elementary and preschool
and then conclude my discussion on code-switching practices in chapter 6 with the
analysis of parent-child exchanges gathered in the households.
This chapter is organized around the preschool and elementary school settings.
Within them, my discussion will focus on speakers' organization of discourse and their
language choices analyzing the roles and relationships these enact and bring about.
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meanings they bring with them and create, and the fimctions they fiilfiU. But, before
discussing speakers' practices in detail I will briefly review a few fimdamental
approaches to code-switching fiom which I draw on for my own analysis.

S.2.1. Code-switching research: three major strands
The increasing number of works on the social meanings and pragmatic functions
speakers bring about by alternating between the codes of their repertoire has led to the
establishment of code-switching (CS) as a specific area of study. The phenomenon has
been approached from a variety of angles. These range fiom macro-sociolinguistic
perspectives underlining extra linguistic factors determining language choice and the
social meanings it carries, to more micro-analytic approaches which privilege
grammatical or discourse internal pragmatic constraints and fimctions'.
The development of CS research in the last three decades can be grossly divided
into three strands. The first is represented by the work of such researchers as Blom and
Gumperz (1972), Gal (1979; 1987), HeUer (1988) and Hill and HUl (1986) which,
foregrounding the relationship between language use and social processes, highlights the
social distinctions and meanings speakers index through code-switching practices. The
second is the Markedness Model as developed by Myers-Scotton (1993), which focuses
on the rights and obligations implied by participant roles relationships that speakers index
through code choice in a given interaction type. A third strand comprises works that
' There is also a strand of works focusing on psycholmguistic processing and syntactic constraints on code-
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highlight local discourse functions that speakers fulfill by switching codes. A
representative publication privileging such a microanalytic conversational focus,
(however integrated with ethnographicaily derived knowledge by some researchers) is
the collection of papers edited by Auer (1998).

S.2.2. Macro-sociolinguistic approaches to code-switching
A pioneering publication which has had a strong impact on introducing codeswitching as a legitimate field of inquiry was the 1972 work of Blom & Gumperz. In
their work, the authors put forth the seminal distinction between situational and
metaphorical code-switching which has influenced macro-sociological approaches to
date. Situational code-switching refers to speakers' change of code according to change
of situation in fulfillment of community norms of appropriateness. On the other hand,
switching code when the situation remains the same is referred to as metaphorical
switching because of the special meanings speakers convey through such an act. In
metaphorical CS the language variety speakers choose for a given situation fimctions as a
metaphor for the social meanings that particular variety has come to assume in their
community (Heller, 1988). Because of the special meanings it carries and creates
metaphorical CS is the more interesting practice for gaining insight into speakers'
language ideologies. It can be read as not only an interactional strategy for the
management of roles, relationships, and the boundaries they imply, but also as speakers'

switching tha^ given my socioltnguistic focus will not be dealt With here.
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symbolic enactment of different sociopolitical positions within their local conununity and
broader context (Hill & Hill, 1986). And inevitably, the positions speakers express
through their patterns of language use are socially and historically constrained. Following
this, the functions that CS fulfills in a given community are, as Urciuoli (1995:528) puts
it, linked to "long term political economy of language that shapes the language situation
itself and social actors' relations." They can thus only be fully understood through their
contextualization within social and historical processes relevant to the specific
conununity studied.

5.2.4. The Markedness Model
In Myers-Scotton's (1993) Markedness theory of code-switchmg, code choices
occur along a continuum, with relatively unmarked, i.e., expected codes at one end and
relatively marked, i.e., unexpected ones at the other end. Each unmarked code is
associated with a particular set of participant rights and obligations. These rights and
obligations are derived fit)m situational fiutors v^ch are salient for a particular situation
in a particular community. A central assumption of the Markedness Model is that
speakers make choices based on their intention or motivation to negotiate their
interpersonal relationships. Code-switching as an unmarked, or expected choice indicates
that the speaker accepts the existing rights and obligations set, and with it the existing
role relationships. Code-switching as a marked choice indicates that the speaker wishes to
index a new rights and obligations set, and thus a change in interpersonal relations, and
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finally, CS as an exploratory choice is used when it is not clear what rights and
obligations set is appropriate, i.e., unmarked for a given situation.
The Markedness Model has been criticized above all for its claims of universality;
its ethnocentriciQ^ in adopting a speech act approach which posits speakers' intent as
central to the detriment of interlocutor roles in negotiating meaning (Duranti,1993); and
for its underplaying both broader socio-historical processes (Stroud, 1998),and local
contextual factors influencing code choice (Li Wei, 1998).

S.2.4. Conversation-analytic approaches to code-switching: focus on discourse fimctions
Local-contextual factors and meanings are foregrounded by a recent line of works
on code-switching (Alfonzetti, 1998; Auer, 1998, Li Wei, 1998, Moyer, 1988).
Questioning the explanatory power of approaches focusing exclusively on macro-societal
influences on code choice, these works emphasize the local conversational meanings
constructed by code alternation which is viewed as a technical verbal resource relied on
by speakers to manage face to face interaction (Li Wei, 1998). Focusing on the
conversational dimensions of CS, Auer et al (1998) use a conversation analytic approach
to account for the ways speakers strategically draw on such a practice to accomplish
discourse objectives and to manage social interactions. Accordingly, the researchers point
out the ways in which CS is used to organize conversational activities. For instance,
speakers can rely on CS to negotiate the language of interaction, set off quotations, signal
repairs, changes of topic, asides, closings and so forth. Ultimately CS, like other
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conversational devices, is relied upon to set the frame within a conversation, thus
allowing participants to interpret its utterances correctly. Functioning as a
"contextualization cue" (Gumperz, 1982;I992) it indexes change of footing in
conversational structure (Li Wei, 1998). As Auer, (1998:6) puts it: "In discourse related
CS the new language prototypically evokes a new frame or footing for the interaction
which is then shared by all participants. "At times, switching itself, rather than the
specific code speakers choose, accomplishes their interactional/discourse goals
(Alfonzetti, 1998; Auer, 1998; Urciuoli, 199S; Zentella, 1997). This aspect of CS is
foregrounded by Alfonzetti (1998) who focuses on its sheer contrastive fimctions in her
analysis of Italian and Sicilian code alternation in Catania. Presenting a purely discourse
related view of CS she claims its "ideological innocence" and "neutrality" in the urban
context characterized as a monoculturai non-diglossic community where dialect is
"neither a strong social class marker, nor fraught with political questions of anti-centralist
movements." Alfonzetti (ibid.) contends that in the Sicilian context speakers hold a
"double identity" (Italian/Sicilian) which excludes any we/they type of meanings attached
to code choice.
Although Auer (1998) himself states that in order to fully understand CS practices
discourse related analyses need to link to broader phenomena~and a number of papers in
his collection do so>-I chose to illustrate Alfonzetti's strictiy discourse related work
because it well illustrates the narrower conversational focus to the study of codeswitching, and because it deals with an Italian setting that however greatiy differs from
the one I am looking at. Illustrating the narrower focus and its shortcomings will better
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allow me to make a case for the integration of sequential ^situational functional
approaches. Highlighting how results found in the urban Sicilian context cannot be
extended to the rural one I am investigating will allow me to underline the need to set
practices against their specific contexts and social histories.

S.2.S. Shortcomings of the narrow discourse approach to code-switching and the need for
an integration of micro and macro analyses
Alfonzetti (1998) calls upon the reversibility in the direction of switching as
evidence for its independence firom conversation-external sociolinguistic factors, and
accordingly illustrates the various local discursive functions it accomplishes in Catanese
interactions. She grounds her claims of the ideological neutrality and independence of
CS fi:om macro sociolinguistic factors on the lack of ethnic conflict and "sense of
separateness" in the Catanese community which she depicts as monocultural. Such a take,
which implicitly reduces the ideological potentiality of CS to the indexing of
ingroup/outgroup meanings leaves out further flmctions and the layering of meanings that
code alternation can accomplish through its symbolic and indexical power. These
include, for instance, the creation of a certain persona, (Ochs, 1992; Kulick, 1993), the
enactment of roles, relations, and the indexing of different identities speakers can hold
within their community (Kroskrity, 1993). In addition to this, CS can have the function of
importing multiple voices indexing different social values and beliefs that express
speakers' positions within the local and the broader socio-cultural and political context
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they fonction in (Gal, 1987; Hill 199S; Hill & Hill,1986). The desire to find a clean,
linear model which the strictly pragmatic focus allows-although important because it
calls attention to another dimension of CS-can, in a sense result in 'throwing out the
baby with the dirty water*.
Alfonzetti's focus on purely discursive functions of CS, with exclusion of other
meanings it can carry and bring about, is a paradigmatic choice. As such, and given its
narrow focus, it entails explanatory limits. Here, these are linked to the sheerly microanalytic sequential approach to the data which expressly excluding macro-contextual
factors falls short of accounting for language choices' power to carry several overlapping
meanings with it. One perspective, however, does not necessarily exclude the other, hi
fact, CS as a verbal strategy used to accomplish discourse objectives can in turn serve to
accomplish larger scale interactional goals and meanings. It can serve a conversational
function, but at the same time also link up with larger scale facts about speakers' lives. In
this case it can then be viewed as a practice that is simultaneously context-independent
and context-related, having both local conversational, and broader extra-conversational
meanings.
The latter can be recovered by situating the analysis of conversational practices
within the broader social and cultural contexts in i\Mch speakers fimction (Auer, 1998;
Stroud, 1998). Linking the two levels of conversation-based microanalysis with a broader
ethnographic study of context can thus give way to a more comprehensive understanding
of the multiple functions and meanings of CS and the linguistic ideologies underlying
such a practice. It is often in fact the specific aspects of context that code-switching calls
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into play that give it its particular meanings. To this effect, Stroud (1998:323) argues that:
"Conversational CS is so heavily implicated in social life that it cannot be treated apart
from an analysis of social phenomena." Following this he calls for a combination of
micro and macro approaches which can shed light on the multiple valences and fimctions
of CS, and ultimately, speakers' ideologies of code that are reflected in such a practice.
This discussion reflects the old debate on the scope and validity of micro and macro
analyses of social processes, and the utility of integrating the two, as the work of
Moemian (1988), among others, well illustrates.

S.2.6. The integration of sequential and functional analyses
Given the sociolinguistic setting I analyze, in which language choice is highly
ideologized, and this study's focus on language ideologies which are tightly interrelated
with speakers' experience of social phenomena, the integrated approach is the
methodological framework that I will adopt for my analysis of CS practices in Rev6. In
order to understand the multiple meanings and functions of CS and to reconstruct the
anguage ideologies underlying them, I will contextualize my analysis of speakers'
alternation between the codes of their repertoire within the social and historical processes
which have led them to bestow different values and frmctions to their linguistic resources.
I will focus on how speakers' experience of the social and economic changes that have
come about in recent years in the community have come to affect their language
ideologies (Kulick, 1993) which CS practices reflect and are a constitutive part of.
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In sum, although CS in Rev6 certainly fulfills local conversational functions, my
analysis, which seeks to understand speakers' language ideologies, will focus more on its
broader functions and meanings and the social derivations and implications of these. To
this end I will link a sequential analysis focusing on the locus of switches (insertion of
new code) and its discourse functions, to the social information and meanings that the
switches themselves, together with their specific positioning, carry.
Such a broader focus is pertinent to the situation in Revd. Contrary to Alfonzetti's
(1998) finding of the ideological neutrality of switching in the urban context of Catania,
where Italian and the Sicilian dialect are "endowed with an almost interchangeable social
role" (Ibid.1998;182), in the rural community of Rev6, characterized by a distance fiom
the national urban culture which Italian symbolizes, the two codes hold distinct roles,
meanings and functions. Code choice there is not neutral, but ideologically charged. It is
set within a community context that, after a long history of macro-diglossia (Trumper,
1989) in which the dialect was the low code, is currently witnessing a revaluation of the
vernacular. Such a revaluation is linked to the revamping and emphasis given to local
culture by the regional and municipal institutions and the more positive self-perceived
local identity that locals have developed in recent years which derives fi»m the novel
economic prosperity of the area (cf. chapter 2).
Code-switching in Revd is thus bound to have broader extra-conversational
meanings along with sheer discursive functions. Moreover, in my observations in the

school-which is the domain of Italian-Nones is the unexpected marked code (MyersScotton, 1993). Its use is thus a metaphor for broader social and participant related
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meanings linked to local conversational fiinctions. As will be discussed in the following
sections, switches in fact, signal not only a change in conversational activities, but also
redefine interlocutor roles bringing into the picture the different (e?ctra-conversational)
rights and obligations they entail.
Furthermore, the non-neutrality of code choice and thus switching in Revd can in
general terms be inferred &om speakers' metacommentaries on the community languages
as discussed in chapter four. There we saw how speakers consciously assign each code
clearly distinguished values and functions. The challenge is now to determine how these
explicitly elaborated upon conscious ideas and perceptions on the values, meanings, and
functions of the two codes are enacted in everyday practices: in the interactions speakers
carry out in different settings widi different participants, and the specific goals they
accomplish through their use.

S.2.7. Research questions guiding the discussion of practices in the schools
The research questions guiding the following discussion of language practices in
the schools in Rev6 are:
1) What language varieties do caretakers use with children?
2) When? Where? For

purpose?

3) What do children use?
4) What are the specific ideologies that determine code choice of codes in speakers'
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code>switching practices?
To answer these questions I will rely on the following evidence: observations recorded in
my field notes; audio-recorded interactions in the elementary and preschool, and
exchanges that I witnessed and transcribed either while they were taking place or
immediately after their occurrence.
For the next question: 5) What is the relationship between the community's
language ideologies and members* language socialization practices? hi other words, how
do speakers' explicit language ideologies jibe with implicit ones surfacing in their
practices? I will compare my reconstruction of implicit ideologies that surface in
speakers' practices with speakers' explicit elaborations on the conununity codes and their
use that they expressed during the interview sessions. I will look at what meanings
speakers create in interaction, how these are brought about by CS, and the way they relate
to explicit conscious community ideologies. I will consider both the consciously
perceived symbolic values of the community codes as well as how these and other
meanings and values are brought about in code-switching and how these are created and
interpreted by participants.
fo the excerpts I wilt cite. Nones is rendered in italics and Italian in Roman font. I
chose to put Italian in Roman font because it is the expected standard in the school
setting. The English translation will be boldcd maintaining the UaUcs and standard font
of the original languages. I will specify pauses, voice quality, intonation and other suprasegmental features whenever relevant Pauses, when under two seconds, are rendered *
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with dots (.), longer ones with numbers that correspond to the number of seconds
counted, e.g. (4). Exclamation marics indicate emphatic intonation; question marks
indicate rising interrogative intonation, and capital block letters represent louder volume.
A dash is for truncated utterances, and @@ indicates laughter.

5.3. SUES: THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
As discussed in chapter 1, given my focus on language socialization, privileged
sites of observation where I could capture caretaker-child and peer interactions were,
naturally, the schools and households. Because my aim was to identify the latest trends in
child language socialization and compare them with earlier tendencies reconstructed
through interviews with adolescents, young adults, and their families, I focused on
younger age groups. These included children ages four to six attending the preschool, and
children six to eleven at the elementary school.
The elementary school in Rev6, which comprises grades 1-S, counts a student
population of one hundred. All of the students attending it are children of families
residing in Rev6 and Tiegiovo. The latter is an enclave or ward of the municipality of
Rev6. It haslSO residents and is located six kilometers fiom the main town. The teachers
are also all locals and thus, Nones-Italian bilinguals: four are firom Rev6, and six come
firom neighboring villages.
The school is public, under the jurisdiction of the national government which
finances it, with however a degree of regional autonomy for decisions regarding
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scheduling, hiring, and curriculum design. Regional intervention at the primary school
level is peculiar to the Trentino Alto-Adige because of the region's autonomous status.
As a result of this, instruction in the elementary school is organized around the national
curriculum with, however, recently implemented regional guidelines, which emphasize
the integration of local history, geography, and culture into the national curriculum.
Elementary education in Trentino has recently acquired an increased level of
autonomy with a 1997 legislation which passes curriculum design, teacher hiring,
management and financial matters over to the regional government. Noteworthy is that
the Trentino-Alto-Adige is one of the few Italian regions to holds such a level of selfdetermination in the educational domain Qiowever limited to the primary grades)
otherwise centrally managed from Rome through the National Ministry of Education
which oversees educational matters for the rest of nation. In other words, whereas the
primary school in Trentino is allowed more autonomy, which has led to an integration
and emphasis of local culture in its organization and curriculum content, for other Italian
regions the academic calendar, financial support, and curriculum are centrally mandated
and thus homogeneous.

S.3.1. Participant observation in the elementary school: Physical setting and events and
activities observed.
The elementary school building, constructed in the 1920s and remodeled in recent
years, is located in the center of Rev6. It is on the main toad, between the preschool and
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the church, whose piazza it shares for use as a playground. In the warmer season, children
often arrive early at school to play with classmates in the recess area before the bell
rings. They usually walk to school accompanied by siblings or peers, and in the case of
first and second graders, often by a parent or grandparent. Children attend school
Monday through Friday fi:om 8:00-12:00 and 2:00-4:00. Lessons are often jointly
conducted by teams of teachers who rotate across grades 1-2 and 3-5 according to subject
matter: the sciences (natural sciences and math), the humanities (comprising Italian,
history, geography, music, art), religious education, carried out by the local Catholic
priest, and foreign language, German for grades 3-5.
The classrooms are spacious, sunny, cheerfully and colorfully decorated with
student drawings and artifacts reflecting the subject matter and themes treated during the
year. Among these artifacts, hanging on the 4"* and 5"* grade classroom wails were,
interestingly, also student poems written in dialect. In all of the classrooms the teachers'
desk was at the center-front of the room on its own. As for the students' desks, in grades
3-5 they were organized in the form of a horseshoe, and in grades 1-2 in traditional single
rows. While the single file arrangement, which was meant to direct students' attention to
the blackboard and teacher, discouraged spontaneous exchanges among children, the
horseshoe spatial disposition favored interaction among them; both those sitting next to
each other sharing desks, as well as classmates facing each other. Whereas in grades one
and two teachers tended to sit at their desks, in the higher grades teachers rarely did so,
even for teacher-centered whole class activities. They instead tended to walk around the
classroom or to position themselves closer to students by sitting or standing in the middle
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of the horseshoe. In the higher grades students also moved around quite fireely. Especially
during group or desk activities they often got up and consulted with classmates at another
desk or walked up to the teacher, got materials, and so forth, without asking for
permission. Here, even bathroom turns were autonomously managed by children
according to the rule 'only one person out at a time'.
I found student-teacher Rq>portto be very warm, afiectionate and respectful. The
children seemed very fond of their teachers, and vice versa, the teachers of the children.
The following, small, but significant incident well illustrates such a rapport. On my first
day in the 4"* grade I noticed the children had written the teacher's name on the board in
graffiti lettering with a nonsensical alliterative poem in dialect to welcome her back after
a period of sick leave she had taken for a broken toe. The poem went:

rota, Rota

Rita bentormda Rita rota. Ciaol (Rita broken, broken Rita welcome back broken Rita.
Ciao!).Children typically addressed teachers by title (teacher) and first name e.g.,
"Maestra Rita" using the "tu" pronominal address fonn. Whereas the title indicates
respect for the role, the first name and the mformal pronominal "tu," indicate more
intimacy (as opposed to last name and the pronominal "Lei" indicating distance and
formality).
The informality of address forms, the spatial disposition favoring exchanges, the
freedom of movement and relative degree of student self-management all indicated a
relaxed atmosphere and environment where both a sense of self and collective
responsibility were underlined. Moreover, the degree of student involvement and
participation in class activities and decisions was always high and evenly distributed.
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This gave way to an engaging and lively atmosphere in the classroom where children
willingly contributed, showing a general comfort in expressing themselves fireely.
Testimony to this is their spontaneous and recurrent sharing of personal opinions, doubts,
questions, and family anecdotes.
During my presence in the classrooms I observed activities involving whole class,
small group, pair, and one-on one interactions, as well as students doing individual
deskwotk. During the morning recess and spontaneous playground gatherings before
school started I observed peer interactions of children firom different grades at play,
teacher-teacher conversations, as well as less formally structured teacher-student
exchanges.
I also had the opportunity to observe two full days with a (local) substitute teacher
in the 3"* and 4"* grades. The amount of code-switching and relapse into dialect seemed to
be particularly high in these class periods. This was perhaps due to personal
tendencies/preferences of the teacher, the less strictly didactic mode a temporary
substitution entailed (that the children took full advantage oQ and/or to the more difficult
disciplinary burden put on a substitute who had to establish her authority in the
exceptional and temporary situation (disciplining was often linked to Nones as will be
discussed in the next sections). The substitute was a young local whom the children
perh^s identified more as a 'lay* community member than as a teacher, a person/actor
whose community identity outweighed the institutional professional one. The temporary
nature of the position periiaps also influenced the teacher in adopting a less rigidly
pedagogical approach, which entails the exclusive use of Italian, and led her to lower her
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'language guard' slipping more often into the non-scholastic Nones.
Also, during the last four afternoons of school I had the opportunity to observe
student-managed cross-sectional mixed groups where children from the five grades
gathered in the hallways, classrooms and gym to practice parts of their skits, to prepare
costumes, props, and other artifacts for the yearly school play they were about to perform
for parents and community members. This less rigidly structured situation allowed me to
observe peer interactions between children of different age groups with little or no
teacher intervention. The fireer cross-sectional gatherings gave way to an interesting sort
of hybrid situation and relative mode of interaction. It was a mix between didactic
classroom activity, (because of setting, inside the school building, and type of activity,
preparation for performance) and recess type gatherings ( self-management with difTerent
age groups). This less constrained, less teacher controlled event gave way to children
initiated, sustained and managed interactions that differed from those I had observed in
the classroom setting where teacher direction and didactic mode prevailed. However, the
instances of CS that occurred within these child-managed events did not differ greatly in
fimction and meaning from teachers' CS patterns recorded in whole class activities.

5.3.2. The Preschool: Organization, setting and participants
The "asilo," which I translate as 'preschool', hosts children ages 4-6. Preschool
attendance is not mandatory by Italian law. It is, however, rate for families not to send
their children to it. Going to the preschool is considered a first step in children's
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schooling/educational process, an important moment of their socialization to organized
community life (including familiarization with peers), as well as a convenient opportunity
for childcare, (families pay a modest monthly tuition for children's full day MondayFriday attendance).
The difference between the elementary school and the preschool is the degree of
autonomy and regional intervention in its curriculum, finances, and organization.
Whereas the elementary school is a national institution with more limited regional
intervention, the preschool is completely under regional jurisdiction and municipal
management The regional government subsidizes it, and a local board runs it. Similarly
to agricultural institutions of the municipality, like the apple and irrigation cooperatives,
the preschool is also organized as a social cooperative, and is managed by the residents of
Revd. Each family has a financial share in it, and a board consisting of democratically
elected parents oversees its management, periodically repotting decisions to all of its
members.
Its teachers and workers, who are all locals firom Rev6 and neighboring villages,
are hired, trained, and paid by the regional government The curriculum is also regionally
mandated. Its focus, in general terms, is on the development of children's creative and
expressive skills, with an emphasis on group work, task completion, and time
management Literacy development is left to the elementary school.

The preschool is located across the street fix>m the elementary school, in an older
two story building. The building has three very large airy classrooms with Montessori
style fiimishings, a cafeteria, and a large gated playground onlooking the main street
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This location is inviting to parents, siblings, and fiiends who often stop by and lean on
the gate to chat with the children at play.
The preschool counts a student population of seventy. The children attending it
come fi:om Rev6, its ward Tregiovo, and the neighboring village Romallo. Children
attending it are divided into three main color-coded mixed-age groups known as / ros!\,
'the red', / gicdli 'the yellow' migli azzurri 'the light blue'. These classes comprise six
year olds, known as i grandi' the elders', five year olds, i medi 'the mediums' and four
year olds ipiccoli 'the littie ones'. A program ofpeer mentoring whereby each elder is
assigned a five year old medium, and a medium a four year old little one for which they
are responsible, socializes them to values of cooperation and responsibility. These roles,
which involve a hierarchy of rights and responsibilities, are taken very seriously by the
children and looked upon fondly by the community at large. In this connection,
preschoolers are typically asked by family and community members who their elders or
littie ones are.
Children attending the preschool have tiie option of a flexible schedule. They can
start at seven or at nine o'clock, and go home at noon, at tiiree or at five, from Monday
Uirough Friday. As a participant observer, I opted for tiie full schedule, usually arriving at
seven and remaining until five. Some mornings however, when I was in charge of
dropping my 4 year old nephew off in the azzurri classroom, I arrived witii die nine
o'clock crowd.
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S.3.3. Activities and events at the preschool
During my presence in the school I had the opportunity to observe teacher-parent
interactions as well as peer, student-student, and teacher-teacher ones. In addition to
interactions between students and teachers in the classrooms, playground, and cafeteria, I
also had the chance to observe parent-teacher and parent-parent exchanges during the
morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up moments. At these times parents would often
stop to chat with each other and with the teachers in the classrooms and in the hall.
The typical school day involved a variety of group and whole class activities.
Most were small group activities centered around drawing, painting, and &ee play within
the classroom. During these activities, children were free to choose who to group with
and which among the wide variety of toys in the classroom to play with. Two to three
teachers were always present in the classroom. During the art and &ee play activities,
teachers' role was more one of monitoring rather than organizing and directing. However,
teachers would gather tiie children for whole class activities, talcing full directive charge
of the events for tiie daily story-reading time and for the morning and aftemoon fruit
snacks.
In general, activities in the preschool were less formally structured than those I
observed in the elementary school. Children were allowed a great deal of freedom, both
of movement and of expression. This was favored by tiie spatial organization of the large
classrooms with sparse child-sized furniture

round tables and small chairs,

playhouses and play mats that children went back and forth from), the peer mentoring
system, which encouraged children's self management, and teachers' monitoring as
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opposed to directive approach which allowed students a great deal of autonomy within
the classroom.

S.3.4. Italian and Nones in the preschool: General observations
As regards verbal communication, Italian was the ofiQcial language of the school.
However, its use was not strictly enforced nor as strongly expected as in the more
didactically focused elementary school. As compared to the latter, teachers' focus here
was not yet on literacy development nor on the regimenting of children's linguistic
habits. Consequently, their tolerance for children's use of the dialect was high. Also,
teachers in the preschool, which can be characterized more as a day care center than as
an academically oriented institution, did not traditionally embody the 'Italianization
mission' (discussed in the next section) that elementary school teachers did. Their
professional training, consisting in a three year course after the middle school, was less
academically focused, and their s^roach to children was much more one of mothering
and monitoring than that found among their elementary school colleagues.
Like in the elementary school, among themselves teachers would always speak
Nones. With children they would use Italian, however slipping more often, and for longer
stretches of discourse into the dialect. This was perhaps linked to the prevalence of small
group activities, which invited one-on-one exchanges, and to the generally more affectladen Qrpe of communication taking place in the classrooms. Entailing mote personal
non-didactic type of exchanges, both factors favored the use of Nones, (as will be
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discussed in the following sections).
A general tendency that stood out even prior to my analysis of transcripts from the
preschool (that then confirmed it), was that of teachers to use Italian for whole group
communication -which implied a more didactic &ame and where their teacher role more
strongly emerged- and Nones for one-on-one exchanges, which often involved affectladen speech. The wider use of Nones was also favored -as teachers stated- by the fact
that many children, who came from Nones-oriented households, arrived at the preschool
with a passive knowledge of Italian, that they then quickly rendered active and developed
with their participation in school activities.
Like in the elementary school, children here addressed teachers with the informal
"tu" pronoun, "maestra" and the first name of the teacher. The rapport between teachers
and children was affectionate, the atmosphere warm. Among themselves, children spoke
Nones and Italian. Interestingly, children at the preschool tended to use more Italian
among themselves than children at the elementary school. At the beginning of my stay,
upon seeing children interacting in Italian, and before identifying the households fiom
which they came fiom, I mistakenly identified some children fi-om Nones-oriented
households as Italian dominant. Nones-dominant children's use of Italian in non teacherdirected activities was for me a puzzling phenomenon at first When speaking to parents
and teachers about it they explained it as children's taking pleasure in "acting out" their
new student roles (and also 'teacher' ones as elders and medi responsible for younger
peers), which implied the use of Italian, and their accommodating to Italian-dominant
peers in their groups. To this effect, one of the first aspects of communicative
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competence developed by community members in Rev6 is the awareness and ability to
accommodate their speech to non-Nones speaking interlocutors. Even four year olds were
keenly aware of who they could speak Nones with,and who not. Upon my arrival, as a
stranger to them, all of the children -without exception- addressed me in Italian. Only
later, after they had seen me interact with their teachers and parents in Nones, did many
of them switch to the dialect with me. Also, on mote occasions, in underlining their
knowledge of, and adherence to, norms of appropriateness children pointed out to me that
Boris, a new child who had arrived fit)m Bielorussia, did not speak Nones and that "you
had to speak Italian to him." Children who were very protective of Boris, smothered him
with attention playing out their teacher and elder role in Italian.
The sum of these practices were indicative of what I later came to understand: that
children in Revd these days are rarely monolingual. Even children &om strongly Nones
oriented households have at least a passive knowledge of Italian. Either because it has
explicitly been developed through reading activities in the home (as discussed in chapter
four); or indirectly, through contact with Italian speaking outsiders, exposure to it through
television or other. Children &om Italian oriented households, on the other hand, have a
passive knowledge of the vernacular because they are surrounded by it in and out of the
household. Competence in any case was rarely an issue in language choice among
younger community members in Rev6.
Children who came ftom Nones-oriented households developed and strengthened
their Italian at the preschool through participation in school related activities (conducted
in Italian) and interactions with teachers. Children from Italian-oriented households, who
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had a passive competence of Nones, activated it through wider exposure to the dialect
through interactions with peers and also with teachers. Children there learned Nones to
become part of peer groups and Itah'an to participate in school activities.
To this effect, parents &om Nones-oriented households had the expectation that
their children would leam more/establish their Italian at the preschool and the elementary
school. As discussed in chapter four, they, in fact, delegated such a task to the
institutions. Italian-oriented parents on the other hand lamented that their children would
come home from preschool speaking Nones. My analysis of classroom practices will
point how the latter, least expected, phenomenon occurs.
I

5.4. ITALIAN IN THE SCHOOL
The preschool and the elementary school do not represent children's first
exposure to Italian. These institutions are however their first formally structured official
contact with the national code. Because of its non-academic focus, a strong emphasis is
not placed on the national code in the preschool. However, when children start attending
the elementary school Italian becomes central to their new student lives. In other words,
although the elementary school setting does not represent the first exposure of children to
Italian, it is however the first context where they ate expected to speak it
Because of the wider diffiision of Italian in the community, due to members'
greater mobility and contact with the broader non-Nones speaking outside context in
recent years (a diffusion which is also greatly enhanced by the media) the elementary
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school is no longer the place where children first come mto contact with the national code
as was in the distant past. That is, before the economic boom of the 70s which spurred
mobiliQr and exchanges with the outside. Also, notwithstanding parents' recent trend
towards Nones as the language of first socialization, most children arrive at school with
at least a passive knowledge of Italian. The national code has increasingly become
available to them not only thanks to activities conducted in Italian at the pre>school and
in the homes, e.g., reading but also through television, and more common interactions
with Italian speaking outsiders. These contacts have been enhanced by the greater
mobility to and firom the valley that has grown in recent years. This involves locals'
tendency to travel more, to attend institutions of higher education outside of the region,
and also the phenomenon of outside immigration to the valley, both seasonal and
permanent. The former type of migration is linked to the autunm apple harvest, which
differently from the past familial management, now relies on outside seasonal laborers.
The latter type, derives fix)m favorable employment opportunities offered by a booming
Valley economy. However, even considering the wider dif^ion of Italian in the
community, and therefore, familiarity with it among children of the 90s, the elementary
school still represents their first formal and structured contact with a national institution
where the local code gives way to the national one, i.e. where the use of Italian is
expected and enforced. Contrary to the community context, in the school Nones is the
unexpected mariced variety. The school is the locus of literacy development, and the main
vehicle of literacy is, of course, Italian. Italian is the language of instruction and by
definition the language of schooling. It is thus central to didactic activities, and at least in
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theory, to all classroom practices.
My observation of classroom activities however revealed that Italian, although the
official code, is not the only language employed in the school, but that Nones also has its
part in the educational and/or socialization process. Di the following sections I will
discuss student and teachers' use of Nones and Italian. I will privilege the elementary
school, because it is here that the national code is most expected, however drawing
examples fix)m the preschool as well. Although placing a different emphasis on the
national code, both contexts have in fact revealed the same patterns of code-switching.

S.4.1. Elementary school: Focus on the development of discourse competence in the
lower grades and teachers' normative approach to language
Before illustrating in detail specific practices I observed in the classrooms, I
would like to comment on a general difference in the focus, orientation, and style of
teaching that I found between the lower, (l" and 2"^ and higher (3"*, 4"*, and

grades;

a difference that already partially emerged in my description of the different organization
of space found at the two levels as described in section S.2.1.
In short, whereas in the lower grades teachers placed a strong emphasis on the
development of children's classroom behavior, or academic interactional skills; i.e., the
discursive and interactional competence needed for appropriate school performance, and
thus, success, the focus and effort dedicated to such a goal waned in the higher grades.
This difference of focus between the two levels was reflected in the spatial organization
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of the classroom and the organization of teacher-student interactions, which in the lower
grades involved a great deal of meta-talk produced by teachers to regulate children's
organization of discourse and forms of language produced.
The organization of activities, exchanges, and space in the higher grades, as
described above, involved less teacher direction, b the higher grades, children were
allowed to intervene without raising their hands to ask for the floor, except for the
activities in which the teacher was at the board asking questions, i.e., eliciting E.R.E.
(elicitation response evaluation) sequences (Mehan, 1996) signaling a tightly structured
lesson situation which was managed through hand raismg.
As for the 1** and 2"^ grade classrooms, these were organized in a more traditional
manner. Desks were in single rows with the fimction of focusing children's attention
toward the front of the room where the blackboard and teacher's desk were, and
discouraging spontaneous exchanges between them (chatting). Activities tended to be
whole class and teacher-centered with little or no group and pair work. Freedom of
movement and of expression (turn taking and forms of speech) were tightly managed by
the teachers, who through such strategies emphasized the learning of classroom behavior;
i.e., the mastering of appropriate academic interactional skills. A great deal of effort was
devoted to developing children's discourse and interactional competence in the lower
grades. This involved a stronger focus on discipline with explicit comments on how to
behave: when to speak and how to speak, both in terms of volume, posture, gaze, as well
as language form Italian vs. dialect and what forms of Italian were acceptable). Children
were typically allotted turns by the teachers which they could also request by raising their
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hands. Once given the floor, children were instructed to stand up, face the class, and
enunciate clearly. In such a process the focus of teachers' attention was often on the form
of children's utterances, more so than on the content. This involved a great deal of
teacher direction with more correction of children's utterances than seen in the higher
grades.
The emphasis on the development of children's discursive skills regarded not only
the organization of speech, (e.g., tum taking, contextualization and transitions), but also
the specific forms children's language could take. Such a focus on form reflected a
normative view of Italian and its use, which gave way to episodes of hyper-correction.
During my observations I witnessed teachers censoring forms of Italian, that
although perfectly good examples of Italian use, that would even be acceptable to a
grammarian of the Accademia delta Crusca, were corrected because they too closely
resembled forms of the dialect. Instances of this were the correction of children's use of
phrasal verbs-typical of the regional (Trentino) variety of Italian-which were promptly
substituted with more neutral "standard" full verb synonyms; teachers' exaggerated
lengthening of double consonants (which Trentini are known to drop) when repeating and

correcting children's utterances, and the explicit censoring of children's use of the
Nones-derived filler "poi" (translated fiom the Nones filler and intensifier "po"). These
instances were not incorrect forms and uses per se, but in the eyes of the teacher had the
fault of resembling regional or local vernacular forms too closely.
Following are some examples of teachers' normative approach seen in their
censoring of children's lexical uses that resemble the dialect. These excerpts were taken
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from a second grade whole class activiQr where children were asked to recount an
experience of travel with their family. The 'incriminated' uses and their substitutions are
underlined.

(1)
Andrea:
Maestra;
Teacher:
Giovanni:
Maestra:
Maestra:

(2)
Adriano;
Maestra;
Alice:
Gianna:
Maestra:

(3)
Anna:
Maestra:
Anna:

Maestra:
Maestra:

A Venezia ho corso dietro ai picciom'
In Venice I ran after the pigeons
Corso dietro? Ma come si puo' dire meglio? Pensa un po'!
Ran after? How can you say it better? Think about it!
rincorrete
ran after (full verb)
ma Giovanni! Ho chiamato te?
but Giovanni! Did I call on you?
si rincorrere rincorrere
ves run after run after

Sono venuto eiu' dall'Ozolo
I came down from the Ozolo [name of a local mountain]
Prova a dire meglio come si dice venire eiu'?
Try to say it better how do you say to come down?
scendere
descend
scendere
descend
ecco meglio. Cosi! SCendere
There you are better. Like that! fSCendere^ discend fwith exaggerated
emphasis on SC ^ically pronounced as /s/ in the dialect)

Maestra domenica passata
Teacher last Sunday
come dici invece?
How do you say (it) instead ?
scorsa
past
si scorsa. scorsa. adesso ricomincia da c^k)
yes, past oast, now start all over
domenica scorsa sono andata in una baita^ si in una casa in una tettoia
tost Sunday I went to a hut - ves in a house in a cabin (self correction
for having used "baita" a regional form for hut in the mountains)
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In the first example correre dietro was censured by the teacher because it too closely
resembles the dialect"corer dria" bi the second example, the also perfectly legitimate
"venire giu'" similar to the dialect"nirzo" was substituted by the more Italian sounding
"scendere" descend with emphasis on the initial /sh/ often pronounced /s/ by Nones
speakers. In the third example, oassata (past/last) too similar to the dialect "^pasada" was
substituted by "scorsa". Interestingly, in the third example, the teacher also selfcorrected for her own use of the word "baita" a term indicating an alpine hut which she
promptly substituted with the more general casa (house) and tettoia framada/rooft.
Noteworthy is that "baita" of local derivation, is the mote precise term. "Baita" has
passed from local use to the national language and is commonly found in dictionaries
which define it as "alpine hut."
Teachers in the lower grades took it upon themselves not only to develop
children's classroom interactional competence, but, with a normative zeal, to also purify
children's Italian of any local (Nones), and regional forms. The focus on form, with a
normative approach to language was peculiar to the first and second grade team. Its
teachers belonged (chronologically and philosophically) to an older generation* which
embodied the traditional mission of the Italian school to "fiimish Italians with a common
language" (Grassi, 1997; 244).\ This entailed and fostered a normative approach to
language that in the words of Grassi (Ibid.) is exemplified by teachers' tendency to:
* The uifluence of the older, more traditionalschool of thought is also reflected in the spatial organization
of the classrooms and teachers' overall stronger focus on discipline.
' The schools, as state institutions carried out a central role in promulgating the"one language, one nation
"ideology which contributed to the constitution of the Italian State as a politicai entity.
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(...) foster a language taken firom literary models, tending towards
purism, [a language that was] socially exclusive and isolated
from the other varieties of the repertoire" and to carry out" a
battle without limits to dialects which were considered the main
obstacle to the acquisition of a "correct" language" Grassi (1997:244).
Such an approach is depicted by Grassi as characterizing school teachers from the
beginning of the century to the 1979 curriculum reform which introduced a more tolerant
and open view of dialects into the school. However, a strict {^plication of Grassi's
characterization to the teachers I observed would not do them justice. Nonetheless, I
believe that their emphasis on form, modeled on a 'correct standard Italian', and
tendency towards hyperconection, do stem from the normative linguistic ideology
emphasized in the Italian school system firom its beginnings. This is a standardizing
ideology that was at the basis of their professional formation and identity which involved
a perception of the role of teachers as bearers and 'spreaders' of the national code.*

* The role of teachers as promulgators of the national language - the basis for national unity- was a
constitutive part of their identity that was reflected in their everyday practices. To this effect, in Rev6
teachers in the past, i.e. those belonging to an older generation emboded such a role and mission to the
extent of always speaking Italian in public, that is to say both in and out of die school setting. Community
members would also typically address teachers m Italian. Also, the children of schoolteachers were often
socialized to Italian in ^e homes. In recent years this has changed. Nowadays teachers seem not to adhere
to such practices (and role). Regarding the first practice, speaking Italian in communitycontexts outside the
school Is no longer expected. On the contrary it would seem "snifty." Teachers tend to limit their use of
ttaiian to the school setting for didactic purposes. Regarding the second practice, among caretakers
interviewed teachers were, interestingly, the strongest supporters of Nones as the language of first
mpiaiiMtinn in the homes. In
none of the teachers with children had chosen to speak Italian in the
home, on the contrary, they were strong supporters of Nones.
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S.4.2. Focus on the development of children's expressive abilities and tolerance for
Nones in the higher grades
Such a strong focus on the development of children's interactional competence
was not present in the higher grades. As mentioned above, children here had more
freedom of movement and of expression (in terms of turn taking and forms of speech). In
the third, fourth and fifth grade classrooms, interaction was not as strictly managed by
teachers as in the lower grades. In whole class activities children managed turns by
themselves, smoothly taking the floor without raising their hands nor standing, albeit not
always without interrupting.' With experience and maturation, which involved a greater
mastering of classroom skills, children were allowed more freedom of movement and of
expression. The lesser focus on form in the higher grades is seen in teachers' lower
tendency to intervene and correct children's speech, and their greater tolerance for forms
resembling the dialect, as well as for children's use of Nones 'tout court' which teachers
themselves at times exhibited. Following are two examples of such tolerance showed by
different teachers in the higher grades. The first excerpt is taken from a whole class
activity in the fifth grade and the second one from group work in the fourth grade. Nones
is in italics.

(1)
Maestra:

comincerd come si chiama questo tempo?

^ To this regard, when in a conversation with teachers1 praised children's responsibility and selfmanagement abilities in the classroom, teachers commented that such an ability towards smooth interaction
had been reached after years of hard work and effort dedicated t it in the lower grades when children, who
were particularly "wild" and "incapable of behaving in a manner appropriate to the classroom" had to be
trained.
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Teacher:
Federico:
Gianluca:
Nicola;
Federico:
Maestra:

I will begiii what do you call this tense?
I'haivistamdcom'elapo'peta^ futuropassato
I've aireaify seen U how is it then wiUt future past
futuro passato
future past
ol'e'juturo ol'e'passato ml
it's either future or it's past r^ht?
liituro maestra I 'e'Juturo simol
future teacher, it's future isn't it?
futuro si futuro
fiiture yes future

This exchange took place during a whole class activity called"Riflessioni sulla Lingua"
Reflections on Language. The tolerance for children's use of the dialect during such an
activity, which focuses on language analysis and awareness, renders it even more
significant. During this metalinguistic activity the teacher chooses to privilege content
and understanding over form. She in fact, allows students to discuss their views in the
dialect until they reach an understanding which she then rectifies in the more

appropriately didactic Italian.
Another example of tolerance of Nones is taken fiom a fourth grade group
activity. Four children were working on the construction of a 'rocket propelled tricycle'
for the school play. The teacher stood by observing them as they woriced together and
interacted in Nones. In her only intervention she takes up Elisa's turn, smoothly
continuing the student's argument for putting paper in the bottle, and then praises the

students' work in Italian. Once again the teachers' focus is on content over form with
tolerance for children's use of Nones.

(2)
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Davide:
Alberto:
Davide:
Alberto:
Manuel:
Manuel:
Alberto:
Manuel:
Davide:
Alberto:
Elisa:
->Maestra:
Manuel:

->Maestra:

che el chestol
What is this?
el rcazo - el razzo nucleare
the rocket the nuclear rocket
che fas po col razzol
What are you doing with the rocket?
che faccio che faccio? Gi meti suwhat am I doing? What am I doing? I'm putting on itvara Francesco provelprovel
look Francesco try it try it
Alberto Alberto
Alberto Alberto
ehhh
vara che el molan chesto
look we're going to let go of this
ecco che el va
here it goes
mavarda laciarta
but here is the paper
/'e' chel io var^ metela io enta botiglia
it's that one! look put it there in the boMe
si dentro la bottiglia, metti qualcosa per un po' di colore
yes inside the bottle. Put something that will give it some color
vei ci Alberto la bottiglia
here Alberto here is the bottle (handing it to Alberto to fill with colored
paper;
Ottimo!
Excellent!

In the higher grades, Nones was not strongly censored. On the contrary, there were
instances where its use was encouraged: for the writing of poetry, songs and skits which
were then performed (with great qipreciation of the audience) at the school play. This
orientation is, I believe, a product of three factors: 1) the lesser urgency to introduce and
train children to their new student roles and entailed classroom skills; 2) conununity
notions of personhood, whereby as children grow older with more experience they are
allowed more freedom of self-management; 3) younger teachers* different professional
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fonnation. The latter entailed a broader focus on the fostering of children's expressive
abilities rather than a regimenting of their linguistic capacities; i.e., the "italianization
mission' embodied by older teachers that was mentioned above. The pursuit of such a
goal involved greater tolerance for any expressive means children could draw on. This
included their home and community language, the dialect, which was a constitutive part
of children's life experience and thus ability to express it. In conversations on the subject,
the younger generation teachers of the higher grades stated that they considered the
dialect "a treasure, a richness to be cultivated and not ignored" and that children's
drawing on it allowed them to better express themselves. They thus chose to tolerate
rather than censure it.
In the higher grades I observed that when children slipped into Nones during a
narration, often to animate other characters and to make side comments, teachers, in fact,
did not interrupt and correct them, but allowed them to continue with their speech. Also
in this respect, one teacher stated that focusing on the production of a "correct Italian,"
rather than on content, constrained, ("// ingabbiit literally translated it cages/ imprisons
them) if not thwarted children's expressive abilities as well as their imagination, giving
way to formulaic and trite productions. The teacher here was referring to the writing of
'7emi and pensierinr-, i.e., the writing of journals and compositions. Another teacher
further stated:
"I much prefer that they have a Mford or two in Nones, but that it's their own, that they
can sc^ what they want, rather than have them write in perfect Italian that is not their
spontaneous, original expression, but a bookish reproduction of thoughts and
experiences that are not their own." (MR2/7)
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To summarize and conclude, the elementary school presented a difference in
focus between first and second, and third fourth and fifth grades that shaped teachers'
choice of classroom spatial disposition and organization of interactions. Teachers in the
lower grades, whose focus was the shaping of children's interactional and linguistic
abilities, (which included code choice and forms within it) presented a more normative
approach to language which entailed a focus on form and tightly teacher-managed
interactions. In the higher grades, teachers* decreased attention to the shaping of
classroom behavior and their broader focus on the enhancement of children's expressive
abilities led to their tolerance for more language variation, including the use of the
dialect.
As stated above, this difference in orientation between the two levels stems firom
the different focus found in the higher and lower grades. In the first grades teachers had
the task of introducing children to their new student role and the rules of classroom
behavior it entailed. In other words they had an urgency to equip students with Italian and
develop their interactional skills, i.e., to teach them how to become students, a task that
teachers in the higher grades no longer focused on. Another factor was the different
orientation between the specific group of teachers that were working at the two levels.
The two groups being of two different generations belonged chronologically and
philosophically to two different schools of thought that prevailed during their training.
Finally, the different approach to younger and older children was also linked to a notion

of personhood found both in and out of the school setting, that is, in the community at
large.

1S6

According to this local construct, younger children are perceived as needing more
direction and shaping because they are seen as less fully formed individuals with less
experience, and thus less able to make appropriate choices. As they grow older, with
more experience and thus a sense of the social constraints, obligations and expectations
of conununity life, their ability to manage themselves autonomously (and appropriately)
increases. Having a more developed social competence involves the competence of when
and how to use Nones and Italian. They are thus less directed and instead allowed more
freedom of expression. Moreover, as with experience they become more developed
persons, they also become more accountable for their behavior and actions and attain the
right (and responsibilities and obligations that go with it) to become fiill-fledged
community members.
In the school context children's community identity is acknowledged alongside
their pupil identity. The two presuppose different levels of responsibility and social
implications, in that the former is linked to a broader social matrix and the latter is
limited to the school context. The pupil identity entails smaller scale functions,
obligations and tasks with less far reaching consequences for the breaching of its norms.
Regarding obligations, the weight of community expectations can be seen in teachers'
appeal to children's responsibility and maturity linked to a more fully formed community
self which is evoked by the use of Nones. That is to say, in crucial moments (to be
discussed in the next sections), children's community identity and the obligations it
entails are strategically called upon by teachers to regulate their behavior.
In short, the older and more mature children become, the more their more fully
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developed individual (and collective) conununity identity is acknowledged, and with this
their right and ability to make (appropriate and responsible) choices and manage their
interactions. This includes their obligation to adhere to the rules and norms of the
classroom setting as well as the right to choose how to express themselves which, as
bilingual community members, at times entails the use of Nones.
In conclusion, the differences in teachers' degree of metalinguistic direction and
their language usage with children are not only linked to the specific goals that the school
puts forth, but are here emblematic of their ideologies of personhood and the rights and
obligations that go with it (Foley, 1997). Their focus on shaping younger
schoolchildren's correct use of Italian and tolerance of Nones with older ones not only
reflects, but constitutes different notions of self that children are socialized to.

5.4.3. Nones and Italian s linked to age
Such an attitude towards Itah'an and Nones shown by teachers in the school, has a
parallel in the community as well. In Italian speaking households the use of the national
language is typically emphasized by caretakers in the early years of childhood, but then

less strictly observed as children grow older and more independent. For their part,
children typically opt for Nones as they grow older. This is often due to peer pressure and
adult emulation (noteworthy is that even in Itafian-oriented households adults interact
with each other exclusively in Nones). Such a switch to the dialect is favored by the fact
that as children mature parents feel less pressure to stick to their 'educational imperative'
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which prescribes the use of the formative pedagogical code Italian. They thus, in a sense,
lower their language guard allowing the more deeply-iooted and spontaneous Nones to
take over. Such a language ideology was remaikably well summarized by a second grade
girl (fiom an Italian-oriented household) as seen in the following exchange:

(1)

Luciana:
Sara;

Luciana:
Sara:
Luciana:
Sara:

Che lingue parli?
What languages do you speak?
un po' di inglese come bye bye, perche' mia zia abita in America e poi
rit^anoeilNoneso
abit of English like bye bye bccause my aunt lives in America and
then Italian and Noneso
ahh si ?dove Thai imparato Tltaliano?
oh yeah? where did you team Italian?
con la mamma
with mom
ah si?
Oh yea?
si perche' quando si e' piccoli e' meglio imparare I'italiano e dopo quando
siamo piu' grandi possiamo parlaie il noneso
yes bccause when we are small it's better to team Italian and then
when we are bigger we can speak Nones

Sara was present during the interview I conducted with her mother, so I took the liberQr
of recording her views on the topic as well. These reflect her own household's as well as
the broader community ideology on language use as related to age. The tendency to
reserve Italian for the early phases of life, that is, for younger children, also emerged in
the interviews with caretakers as well as in the ones carried out with young adults. The
general perception was that Italian was more "^ropriate in the mouth of young children
and gvls."
Such an ideology seems to be internalized by children as well. In autonomously
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managed mixed-age peer interactions I observed for the preparation of the school play
older children who spoke dialect to each other switched to Italian when addressing Maria,
the smallest if not youngest girl in the school. Maria was a first grader, very small in size
who had been picked among all the students to play the role of the little giri who rode a
tricycle in a skit with older children. Noteworthy is that Maria actually came from a
Nones-oriented household. This did not, however, stop her older peers from addressing
her (the only one in the group) in Italian. Interesting, as well, is the fact that two members
of the group who were speaking Nones to each other, but Italian to the tiny Maria, were
the boys Arturo and Marco who instead came from Italian-oriented households.
Following is the exchange between the mixed peer group:
(2)
Marco:

Alex:
Mattia:
Marco:
Mattia:
Arturo:
Marco:
->Marco

Marco:

ma ostiii metigi la pern
but dam putthepen in it
no chifill io, I e' masa pizoi
no those wires are too small
bon boon
enough enoouugh
BOOON!
ENOOVGHI
ma ci ge masa roba no
but there is too much stuff here
vara mi vara mi (showing off his riding an obviously too small tricycle)
look at mt look at me
ARTURO!
ARTURO!
(to Maria): Ehh Maria uno scende Taltro sale
Maria one goes up and the other goes down (showing the tricycle
pedals)
Francesco vara I'as rot!
Francesco look you broke it!

-^Amiro (to Maria): non c'e' da frenare, ragazza ricordati che non c*e' da frenare
there is nothing to brake with' remember girl that there is
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nothing to brake with
In the above excerpt, Marco who had up to then been speaking Nones with his male
cohorts, switches to Italian when addressing the first grader Maria, moreover, for a
didactic type of communication: He is explaining to her how the tricycle pedals work.
After teaching Maria about the pedals, Marco then promptly returns to Nones again with
his classmates. The same pattern is shown by Arturo.
Maria's age, size and the role she played in the skit rendered her a prime example
of the 'youngster' which influenced the boys choice to speak Italian with her. This choice
was further enforced by the didactic type of communication that they engaged in. In
doing so Marco and Arturo reproduced the socialization models they were exposed to in
their own Italian-dominant homes where the national code is the language reserved for
little ones. In this respect, in the interviews on language practices parents of both children
stated that their enforcement of Italian m the home was stronger with the younger
children and more relaxed as they grew older.

S.4.4. Difference in orientation between the preschool and the elementary school
What emerges from the above discussion is an incongruency between the
elementary school, Italian-oriented households and the preschool's practices regarding
the use of Italian with younger children. That is to say, the emphasis on Italian with
younger children in the elementary school and Italian-oriented households does not find a
correspondence in the preschool, where teachers showed an overall tolerance for Nones
with children who were in fact younger. This is in contrast with the emphasis given to
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Italian in the lower grades of the elementary school. I believe that such a tolerance for
Nones with preschool-aged children derives firom the different pedagogic goals and
academic expectations that the two school contexts hold. Whereas in the elementary
school Italian was enforced with younger children because it was necessary for literacy
development and for the learning of academic subjects, in the preschool where such a
focus was absent, an emphasis on Itah'an was not deemed crucial. Notwithstanding the
young age of the children, Nones in the preschool was tolerated because teachers' focus
was on the development of their abilities of self-expression and group collaboration, not a
regimenting of their linguistic abilities to match curricular requests and the pressure of
literacy development. Furthermore, their approach was more one of monitoring than of
directing which allowed children a great deal of autonomy and freedom of expression.
Also, teachers in the preschool, because of their non-academically focused formation and
goals did not identify with the traditional Italianization mission that the older generation
of elementary school teachers were formed to. It is, I believe, the sum of these factors
that have given way to a lesser emphasis of ItaUan and greater tolerance for Nones in the
preschool setting.

5.5. ITALIAN AND NONES IN THE CLASSROOM: INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Before looking at specific classroom practices in detail, general statements that I
can matfe based on my classroom observations are that both children and caretakers' use
of Italian was linked to their performance of student teacher roles and had a markedly
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perfonnative, artificial connotation in comparison to Nones which was instead relied
upon to index a 'real' community self versus a formal, less authentic, institutional one.
Italian, the language of instruction, was certainly the most used language in the
classroom. It however, 'fell', giving its place to Nones in situations where transactions
took place, where exchanges were more emotionally charged, and for side comments to
the school script. Students and teachers signaled changes of footing and their stepping in
and out of different communicative modes, roles, identities and positions through the use
of Italian and Nones. Participants typically switched to Nones in requests for
clarification, side comments to the situation, for requests, reproaches, protests,
complaints, jokes, teasing, encouragement and in animating the speech of others. Thus,
for example, students would participate in formal whole class activities in Italian, but
then turn around and ask a peer for an eraser, or protest about an assignment, in Nones.
Teachers would deliver instructions in Italian, but then encourage students to 'speed up'
in Nones. Also, most informal peer interactions (both teacher-teacher and studentstudent) were carried out in the dialect. Teachers spoke to each other in Itah'an only when
performing their teacher roles for the class; i.e., when speech addressed to colleagues was
in fact directed to the children. For practical transactions among colleagues the switch to
Nones was immediate. The less formal, non-didactic student-teacher exchanges at recess
in the playground also tended mote towards Nones than Italian. Such practices illustrate
how Nones is relied on for more authentic and/or urgent communication. Italian, on the
other hand, although quantitatively prevalent was relegated to the role of language of
didactic scholarly performance j^ropriate for more formally structured and controlled
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S.S.1. The analysis of practices; The use of Italian for didactic performance vs. Nones for
"offstage" transactions and side comments to the school script
Given the setting and didactically focused events and activities taking place
within it, the prevalent language of the classroom was Italian. As mentioned above, the
school is the domain of Italian. Its use is thus expected albeit not always strictly adhered
to nor enforced. On numerous occasions, in fact, the national code gave way to the local
dialect, the patterning, meanings and functions of which will be discussed in the
following sections. In my discussion I will look at when the school norms of
^propriateness, entailing the use of Italian, are breached and for what purpose. First I
will illustrate general tendencies of language use I observed in the elementary and pre
school, and then focus on a more detailed analysis of student and teachers' interactions to
highlight CS speech patterns and their meanings and functions. I will illustrate my claims
through representative examples consisting of exchanges I jotted down verbatim while
taking place or shortly after they had occurred, and excerpts &om transcripts of whole
class and group activities I recorded during my participant observation and data
collection in the schools. Generally speaking, participant structure, type of event/activity
and key were main factors influencing participants' language choice.
Students' and teachers' code-switching took different 1) sites Oocation of
switches), 2) degrees (extent of switched utterances) and 3) forms (direction of CS).
I) Sequentially, the locus of switches tended to be at the beginning and end of
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turn sequences with, however, marginal episodes of intiasentential switching. 2)
Quantitatively, the use of Nones ranged firom brief one turn insertions' to multi-turn,
multi-participant sequences, to instances in which Nones substituted Italian altogether
over a long stretch of utterances. 3) Given the domain which entailed Italian, and the
prevalence of teacher- directed whole class events and activities that took place in the
classroom, the direction of CSI came across was for the most part &om Italian (the
matrix language) to Nones. In the school context, the opposite direction of code
alternation, from Nones to Italian was less frequent. When it occunred, it was in small
group student exchanges with little or no teacher direction. In student managed group
activities participants, in fact, tended to switch to Nones altogether. Nones typically
replaced Italian in informal peer teacher-teacher and student-student exchanges. Children
tended to switch entirely to Nones outside of the classroom at recess, in the hallways, and
in small group non-teacher controlled activities. Teachers used Nones with each other on
most occasions, both in and out of the classroom, and for exchanges whose content was
not school related as well as for transactions whose content dealt with school matters.
When addressing each other teachers switched to the dialect, even interrupting the flow
of Italian in the middle of class activities, as the following excerpt, taken from the fourth
grade, illustrates. Maestra Rosa and the students ate discussing the organization of
' Nones insertions often took the form of fillers and intensifiers (e.g., "petapetcT wait wait, used to keep
the floor in negotiating time for a response).These were tolerated in tin higher grades and censored in the
lower ones. I will not focus on such tokens. However, their occunence is significant in that it gives further
support to my claims of ItaUan as the language of didactic performance vs. Nones as the language of
spontaneous, informal interactions. Speakers' sloping mto Nones for fillers, often to take time between
theff performance in Italian, indicates that speech in the dialect is less controlled.
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notebooks when Maestra Luisa knocks at the door.

(1)
MLuisa:
(to class)
Class:

buongiomo bambini
good morning children
buongiomo
good morning
->Mluisa: (to Maestra Rosa) / 'e' mei che gi disente de nir ale cater
it's better if we tell them to come at four o'clock
ke no Iciapisia che I'e' ale sei en cart
they might understand that it's at a quarter past six
MRosa:
bon bon fen enzi
ok ok we'll do like that
Carlo:
ale cater alora maestra?
at four then teacher?
MRosa:
si
After the oneK)n-one transaction with the colleague carried out in Nones, Maestra Rosa
then walks to the board to write in a bureaucratic Italian register the content they had
discussed for the children to copy. The children were to write the announcement on
parent teacher conferences in a specific notebook for patents to sign.
Announcement: II giomo 19 ci sara' la consegna delle schede di valutazione a partire
dalle ore 14:15 fino alle 17:15 secondo I raggruppamenti precedentemente indicati.
(The 19*^ of the current month the distribution of student evaluations will take
placefrom 2:15 until 5:15 according to the groups previously announced).

The teacher then switches back to Italian to signal a return to the didactic &ame.

(2)
MRosa: (to whole class) va bene ragazzi scrivetelo sul vostro libretto e portatelo firmato
domani
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Ok children write it on year notebook e bring it back signed tomorrow.
In the above example, Maestra Luisa knocks at the door, enters and greets the whole class
in Italian and then switches to Nones to engage in an interaction with Maestra Rosa.
Maestra Rosa accordingly responds in Nones to cany out the transaction, a brief
exchange regarding the scheduling of the parent-teacher conferences. She then promptly
returns to Italian in addressing the whole class. In this example, the switch of code goes
with a shift in topic (which is however still school related), and a change of interlocutor;
a colleague with whom the teacher Qrpically, but not always, uses Nones. However, the
teacher's switch to the dialect is not strictly governed by topic nor by interlocutor, but
more so by the type of speech activity: a transaction with an individual versiis didactic
communication directed to the whole class. Through the switch to the dialect the teacher
signals a change of footing and her stepping out of the didactic fi:ame to carry out a more
urgent one-on-one transaction. Her return to Italian conversely signals her
re-establishing the previous footing, i.e., her return to the didactic type of activity with
speech directed to the whole class. Another indication that interlocutor is not the key
determinant of language switch is that the children themselves, who are expected to speak
Italian with teachers and usually do so, take the liberty of adopting Nones in their
contribution to the exchange. Further, although teachers do prevalently use Nones with
each other, such a pattern is not exclusive for all interactions with colleagues. In fact, as
illustrated in the following excerpt, teachers do stick to Italian when their speech is
teacher- addressed but student oriented; i.e., when engaging in a didactic type of
communication for children to hear and heed to. This example is taken from the third
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grade classroom.
During a drawing activity with the substitute, the children were getting out of
hand. The teacher is disciplming them, first in Italian, then slipping into Nones to render
the reproach more forceful (see the discussion of this practice in section S.3.3.). After a
comment in Nones directed to a particularly lively student, she switches to Italian for a
comment on the students' bad behavior diat is addressed to her colleague but oriented to
the class.
(3)
MaLor;
Mauri:
MaLor:
Mauri:
MaLor:
Mauri:

MaLor:

vai di la Maurizio
go over there Maurizio
perche' e' lui che continua
why it's him that keeps on doing that
tu prendi il foglio adesso enow take your piece of paper andma faccio il disegno
but Fm doing a drawing
no vai di la Maurizio forza
no go over there Maurizio, come on
porto via anche U banco @@@(lifting his desk as be moves)
ru take my desk with me

Afaurizio odes basta po'pasa via
Maurizio enough now then get over there
Class:
@@@
Mlor:
Afaurizio pasa via ades
Maurizio get over there now
Mauri:
bon pasi via
ok I'm going there
-^MaLor: (to her colleaugue) non fanno niente disegni questi bambini sai maestra, non
sanno ubbidire
(to her colleague)th^ aren't doing their drawings at all these children,
you
know maestra, th^ don't know how to obqr
MLor: (to whole class) adesso bambini finiamo I deisegni e poi mettiamo via
Ok now children we will finish the drawingas and put things away
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The above exceipt illustrates how Italian is the language of didactic performance
and enactment of contextually determined student and teacher roles. Here the teacher's
choice to use Italian with a colleague underlines her/their role as educator(s). Its
positioning after a string of utterances in Nones directed to an individual student has the
function of resetting the didactic mode of communication for the whole group. In other
words, through her switch to Italian the teacher accomplishes a shift in footing bringing
the interaction back to the didactic frame.
Together with the previous excerpt, in which the teacher uses Nones for a more
immediate one-on-one transaction with a colleague, and then in addressing the whole
class immediately switches back to Italian to return to the didactic frame, these patterns
illustrate the different functions Italian and Nones hold in the school context. In both
instances Italian is the language of didactic performance. It is used to set the frame for
didactic activities and adhered to by teachers when performing their role as educators.
Nones, on the other hand, is the more immediate code, relied upon, -or slipped into when
the didactic performance is momentarily suspended- for one-on-one transactions which
do not imply the overt transmission of knowledge, facts, and directions for class
activities, but an exchange of infonnation between equals.
In the metacommentaries on the community codes elicited in the interviews
(cha|)ter 4), members stated that Italian, not being the "mother tongue" has an artificial
connotation to it, and is thus, less "authentic" than Nones, deemed die more spontaneous
code. Its use conveys distance. However, because Italian is used for most interactions in
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the school, it does not maintain such a distancing effect there. The contrastive use of
Nones does, on the other hand, bring the communication between participants to a more
symmetrical and 'authentic' plane (one not having a performative nor didactic function)
with its display of affect and appeal to their shared community membership and identity.
This is typical in exchanges of the transactional type described here and for
commentaries on the school script and displays of affect I will discuss in the next
sections.
An indication of the more artificial performative fimction that Italian fulfills is
that teachers typically did not rely on the national code, but switched to Nones with
children and colleagues when they lowered their pedagogical guard and stepped out of
their role as educators. Teachers slipped into Nones for the elicitation of non-school
related information and for "offstage" side conmients to the school script when appealing
to students' conmiunity identity versus (or in addition to) their student one. Switches to
Nones also occurred in less controlled and more emotionally charged speech: For
instance, when speakers lost their patience and expressed anger, frustration, as well as for
affection, endearing comments and for teasing and joking. The switch to Nones brought
about a shift in footing, from the professional, didactic, and emotionally more neutral
9

fime to one involving either more seriousness of intent, as in scolding, or a playful and
affectionate key as in teasing and joking.
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5.4.2. The relevance of topic: Community matters and self versus didactic performance
and student-teacher roles
Italian stands out as the code of didactic performance when contrasted to
speakers' use of Nones for the elicitation and discussion of non-school related
information. In the following excerpt, taken from a 3"* grade whole class activity where
children were drawing and freely chatting among themselves and with the teacher, the
switch to Nones is initiated by a girl who reminds her classmates that the following
Sunday was the Corpus Domini, a Catholic holiday. The third graders, being the group
that had received first communion that year, they were expected to attend the religious
procession through the town wearing their white communion gowns. The announcement
is initiated in Italian and then continued in Nones. The other children, who up to then had
been speaking in Italian with each other, pick up the switch and continue the discussion
in Nones as well. The shift in topic, from the school related discussion of children's
drawings to a community event, triggers the switch to Nones.
What is striking about this exchange is that I myself, the participant observer who
had been presented to the children as ateacher and had made an effort to speak Italian to
them at all times, was now 'caught' in a switch to Nones for the elicitation of
information related to a community event. Although I was aware that as a community
member competent in its codes and their appropriate use I often code switched, I was
surprised to catch myself doing so in the school context. As a participant observer in the
school I tried to respect its norms of appropriateness, which entailed the use of Italian in
the classroom, keeping a low profile, and limiting my interventions in the exchanges. My
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witch to Nones, which I noticed only in the analysis of the transcripts, was unconscious.
As a community member I had obviously picked up and intmialized its patterns of code
altemation. Furthermore, my knowledge of the importance of such a community event as
the Corpus Domini and appropriate participation in it, had brought my "insider"
community self to the fore rendering it at that precise moment more relevant than my
"outsider" participant observer self.
During that period I had been assigned the responsibility of attending to my nine
year old niece (a third grader) because her parents were out of town. The children's
discussion of the community event brought me back to my more pertinent duties as an
aunt; i.e., my community self who had the responsibility of appropriately fulfilling the
tasks of procuring the communion gown, and preparing the basket and flowers for the
procession my niece and I were to participate in. The discussion of such a topic triggered
an immediate switch out of my participant observer role/self into my community self. As
the latter, I was preoccupied by the need to find out what I was to do to prepare my niece
for the event, for which as a caretaker I was responsible. Following is the excerpt which
begins with the teacher's commenting on the children's drawing (in Italian) and then
shifts into the discussion of the Corpus Domini (in Nones).

(1)
Maestra:
Teacher:
Gianna:

Maestra:

dai Franca lo lasci bianco quel vestito?
come on Franca are you going to leave that dress white?
si
yes

ohh che bello che bmve
ohhh how pretty how good you are
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Franca:
-•

Alex:
Marina.Gianna:

sai che domenica e' il Corpus Dominum?
you know that Sunday is the Corpus Dominum?
gi vuel meter la tunica
you have to wear the gown
ahh I 'e' vera bisogna portar tuti el zestel con denter le rose
ahhh it's true you have to all bring a basket with roses in it
ahhsiilpetali
ohhyeah the petals
Ipetali
the petals

Mauro; le rose @@
the roses
venite domengia ?
Alex:
are you coming on Smuhy?
Mauro:
si
yes
domengia
Alex:
Sunday
bisogna
meter la tunica
Franca:
you have to wear the gown
orco!
Mauro:
wowl
la tunica bisuel meter
Franca:
the gown you have to wear it
-^Luciana: che tunica po? chela dela comunion?
what gom? The one from the comunion?
si par el Corpus Domine
Mauro:
yes for the Corpus Domme
la tunica bisogna metter
Cristina.'
you have to wear the gown
noi nen en prozesion nen ensema
Franca:
we are going to the procession together
quindi SABO IRMA sabo nen a tuer I fior
Giama:
so SATURDAY IRMA Saturday we'll go to get the flowers
si enzi Ideventa tuti nutrzi
Mauro:
yeah so they get all rotten
noo
Gianna;
noo
sii
Mauro:
yees
Gianna:

no Ifiori poi I tires via man man
no the flowers then you pick them as it goes
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Mauro:

si ma va che Ipetali I tires via ancia la doman
yeah hut look the petals you can pick them in the morning too

The discussion continues and the teacher herself, who at the beginning of the event was
commenting on children's drawings m Italian, switches to Nones to take part in the
community centered exchange. The teacher switches out of Italian, out of her didactic
speech and teacher role to elicit information on a community related issue she was
personally interested in as a community member, not as a teacher. The question
triggering the switch to Nones was whether or not the children from the ward Tregiovo
had celebrated their first communion in Rev6. It bad nothing to do with school matters.
This is followed by a reproach to Gianna regarding her accountability for the
truthfiilness of information she furnished which is formulated as a request for
clarification. Putting aside the asymmetrical student teacher roles, the exchange in Nones
involves a more symmetrical plane of communication -between community members.
Furthermore, the teacher's calling upon Gianna's accountability for truthfiihiess has the
tone of a more egalitarian reproach, and not caretaker- child scolding. This is seen in the
informal register the teacher adopts for the reproach ("come on what are you saying?")
whose informal lexical choices, emphatic prosodic form, and harsher voice quality render
it ins^propriate for a teacher-student type of interaction. Finally, the teacher abruptly
ends the discussion on the community event with an explicit meta-statement exhorting
the children to abandon the topic and get back to school work. This is done through a
switch to Italian which signals a return to the didactic frame.

(2)
Maestra.'

ma eu fat la comunionaJtevdvoi?
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Gianna;
Maura:
bma;
Maestra:
Franca:
Laura;
Maestra:

so did you all celebrate yourfirst comunion in Revo?
si
yes
mo
noo
noo a Tregiovo
not in Tregiovo
ma alora che diges po?!
so what are you talking about?!
maestra perche' le tuniche bisogna tenerle a ciasa
teacher because the gowns we have to keep them at home
ma NO BISOGNA NO NO LE NOSE Noo!
but NO YOU DON'T HAVE TO NOT OURS nool
ehh questo problema non ci riguarda qua no. Non e' vero? Andate dal
parroco e chiedeteglielo adesso basta
this problem docs not concern us here. Right? Go to the priest
and ask him. Enough now

The above excerpts illustrate how when topic shifts to community related matters, and
participants' community self and interests become more relevant than their student and
teacher roles, code-switching to Nones, the language indexing community membership
occurs. Teachers' and students' switch to Nones indicates the momentary suspension of
their professional school roles and enactment of their community selves with community
related interests. This pattern, linking topic shift, emergence of community self over
professional self, and code-switching to Nones was common in the preschool context as
well. It illustrates the separate niches and fimctions that Italian and Nones occupy in
participants' microcosm, the school. ItaUan there is the language of didactic performance
limited to school related topics and activities usually involving whole class or group
participant structures. Nones instead, is the code used for less controlled "offstage" oneon-one transactions, and for the enactment of and appeal to participants' community
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selves.
When more personal and community related topics and interests are at stake,
participants' community identity surfaces, outweighing their student/teacher
identity/roles. Through the use of Nones, speakers enact their own and also appeal to
interlocutors' community self and die notion of individual responsibility and
accountability that such a construct entails. Such a strategy is typically relied on in
reproaches and reruns of failed disciplinary attempts formulated in Italian. In other
words, when the more neutral didactic frame was not effective in obtaining their
interactional goals, speakers shifted out of it by switching to Nones, which had more
weight and authority, and brought the communication to a more personal level. These
switches are often positioned at the end of Italian sequences as a renaming of previous
utterances and/or as a commentary to them. Both entail a more powerful community
stance. Through the use of Nones teachers appealed to children's accountability first and
foremost as community members not pupils. And participants' community self has more
weight than their contextually limited professional teacher/student selves. Appealing to it
entailed evoking community values of "educazione," being well-mannered, respectful,
and the obligations that went with it Such constructs involved behavioral norms that
children -as community members- were socialized to and accountable for. Their
breaching had far-reaching social consequences in terms of reputation and thus
acceptance in the community. Rev6 is a strongly controlling and conformist community
given its size, tight social networks and the value that information, and thus reputation,
have as a commodity for its members. The breaching of its norms entails social criticism
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fall of reputation and thus stigma. Thus, when the communication on the teacher-student
level failed or was not forcefiii enough, teachers strategically appealed to the more
powerful community stance indexed through the use of Nones.
Such a strategy illustrates participants' skillful management of symbolic resources
in fulfilling their interactional goals, and the complex workings of these that are not
simply reducible to clear-cut "high" and "low" fimctions. In fact, although Italian can be
deemed the high code-it holds prestige because it is the language of education, high
culture and the institutions which have historically promulgated it-it is Nones that wins
more authority because of the weight/importance that community identity and local
values hold over institutional roles. Although important, the latter are only a part of
individuals' complex social being. They ate granted a limited space, the school setting,
and function, the performance of didactic activities.
In sum, such practices reflect broader non-linguistic phenomena influencing
speakers' organization of speech. On the one hand, the weight and authority that
community identity (and the values it entails) hold for participants even within the school
context .On the other hand, the lesser weight of (nationally mandated as opposed to
community rooted) institutional roles and the fimctional limits of Italian, the code
symbolizing them. This derives from the waning of national institutions' weight,
authority and prestige in the community, which is witnessing a revaluation of local Nones
identity versus an Italian national one. In short, Italian is only on the surface the high
code. A closer analysis of interactions reveals that it is Nones that holds more authority
even within the school, the institution that is historically and by definition the domain of
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Italian.

5.5.3. Reruns, reproaches and commentaries to the school script
A recurrent pattern was teachers' switch to Nones at the end of turn sequences to
rephrase or comment on previous utterances. That is to say, for reformulations in Nones
of content previously expressed in Italian and comments to it. The switches had the
fimction of renaming failed disciplinary attempts from a formal more performative
didactic mode to a more authentic (and effective) community stance. The effectiveness of
such a strategy is testified by the "heavy silences" that often followed such
reformulations and commentaries. Through them teachers i^pealed to students'
community identity, which entailed a sense of individual and collective responsibility and
obligations, and with this underlined the seriousness of their intents. Shifts to Nones
marked the aspects of broader social relationships that went beyond the contextually
limited student teacher roles. They indexed the rights, obligations, and accountability that
children, as acknowledged community members, are held to and that teachers
strategically appealed to and emphasized. Following is an example of a commentary in
Nones to an unsuccessful Italian disciplinary attempt It is taken finm the fourth grade
classroom.
Children were working individually at their desks illustrating the math problem
they had previously worked on. Teacher direction was low and children were free to
move around the classroom and consult with peers. However, when at a certain point the
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level of noise gets too high, the teacher calls the class to order addressing the whole
group in Italian. Her first move is a threat: to collect the notebooks children were
drawing on and to and switch to a less entertaining writing activity. When the noise still
does not decrease, she raises her voice calling children's attention, again in Italian. This
is followed by a reproach in the form of a rhetorical question "where do you think we
are?" In the still noisy classroom a student responds literally to this indirect call to order
with a 'wisecrack' ("at the madhouse'^. After such an af&ont the teacher switches to
Nones to comment on children's ill manners and how she refuses to be manipulated and
made fun of by them. With this she brings the communication on a more personal level.
She then continues in Nones appeaUng to their sense of judgment Cnow excuse me")
describing the situation that had gotten out of hand ("one is yelling, one is roaming
aroumf) and reformulating in Nones the rhetorical question previously uttered in Italian
("where do you think we aref). Here the teacher no longer threats, nor scolds, but
bringing the exchange on a more egalitarian level through her description and
commentary, she appeals to children's sense of judgment and obligations to behave in
amore respectful and appropriate manner. This is carried out in Nones, which adds a
moral weight to the communication and has a stronger effect. The moral weight is that of
community values and norms and individuals' responsibility to adhere to them in respect
of the collectivity. In short, through the reformulation of previous Itah'an utterances and
the conunentary in Nones the teacher finally manages to accomplish her interactional
goal of reaching children's attention. The long silence testifies it

(I)
Maestra Rosa: un momento
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just a moment
unmomento!
just a moment!
adesso io raccolgo I quademi
now Fm going to collect your notebooks
Idisegni
the drawings
io raccolgo I disegni e vi faccio scrivere (.)
Pm going to collect the drawings and Pm going to make you write (.)
AVETECAPITO!
DID YOU UNDERSTAND!
madovesiamo?!
but where are we?!
Marco:
ai manicomio
at the madhouse
ClassXX:
@@ @
->Maestra Rosa: a des po\
wellttowl
non me fan tuer en ziro da bambini maleducati
Vm not going to let itt-mannered children take advantage of me
ma scusame tanto!
Well excuse me then!
Un che I'urla, lauter che el va enziro
one that isyellmg the other one that is wandering around
Ma endo sente po?!
where do you think we are?!
adespo!
WeUnow!
Class
(4)
Once obtained students' attention and reestablished order in the classroom, the teacher
returns to her instructor role resetting the didactic fi^e through a switch to Italian. She
reorganizes the didactic activity delivering instructions on how to regroup and continue
the drawing activity in Italian, to which the children accordingly respond.

(2)
Class: (4)
Maestra Rosa:
Class:
Maestra Rosa:

ma come fai (..) stai tutto sudato!
How can you manage (..) you are all sweaty
(3)
perche' lavori da solo?
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Arturo;
MRosa:
Sandio:
MRosa:

Why are you working alone?
io?
me?
e tu Sammy con chi lavori?
and you Sandro who arc you working with?
io col Luca
me with Luca
mettetevi in gruppo
put yourselves into groups

Another instance of reproach and commentary in Nones tangential to the school script is
taken fi»m the same fourth grade drawing activity. The teacher is encouraging the class,
who is behind in its work, to speed up. She first addresses the group in Italian and then
switches to Nones for a judgmental comment on the preceding sequence. This is a
reformulation of the previous Italian utterance having the function of renaming the
antecedent propositional content within a community stance. The Nones reformulation,
which encodes an additional community perspective, more effectively fulfills her
interactional goals of capturing students' attention, getting them back on task. Their
response is, in fact, silence and focus on task.
(3)
MRosa;

ragazzi siete in dietro
children you are behind
Potete ben parlare e intanto lavorare
you can talk and at the same time work
no?
can*tyou?
e state li a contarvela zol
and you sit there chatting

Mote specifically, the teacher first issues a call to order, a statement on children's lack of
progress (you are behind) formulated in Italian. This is followed by an exhortation.
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always in Italian, to get on task. The teacher then switches to Nones using an idiomatic
phrase to reproach the children for their lack of focus. The Nones saying, a reproachful
comment on the Italian proposition preceding it, entails a slight accusation of laziness,
which in the community known for its strong work ethic, has a negative connotation, hi
sum, with this Nones end comment to the main speech act of exhorting children to speed
up and focus on task, the teacher appeals to children's community values of solid work.
The use of the Nones idiomatic phrase"conlarsela z6" (aimless chatting) appeals to
children's community identity indexing its ethic which chastises idleness.
Next is a final example of teachers' strategically switching to Nones at the end of
Italian sequences to render them more forceful and effective through a reformulation or
commentary that appeals to children's community self and values. Children in the third
grade were decorating the folders that contained the year's history worksheets. The
teacher, who wasn't satisfied with the effort they were dedicating to the task, expresses
her dissatisfaction.
(4)
MNadia:

->

guardate qua non va bene cosi*.
look U*s not good here
0 vi comportate bene o lasciate stare
you either behave well or you leave it alone
ADESPO!
COME ON NOW!
far le robe tanto per farle
doing things just to do them

The first statement in Italian is a clear criticism of children's work. The second is an
exhortation to do better. The teacher then switches to Nones and raises her voice with an
integection {come on nowl) an affective boundary marker that initiates a new footing
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(Ochs & Scheiffelin, 1989). This works as atransition- out of the didactic frame, for
setting a new community stance: her call to their individual (but community rooted and
thus collective) sense of duty and responsibility which she expresses through a Nones
saying on the value of precision in ones' work. Her concluding the episode with an
idiomatic Nones phrase Cdoing things Just to get them done'*) is a reformulation of her
second Italian utterance and comment to the whole sequence. Differently from the Italian
utterance it does not explicitly spell out a request for more precision, but implies it Like
the previously discussed "contarsela zo" the formulaic expression requires knowledge of
community values and norms for correct interpretation. Its force derives firom this
idiomaticity and rootedness in community life and values. Children have certainly heard
such a formulaic utterance before (I certainly did growing up) and thus, recognize its
implications. In short, the reformulation in Nones of the content already expressed in
Italian adds to it a non-referential meaning. Drawing on a Nones saying has the function
of indexing community values of care and dedication to work, attention to appearance
and detail, to which children, as community members, are socialized and held'

5.5.4. Nones: The language of affect
In discussing the domains of grammar and discourse associated with afifect Ochs
and Scheiffelin (1989) include code-switching in the Ust of discourse features/strategies
' An example of the importance such values hold in the community is reflected in the extreme care and
attention that its members dedicate to the appearance f their homes, balconies, cour^ards and the pride they
take in it Even the pieces of firewood outside the homes are meticulously staked, the gardens neatly
organized and Ae courtyards tidy and decorated. Household balconies decorated with geranium pots
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that encode it. They further specify that switches to dialects often have the function of
intensifying affect. In the school setting I observed, Nones was drawn upon for affective
display; both negative affect, for the expression of anger and frustration (as seen in the
reinforcement of disciplinary attempts discussed in the previous section), as well as for
positive affect as in joking, playful teasing, praise and demonstrations of fondness. Nones
being the language of the home, it is by definition linked to affectivity. Accordingly,
teachers ^ically switched to the dialect for endearing comments towards students, to
couch reassurance in a more intense affective key, and to modulate (intensifying or
mitigating) reproaches. Following is an example taken fi:om a gym class with the third
and fourth grades. Sandro, a fourth grader, was playing a ball game with the other
children and got into a dispute about cheating. He walks over to the teacher to complain
about classmates* accusations. Addressing the teacher with a whiny voice in Italian he
presents himself as victim. The teacher, who playfully orients to such a role, caresses him
briskly on the head, holds him, and switches to Nones to tease and mildly reproach him.
(1)

Sandro: ma maestra son sempie loro hanno toccato la palla non e' giusto!
but teacher it's always them they touched the hall and it's not fair!
MNadia: vda' che es pizol ti
ok yes you are a littk one you are
varda pizol
Jivatck out^e one (accompanied by hand gesture of admonishment)
varda ti pizol
watch out you little one
varda pizolot
watch out Uttie one (+ diminutive and affective affix)
There is a layering of meanings and functions in the teacher's utterances: she is cuddling.

compete yearly for the town prize which awards the most beautifully kept ones.
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teasing and admonishing at the same time. She couches her admonishment in a strongly
positive endearing affective key to mitigate it and not make the student feel attacked on
all fix)nts (fix)m both classmates and the teacher). While hugging the student she teases
him for the victim role he is performing endearingly calling him "little one" using a baby
talk register. At the same time she reproaches and admonishes him telling him to 'Va/c/i
out little one" which is accompanied (and intensified) by a hand gesture (a repeated
waving of her open hand up and down in short vertical movements that indicate
admonishment and reproach). This is a very affectionate moment between the two which
the teacher significantly chooses to express in Nones. Notably, such affective speech acts
were rarely carried out in Italian. I did not observe instances, nor find any Italian
examples of them in my transcripts.
Nones also encoded higher emotional intensity than the more formal, distant, and
didactically connotated Italian whose use, as compared to Nones, requires higher
monitoring/control. For choral responses of joy or protests children typically switched to
the dialect. Expressions of anger, frustration and exclamations/integections encoding
these emotions were also in the dialect that speakers seemed to 'slip into' when loosing
control, hi this sense, interviewees' metacommentaries, characterizing Nones as the more
spontaneous code, finds a direct correspondence in their practices.
Also, speakers' Nones reformulation of content previously expressed in Italian
was used to add positive or negative affect to it; i.e., reformulations in Nones had the
fimction of adding non-referential indexical meaning to that already explicated in Italian,
thus refiraming the whole episode in an affective key.
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Following are other examples of how Nones was drawn upon for affective
display. The first, taken from my field notes, is an exchange between a teacher and
student in the playground that I had jotted down immediately after its occurrence. Elena,
who that week was in charge of ringing the bell that announced the end of recess, had
forgotten it upstairs. A bit anxious and worried about her forgetfuhess she reports it to
the teacher who caresses her head and in Nones reassures her.
(2)
Elena:
MLuisa:
->MLuisa:

maestra non ho il campanello Tho lasciato di sopra
teacher I don't have the bell I left it upstairs
ma ti sei dimenticata
so you forgot it
va/a' te I 'es desmetegiada?
oh really oh you forgot U?
vai a tuerlo vala te spetan ben vai
go and get U we witt wait for you

The first Nones utterance is an ahnost exact translation of the Italian one preceding it.
The reformulation in Nones with an interrogative intonation has the function of adding a
positive affective stance to the previously expressed propositional content and sets the
stage for positive (and more affective) reassurance. This is then explicated and underlined
in the next utterance where the teacher assures Elena that they would wait for her.
Although the informal non-didactic setting -the playground as opposed to classroomfavored the teachers' disposition towards Nones use, it is the function of conveying affect
and reassuring the child which influences her switch to the dialect after an introductory
Italian remark to the situation.
In the second example, a student was expressing her fear of the upcoming fifth
grade examinations, a trial of oral and written tests that children have to go through in
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order to be admitted to middle school. Again, to reassure her, the teacher switches to
Nones to reformulate an antecedent Italian remark. The use of the dialect and diminutive
affix added to the previously uttered noun provides an endearing affective key to her act
of reassurance, thus intensifying it.
(3)
Anna:
MLuisa:

che paura gli esami di quintal
how scary the fifth grade exams!
sei proprio una sciocca
you are really a silfy one
veda'carachedigespo'?
come on dear what are you saymg?
vala sciocchina
come on siify one (+diminutive endearing affix)

S.S.4. Joking and teasing: A Nones activity
bi the previous sections we saw how switches to Nones after failed disciplinary
attempts signaled speakers' seriousness of intent and reframed the whole episode in a
more authoritative community stance. They however also fiilfill the opposite fimctionthat of signaling a change of footing &om serious to playful, as seen in instances o joking
and teasing typically carried out in Nones. Following is an example of joking taken from
the fifth grade classroom. It is at the beginning of the afternoon class, the teacher and
students are talking about the organization and expectations for the fifth grade exams.

(I)
Vera:
MRosa:

maestra ma sarai cattiva agli esami?
tcacher but will you be mean at the exams?
ma Veronika, non mi trasformero' micabut Veronikii I won't turn into will Idurante Tesame
during the exam
non mi trasfotmero'@@
I won't turn into @@
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Class:
Student!:
Student2:
Student3:

come na Stria
like a witch
na bruta stria com en Hansel e Grettel no?
an ugfy witch like in Hmset and Grettel will I?
@@@@
col nason enzi! (gesturing a long nose)
with a big nose like this
come soflarse el nas
like blowing her nose
col nason gros @@
with a big fat nose®®

The teachers' switch to Nones, accompanied by a laughing voice quality
intensifies/underlines the playfohiess of her utterances and frames the event in a jocular
key to which the children accordingly respond: in Nones and in jest.
The function of Nones as language of joking and teasing is confirmed by
children's response to an instance of teacher's joking during a class activity in Italian to
which they orient to and respond in Nones. In a symmetrical pattern to that cited above,
where the teacher switched to Nones after an Italian utterance to convey jocularity; i.e. to
shift the footing firom the mote serious didactic &ame to a jocular one, here the children
respond to her Italian move with jocular comments in Nones. The excerpt is taken from a
whole class activity, an oral drill where children were asked to do a grammatical analysis
of sentences the teacher proposed. Couching it an a lau^iing voice quality, the teacher
utters the following Italian sentence (whose content is extravagant) for the children to
analyze:

(2)
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MRosa;
Cristimi:
Elena:

vorrei tanto comperare un anello di diamanti e zafferi
I would really like to buy a ring of diamonds and sapphires
odes po!
weU now!
cheunapol
now that's a good one!

Students who pick up on the exaggeration with ironic intent do not analyze the sentence
but, shifting out of the didactic fiame, first respond in Nones, teasing the teacher for her
extravagance in Nones, and then proceed to the didactic task of grammatical analysis in
Italian.
The numerous instances of teasing I observed in the preschool were carried out in
Nones as well. I will cite an exemplary one, which stands out for the young age of its
addressee: a toddler whom the mother brought along when dropping off her kindergarten
aged sister at the preschool. I chose to cite this instance because it illustrates how children
in Rev6 are socialized to Nones patterns of teasing fiom early on. The mother is holding
the toddler in her arms. Preschool children gather round her as one of the teachers tickles
its head and in a baby-talk register, \^ch entails exaggerated lengthening of vowels,
sing-songy prosody and higher pitch repeats:
MLara:

voruestus star ci con not ti no?
you'd like to sta^y hen with us wouldn'tyout
voruestus star ci con noi ma es amo'pizolot ti!
you'd like to su^ hen with us but you an stUi too little aren'tyou!

While saying this she reaches out her aims to take the child but then retracts them and
instead claps her hands together. The motion and utterances are repeated four times. The
child is at first confused by the mixed message, but then, hints to a smile and slight
laugh, probably triggered by the gestures, voice quality and smiling of die teacher, the
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mother, and on-looking preschool children.
In conclusion, the above excerpts illustrate how Nones is relied upon as a
linguistic cue to signal benign, playful intent, thus firaming utterances as joidng and
teasing. From my observations in the school setting and analysis of transcripts. Nones is
much more relied on by speakers than Italian to express jocularity; especially teasing to
which children are socialized early on and repeatedly exposed to in the community,
particularly by older siblings and adults in general. On the other hand, when Italian was
used for joking it was more often linked to parody, in the animation of television
personalities, cartoon characters and the language of advertisement.

5.5.6. Animation
Among the most common and less surprising functions of Nones was its use in
reporting and animating one's own speech and that of others. A detailed in depth analysis
of such a phenomenon is beyond the scope of this work. SufGce it to say that when
engaging in narratives and reporting speech directly and indirectly speakers skillfully
managed switches to juggle a multiplicity of voices (Hill, 199S) indexing different
ideologies. Switches to Nones in direct and indirect discoune implied a layering of
meanings. They were relied on to convey different speaker stances and roles, impressions
of faithful lively reproductions and their truthfiilness, and to deflect or take on
responsibility for the content reported.
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S.S.7. Nones in peer interactions in the elementary school
Interaction among children that is autonomously managed by them differs firom
the official classroom interaction controlled by teachers first and foremost for the extent
of Nones use. In the playground the national code gave way to Nones ahnost entirely*.
In the informal cross-sectional peer groups I observed and recorded, children
tended to speak more Nones among themselves, switching to Italian to address teachers
and younger peers as illustrated in the case of Maria the little girl in excerpt (2), S.2.4.
However, given the classroom setting, school related activities (not to mention the
periodic teacher visits/checks to the groups having the fimction of reinforcing the didactic
mode) Italian remained for long stretches the matrix language. Interestingly, children's
patterns of code-switching firom Italian to Nones resembled those practiced by teachers.
When working in more autonomously managed classroom groups, children tended to
switch to Nones for one-on-one transactions parallel to the school script, e.g., requests,
orders, and for emotionally charged speech: most often negative affect encoded in
integections and for accusations, threats, and protests in quarrels.
As community members, children were socialized to and internalized its language
ideologies (Bourdieu, 1977;1991) predicating the role of Nones as the more "authentic"
(less controlled and more affect laden) and authoritative code. Such ideologies surfaced
in children's different usage of Italian and Nones seen in their CS practices which were
ultimately modeled on those they were exposed and socialized to in their surrounding
* Because of the level of noise and mobility of the children playing the tapes I recorded m the playground
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environment.

5.6. SUMMARY OF PRACTICES
This chapter on socially occurring speech has focused on caretaker-child and peer
interactions in the elementary and preschool to highlight speakers' CS patterns and to
illustrate the functions and meanings they carry and bring about. I have discussed how
the general direction of CS in the schools is firom Italian to Nones, how these switches are
sequentially located at the end of Italian turn sequences, and the indexical functions and
meanings they encode. The analysis of transcripts coupled with observations taken firom
my field notes has addressed the following research questions: What language varieties
do caretakers use with children? When? Where? For what purpose? What languages do
children use? What are the specific ideologies that determine code choice, in particular
code-switching practices?
Although prevalent in the school setting, Italian is relegated to the fimction of
didactic performance and enactment of teacher student roles. Its use is linked to formally
structured didactic activities usually involving the whole class or large groups. Nones,
instead, is relied upon 1) for one-on-one transactions that are marginal to the school
script; 2) for the discussion of community related topics; 3) and for affect-laden speech,
both positive affect as in teasing, joking, endearing comments, reassurance, and negative
affect, for instances of reproach which carry with them the moral weight of adhering to
turaed out to be inaudible. I thus rely on my field notes to make the claim for wider Nones use in the
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community values of respect, good manners, and precision in work.
Teachers often switched to Nones in reruns of failed disciplinary attempts
formulated in Italian. Nones was drawn upon to render directives and reproaches more
authoritative and thus effective. In reformulations and end comments to failed Italian
disciplinary attempts, the use of Nones had the Action of re&aming these in a more
powerflii community stance, which appealing to individuals' community selves and
entailed values, underlined children's responsibility to adhere to them.
In short, the strategic usage of Italian and Nones called upon different participant
selves (pupil and community member) which presupposed different levels of
responsibility and consequences for the breaching of the behavioral norms they entailed.
The use of Nones, in its appeal to shared community identity and values brought the
interaction between participants on a more "authentic," and effective personal level
when compared to the asymmetrical and more staged/performative interaction in Italian,
where participants played out their institutionally determined (and limited) student and
teacher roles. To this effect, Sebba and Wooton (1998:227) state:"Participants use their
identities as warrants of authority for a variety of claims they make and challenge, and
the identities they invoke change as they are deployed to meet conversational demands."
The (multiple) functions for which Nones is relied upon by speakers as opposed
to the (limited) ones of Italian, reflect and constitute their ideologies pertaining the two
community codes. Participants' drawing on Nones rather than Italian m crucial (affectladen, authority-requiring and transactional) moments is indicative and constitutive of

pli^ground.
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their language ideologies which in turn, are related to participants' conception of
personhood, their value of community vs. national institutional identity, and how these
are inscribed in social relationships within their environment. It seems that community
identity has more value and weight than the institutionally bound one, that after all is
amore limited part of speakers' social persona. The use of Nones, which symbolizes local
identity, carries a moral authority. It indexes community-rooted social responsibilities
and obligations that Italian, being limited to the school and other national institutions,
does not. Whereas Italian indexes formality and is limited to school performance, Nones
can index authenticity, seriousness of intent, affection, jocularity that Italian does not
convey, it being a more formal outer-imposed code of national institutions with which
participants do not as strongly identify. To this effect Cole and Wolf (1974:275) state:
[for the Nones] the state exists "above and beyond" the social network. It receives little
loyalty and is granted relatively little legitimacy." And fiulher: "We can think of the
Nones as a kind of "submerged Berbers" (.....) who are never able to fully insulate
themselves fi:om the state, but who, nevertheless present a barrier of ethnic identification
to state interference."(Cole & Wolf: 277)
This attitude, whose historical roots Cole and Wolf depict in their comprehensive
work on the Valley, has in recent years been reinforced and legitimized by anti-centralist
discourses put forth in the broader context by the "Lega Nord," (the Northern
League),and in the very local context by the autonomous party of the Trentino (PPTT).
The former is a grouping of regionalist movements (then turned into party) who
i»niphasize historical, cultural, and economic specificities of their zones of reference and
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whose purpose is self-determination. The latter is a Nones originated party who aims for
even greater autonomy of the Trentino Region &om the central government. In discussing
the rise of the Northern League Tarchi (1998:147) comments:
The provocative discourse, indialect'-held in town or provincial
councils, aimed above all to draw attention to the cultural and
administrative 'colonisation' of the northern regions.(..) They
supported the right of autonomy of all peoples, and quoting
Rousseau, they insisted on the role of the small community.
The presence of such discourses give legitimacy and support to the recent escalation of
discourses which revaluing Nones identity, language and values.

5.7. THEORIES AND PRACTICES: A COMPARISON OF PARTICIPANTS'
METAPRAGMATICS AND PRAGMATICS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
To address my second group of research questions: What is the relationship
between community^ members' language ideologies and their socialization practices? and
How do speakers' explicit ideologies jibe with implicit ones surfacing in their practices?
I will compare community members* explicit theorizations on the community
codes elicited in interviews (discussed in chapter 4), with their actual practices illustrated
in the previous sections of this chapter.
In the interviews, caretakers discussed their choice of code for children's first

' My emphasis.
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socializatioQ and specific motivations for it. Recurrent themes interviewees put forth in
justifying their choice of Italian or Nones-that are the make up of their language
ideologies-<comprised socially rooted and structural/formal (intrinsic to code) arguments.
Caretakers stated that using Nones was more natural and spontaneous in
comparison to the use of Italian, which was described as being "contrived," "controlled"
and "artificial." In speakers' conununicative practices observed in the school, Italian was
in fact, limited to more formal and controlled didactic exchanges. Nones uistead was
relied upon when both teachers and children lowered their pedagogical guard, and or lost
control. Especially in emotionally charged situations, where anger and frustration were
involved, they typically switched to the (more spontaneous) dialect.
Caretakers defined Nones as "the mother tongue" and "the language of affect."
Such a theory corresponds to their (teachers') practices which involved the reliance on
Nones to display affect, as seen in the switches to Nones for endearing comments, for
playful affectionate teasing, and its use to couch otherwise negative speech acts such as
reproaches in a positive affective stance, thus mitigating them.
Another point of convergence between speakers' metapragmatics and pragmatics
is their overtly normative attitude towards Italian (involving an orientation towards a nonexisting supra-regional standard with denigration of local and regional varieties) and the
zealously normative approach towards Italian that surfaced in the lower grades where
teachers censured any forms of children's Italian that vaguely remembered and/or
resembled the local vernacular Nones, or the regional variety of Italian.
A strong motivation for Italian-oriented caretakers choice of the national code for
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the home was, as they contended, its intrinsic superiority. Because of its lexical richness
Italian better allowed the expression of complex thoughts. The same parents expressed
their low confidence in the speculative abilities of Nones, viewed as an impoverished
code, limited to very local and contingent situations.
However, such an ideology was contradicted by higher grade teachers' tolerance
of Nones in the classroom. Their non censuring of the dialect in such speculative didactic
activities as "Riflessioni sulla Lingua" Reflections on Language) is particularly
significant. In such a metalinguistic activity, involving the granunatical analysis of
Italian, teachers allowed children to discuss content in Nones. The focus on content over
form -with tolerance for Nones- implicitly conveyed the idea that the dialect could, in
fact, address higher order thinking equally as well as the didactic code Italian. The fact
diat such a practice takes place in the school, which is traditionally the promulgator of the
national code, conveys the message that Nones is not an impoverished, inferior code.
Teachers' allowing the use of Nones for such speculative activities implicitly gives a
legitimacy to the dialect that Italian-oriented parents denied, but that other, more dialectoriented ones were starting to put forth.
In their explicit comments on the community codes. Nones-oriented caretakers,
(which included three of the teachers I observed at the school and two at the preschool),
dismissed the theory popular in the 70s and 80s, (to which Italian oriented parents still
adhered) stating that Italian favored children's expressive abilities and thus, school
success. The more recent ideology, which rejects the inferiority of Nones, underlies the
above mentioned tolerance of teachers for the dialect in classroom activities. Through
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such a practice teachers implicitly acknowledged Nones' ability to convey higher order
thinking and thus, its ability to foster learning. The fact that representatives of national
institutions are sending such a message is significant and has far reaching
consequences/implications for the resurgence of the local vernacular that the community
is witnessing.
Also, the ideology according to which Nones is an impoverished code with
limited capacities is contradicted by teachers' and students' practices which highlight the
multifimctionality of the dialect within an Italian dominant setting (the school). This
stands out when compared to the more limited, or better, more neutral (less affect-laden)
functions that Italian instead fulfills. As opposed to Italian, relegated for the most part to
the fonction of formal didactic performance, Nones was relied upon by speakers for a
multiplicity of functions: to encode affect, signal seriousness of intent, jocularity, and to
index moral authority. Furthermore, Italian-oriented caretakers' view that the national
code has more authority and importance is contradicted by teachers' practices whereby it
is Nones that is drawn upon in crucial authority-requiring moments where, in fact, Italian
had failed.
Another recurrent theme was both Nones and Italian-oriented caretakers' theory
that Italian is "sweeter" and thus better suited for interactions with small children.
Whereas the former part of this theory (the sweemess of Italian) is contradicted by
speakers' use of Nones to display positive affect and to mitigate reproaches, the latter
part of the statement on its use is confirmed in lower grade teachers' emphasis of Italian
with younger children paralleled by upper grade children's use of it with younger peers.
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The emphasis of Italian with younger children of the lower grades in the elementary
school is not linked to its 'intrinsic sweetness', but to the schools' goals of literacy
development and shying of pupil identiQr.
Finally, what generally emerged finm the interviews was the high number of
caretakers' (especially younger parents') strong local orientation; their value of the local
culture and identity and seeping distance fiom the national Italian-dominant centralized
culture. Such a general attitude is confirmed by participants' code-switching patterns I
observed in the schools. Although Nones is quantitatively less drawn upon, it is
qualitatively dominant, in the sense that it is the code that more effectively fulfills
authoritative functions. The code teachers turned to in crucial moments of interaction.
Through such practices teachers enacted their beliefs, socializing children to them. The
repetition of such practices in everyday exchanges led to their inculcating into children's
habitus (Foley, 1997) thus assuring their reproduction at large. That is to say, as children
acquired knowledge about language use they simultaneously acquired social knowledge
as well (Scheiffelin & Ochs, 1986).
In terms of children's socialization to and across language, practices in the school
indicate that teachers are covertly promulgating the dialect. It is not the amount of Italian
or Nones spoken, but in the quality and weight of specific practices, where Nones reflects
and constitutes its greater authority^ and value. That is to say, its multifunctionality as
opposed to the more limited functions for which Italian is drawn upon, and the reliance
on Nones for crucial moments of communication not only reflect, but constitute and
reproduce its value, authority and thus, vitality. Although historically the domain of
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Italian, even the schools like the households, which I will discuss in the next chapter,
covertly promote the dialect socializing children to the value of their local language and
identity.
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6. CARETAKER-CHILD INTERACTIONS IN THE HOMES
6.1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I will discuss language practices in the homes, focusing in
particular on code-switching patterns in caretaker-child interactions. My household visits
and observations revealed that in Nones-oriented homes code-switching was not a
common practice, bi Italian-oriented households, on the other hand, it was recurrent.
Firstly, these homes were characterized by a 'split' in usage whereby adults spoke the
vernacular to each other, but switched to Italian when addressing children. Secondly,
parents tended to switch to Nones even with children in crucial moments of interaction,
the specific patterns of which will be discussed in the following sections. This general
practice of split language usage was shared by caretakers in the homes and caretakers in
the schools, rendering Italian-oriented households comparable to the school contexts
discussed in chapter S. As in the institutional settings, Italian was also in the domestic
context the matrix language that caretakers did not however strictly adhere to, but
departed from, to accomplish specific interactional goals.
The occurrence of CS in Italian-oriented households renders these more
interesting contexts to study in that die analysis of speakers' contrastive use of Nones and
Italian can give insight into their language ideologies regarding the two main community
codes. Surfacing in their practices, particularly in the way Qiovr, u^en, why) th^r switch
from one code to the other, these are inferable from the meanings speakers bring about,
the values they index, and fimctions they folfill through the differential use of the two
codes in everyday interactions.
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I entered many households to conduct interviews or simply to visit. This gave me
the opportunity to observe parent-child and sibling interactions in both Nones and Italianoriented families, allowing me to establish the general trend of language choices in the
community (discussed in chapter 4). However, more systematic observations with
recording of socially occurring speech was limited to four households. All four of these
were Italian-oriented (and thus practiced code-switching), and had children of the same
age group attending the elementary and preschool classrooms I had observed. This
allowed me to document and compare primary language socialization practices that the
children experienced at home with secondary ones experienced at school. What emerged
firoin my analysis of transcripts is a strong similarity in CS patterns between the two
contexts. As in the school, adults spoke exclusively in Nones to each other, and in Italian
to children. Similarly to the schools, caretakers in the homes switched to Nones with
children to display both positive and negative affect, and for crucial and urgent
communication of the transactional type. Contrary to the school context, though, parents'
'relapse* into the dialect in Italian-oriented homes did not breach contextual nonns of
appropriateness, and was not as surprising given the informal setting, or better, intimate
nature, of the domestic context Moreover, in tfie homes, children's use of the dialect was
not merely indulgently tolerated. It was instead deemed charming by adults, who were
amused by young children's attempts to participate in adult discourse using Nones.
Italian-oriented patents shared with teachers an 'educational imperative' to use the
national code. Similarly to teachers, parents denied or strongly underplayed their use of
the dialect with children. Whereas such a claim was to be expected fiom teachers.
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because their professional role and educational responsibilities implied the use of the
national code, parents' naive denial of their use of Nones with their children was rather
surprising. Dififerently &om teachers in the school context, parents did not have the
weight of professional and institutional expectations (linked to specific instructional goals
discussed in chapter S) to adhere to Italian. The language of child socialization was for
patents a choice. Those who oriented towards tiie national code linked such a choice to a
more general educational imperative or pedagogical principle, according to which Italian
fostered children's expressive abilities and their cognitive development, thus favoring
their school success (see the discussion of these parental language ideologies in chapter
4). Notwithstanding such 'pedagogical intentions', Italian was not the only language of
the home nor the exclusive code used with children.

6.2. THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN CODE-SWITCHING PRACTICES IN THE
HOMES AND IN THE SCHOOLS: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTER
As stated above, caretakers in Italian-oriented households displayed similar CS
patterns to those found in the schools practiced by teachers. Here as well, the direction of
switches in caretaker-child interactions was fiom Italian to Nones. Sequentially, tiie locus
of Nones insertions tended to be at the beginning and end of turn sequences with,
however, instances of intrasentential switching. Quantitatively, the use of Nones, i.e. the
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insertioii of Nones into the flow of Italian speech, ranged firom single items, to brief one
turn insertions, to multi-turn sequences.
As in the schools, in the homes caretakers and adults in general spoke exclusively
Nones with each other, creating a split in domestic communicative practices which
exposed children to the dialect firom early on, and socialized them to the different
fimctions and values of the two community codes. Adults' Nones interactions fostered the
development of children's competence in the dialect, while socializing them to the notion
of Nones as adult speech and thus, as more valuable and authoritative. Such practices will
be discussed in section 6.2.
As in the schools, parents in Italian-oriented households turned to Nones to
convey seriousness of mtent in moments when they disciplined their children, often after
Italian had failed. Such a pattern will be discussed in section 6.3. Here as well Nones was
the more spontaneous code and the language linked to emotion. Parents tended to slip
into it in moments of anger and frustration, when they 'lost control' and lowered their
pedagogical guard, which entailed the use of Italian.
The vernacular, however, was not only used to reproach and discipline children,
but also to mark affection and appreciation. Nones was, in fact, relied on to encode both
positive and negative affect. Patents typically switched to it in instances of anger and
frustration as cited above, but, as I will illustrate in section 6.4., also for cuddling, playful
teasing, and praise.
In Italian-oriented households, affectionate endearing terms were Nones, not
Italian ones. Family jokes and cuddles were also carried out in the local vernacular.
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Moreover, as I vnll discuss in section 6.S., token uses of Nones by children were
appreciated and considered 'channing' by adults. Children's use of the dialect was not
censored, but fondly looked upon, and thus indirectly encouraged.
Finally, as compared to the schools, the use of Nones was more frequent and
widespread in the homes. This, as implied above, derives fix)m the informal nature of the
domestic context which is the domain of intimacy; and intimacy is linked to speakers'
mother tongue- Nones. The wider use of Nones was due to the fact that affectionate
exchanges as well as exchanges entailing negative affect were generally more frequent in
the homes than in the schools, the latter being a public domain where a greater degree of
self-control and distance (marked by Italian) were expected.

6.3. CHILDREN'S ACQUISITION OF NONES THROUGH EXPOSURE AND
PARTCIPATION IN ADULT NONES DISCOURSE
As stated above, Italian-oriented households were characterized by a split in usage
whereby adults interacted in Nones with each other, and in Italian with children. Thus,
although children were for the most part addressed in Italian, they were surrounded by
adults who consistently spoke the dialect to each other in their presence.
hi Italian-oriented households children are thus widely exposed to the vernacular
from infancy onwards, which allows them to develop at least a passive competence in it
from early on. Such a practice also socializes them to the notion of Nones as the adult
code, and thus, the mote authoritative one. Summed with parents' other 'Nones-
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privileging' practices, (that will be discussed in the following sections), this indirect, but
constant, exposure of children to the dialect underlies their mastering of Nones and
eventual shift to it altogether at a later age. Italian^oriented parents most often did not
take responsibility for such a mastery and shift, but, instead, commonly blamed their
children's changing linguistic practices on a generic ''outside" (school, community,
peers). A typical comment of Italian-oriented parents was that when their children went to
school "they came home speaking Nones". When asked how their children learnt the
dialect, parents ahnost invariably stated that it was the result of their contact with the
outside community. In other words, responsibility for children's acquisition of Nones was
laid on interactions outside the homes. In no case were parents' own linguistic practices
inside the homes pointed to. The following excerpts I cite however illustrate how
practices inside the homes foster children's development of a Nones competence. This is
favored by children's exposure to adult Nones speech, and their attempt to participate in it
by contributing to the conversation using Nones tokens, repeating adult Nones utterances,
or translating them.
Children participated in adult conversations, smoothly picking up and continuing
adult Nones turns in Italian, as illustrated in the following instance recorded during a
family dinner1 participated in. At the dinner table, I asked Dario (the father), if he had
heard about the death of a neighbor. The four-year-old Giorgia, promptly taking over her
father's turn, responds to the question herself, conunenting on the time of the event
("while I was sleeping'^, in a mixed Itah'an-Nones utterance. Giorgia's intervention
shows clearly how she understands the dialect and further, her intrasentential CS,
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consisting in the use of the Nones "canche" instead of the Italian "quando", and the
Nones indefinite article "el" instead of the Italian "il", illustrate the child's attempt to
better participate in the adult conversation. Giorgia's use of "canche" and "el" is not the
product of incompetence, (she uses the Italian equivalents throughout the dinner), but a
sign of her developing Nones competence and a specific strategy the child relies on to
participate in adult discourse. The father responds to the child's intervention first with a
confirmation in Nones, which acknowledges her adult-like contribution, and then
switches back to Italian, the child code, and finally resumes the conversation with the
other adults in Nones.
0)
Luciana: As sentu che e' mort el Zani?
Did you hear that (the) Zani died?
Giorgia: si canche dormivo e' morto el Zani
->
yes when I was sleeping (the) Zani died
Oario: si I'e' vera ma come fai a sapere che e' morto il Zani?
Yes it's true but how did you know that (the) Zani died?
Giorgia: cosi'
just so
Dario: si ai sentu stanot dall'Andrea
yeah I heard about it tast night from Andrea
Dario: I'era en pez chel stava mal
he hadn't been well for a while
Luciana: ma canti ani gevel pa?
But how old was he?
Following is another excerpt showing parental split in language practices, and
how children, exposed to adult Nones discourse, understand and participate in it. Giorgia,
who was having a hard time swallowing a piece of prosciutto, quietly listens to her
parents instructing her ~in Italian- on how to chew and swallow. After the childaddressed pedagogic speech in Italian, the parents theft confer among themselves in
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Nones. When Martina, the mother, tells the father to give Giorgia a piece of bread,
Giorgia intervenes translating the utterance addressed to her father-but about her~&om
Nones into Italian, to express agreement with the suggested remedy and to obtain a piece
of bread. She then again contributes to the adult conversation responding to a request the
mother addresses to the father ("see if there is any"), utilizing the Nones indexical "lo"
[there] instead of the Italian form "li".

(2)
Dario to Giorgia: masticalo bene devi maticarlo bene Giorgia
chew it well you have to chew it well Giorgia
Martina:
fai una pallina mastichi bene e dopo fai come un pezzo intero el lo mandi
giu' Capito? Prova!
make a little ball and chew it well and then you make like a whole
piece and you swallow it Understand? Try it!
Dario:
si cosi
yes like that
Dario to Martina: vedes che el gi fa semper sto scehn?
see how it aiways does that trick to her?
Martina;
dagi en toe en michetta
give her a piece of bread
Giorgia:
un pezzo ^ pane
-¥
a piece of bread
Dario:
un pezzo di pane vuoi?
a piece of bread you want?
Giorgia:
si
yes
Martina;
vara se el gie
see^thereisany
Giorgia:
io (indicating the bread)
->
there
These excerpts, illustrating a pattern of bilingual conversation common in Italianoriented households, show how children are exposed to Nones discourse and how they
understand and actively participate in it Children use Nones to be more 'adulMike*,
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better heard, and acknowledged as full-fledged contributors to the family discourse. Their
attempts to take part in adult conversation using the dialect indicate their understanding
of the greater weight of Nones (the adult code) in comparison to the child-associated
Italian.
Adults' practice of speaking the dialect with each other in the presence of children
is a backdrop to other CS practices adopted with children that allows them to gradually
develop a competence in it. Parents' split language usage and specific CS practices,
whereby Nones is associated Awith crucial speech activities, also socializes them to a
notion of Italian as a child register and Nones as adult speech, and thus, as the more
important and authoritative code. In sum, children's constant exposure to Nones and
desire to participate in adult conversation favors their learning of the dialect and the
development of a bilingual competence. It also underlies their giving Nones more and
more space as they increasingly participate and contribute to the family discourse when
they grow older, more competent and more adult like.

6.4. NONES AS THE AUTHORITATIVE CODE
Like teachers in the schools, parents in the homes displayed the same pattern of
code-switching fiom Italian to Nones to convey stemess and strong intentionality. The
switch to the vernacular was often also accompanied by a rise in the pitch and loudness
of voice, which marked the critical situation even more. Following is such an instance,
where a mother disciplining her child draws on Nones after Italian had failed, to signal
the seriousness of her intentions.
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Claudia, a five-year-old, was rocking her baby brother in her arms a bit to
vigorously (and dangerously). From the other side of the room, her mother in a coaxingteaching voice tells her to be more gentle, and somewhat distractedly (because busy with
a household chore) explains the "dos and don'ts" of holding babies. This min-educationto-motherhood session was carried out in Italian using the impersonal "si deve" [one
must] and 'bisogna+infinitive' [one needs to] forms, as opposed to the more personal
and direct, "tu devi" [you must]. As Claudia continued to "play hard" and her infant
brother started crying, the mother yelled to her in Nones to put him down, to leave him
alone, otherwise she would go over there and "really teach her...
After the cahn pedagogical speech delivered in Italian using the impersonal forms,
when the situation gets critical, the mother switches into the more immediate Nones to
deliver two more affect-laden speech acts, an order and a threat, and to signal the
seriousness of her intentions. Raising her voice, and hastening her pace of delivery, she
switches fi»m Italian to Nones, and from the impersonal forms (si deve+infinitive and
bisogna+infinitive) to a direct appeal through the pronominal "tu" form to order her
daughter to put the infant down. The order is followed by an indirect threat "otherwise

I'll really teach you," which is also a metacommentary to the preceding didactic session
on holding babies carried out in Italian. The switch to Nones indicates a shift in footing
from the more neutral (and impersonal) pedagogical speech, to an emotionally charged
and personal type of communication where the interlocutor is directly called on to modify
her behavior. The mother's strategy is successful. Christina, in fact, promptly tunes into
the seriousness of her mother's intentions and puts heiir infant brother back in the crib. The
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following is taken from my field notes where I had jotted down the exchange while it was
occurring.

(I)
Mother: Claudia, fai piano dai, attenta che e' piccolino si deve far pianino col piccolo
Claudia slowly come on, be careful that he is small [+diminutiveaffix] one
has to be gentle with the little one
Mother: si brava, si deve tenerlo ben fisso. Non continuare su e giu' dopo piange.
yes good one has to hold him tight Don't continue up and down like that he
will cry
Claudia: XXXX
Mother: si deve far piano che e' piccolino
one has to be gentle (go slowfy) he is [small+diminutive affix]
Claudia: faccio ben piano io
I'm being gentle I am
Mother: bisogna tenere bene la testolina e' piccolino. Bisogna mettere il braccio sotto la
testolina brava. Bisogna far pianino ma tenere fisso ecco. Fai pianino non
schiacciare. Non continuare su e* giu. Perche' non lo metti giu' adesso
one needs to hold the little head well, he is smalL One needs to put one's arm
under the little head, good. One has to be gentle but hold him tight, there. Be
gentle don't squeeze. Don't keep moving up and down. Why don't you put
him down now.

The baby starts crying.
Mother: Ecco che el planz. Mettilo giu' adesso. Claudia METEL ZO! ADES BASTA
There now he is crying. Put him down now. Claudia. PUT HIM DOWN!
ENOUGHNOW
METEL ZO SUBITO. CLAUDIA BASTA Vara che veni via mi e te ensegni ben
mi!
PUT HIM DOWN RIGHT AWAY. CLAUDIA ENOUGH. Watch out that TU
come over there and reaify teach you!

Another excerpt illustrating the same pattern and fimction of CS, and the same
sequence of speech acts (request, order, threat) as the instance cited above, is taken fiom
the transcripts of family dinners I participated in and recorded. Here as well, parents'
switch to Nones occurs at a crucial urgent moment of interaction, i.e., when disciplining a
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child that does not respond to the first attempts delivered in Italian. The child, standing on
the edge of a bench, is in danger of falling. The parents, first in Italian, warn her of the
danger and ask her to sit. When the child does not respond, they then shift out of the more
neutral Italian into the more authoritative Nones to signal, in a more emotionally laden
utterance, the seriousness of their intents to discipline her if she does not listen. More
specifically, before the switch to Nones, Giorgia and her parents are speaking (in Italian)
about a coconut she wants to break open. When the daughter stands on the bench and
moves to its edge putting herself in danger of falling, the father, first in Italian, asks her
where she is going, comments on the danger, and firmly, but calmly asks her to sit down.
When Giorgia does not respond to the request, both parents switch to Nones, order her to
sit down and threaten to discipline her. 1 cite this excerpt once again because it is
representative of many I observed, but also because the father's meta*Iinguistic comment
on the interaction ("In what language do I have to tell you?") brings to the fore how codes
are contrastively used to accomplish specific functions, and here, how Nones is used to
mark a shift in footing, to intensify affect, index authority, signaling the seriousness of
speakers' intent

(2)
Giorgia:

hai detto che mangiavamo il cocco
you said we were going to ett the coconut
Dario: no adesso no ho detto che quando finiamo il melone forse
not now no I said that when we finish the melon maybe
Martina:
ma aviestiposto per metteril cocco tu?
but you would have (more) space for the coconut would you?
Dario: no non {q[)riamo il cocco adesso no
no we are not opening the coconut now no
Martina:
senti che panzot sta pizola sentitt I
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feel this belly+diminutive this litUe one feeel it! (pattting Giorgia on the
stomach)
lo sai che ci vuole il martello per aprirlo no?
Dario:
you know that we need the hammer to open it don't you?
ma io ne voglio ancora
Giorgia:
but I want some more
ma dici, ce la facciamo a romperlo?
Dario:
What do you say can we manage to open it?
masiprovadai
Martina:
yeah come on try
(Giorgia stands up on the bench and moves to its edge)
Dario: dove vai? Guarda che li cadi, siediti vala' brava
where are you going? Watch out you are going to fall there sit down
come on (be) good
Martina: dai Giorgia stai giu, per piacere
come on Giorgia stay seated please
Giorgia: il coccooo!
the cocooonut!
Dario: vara, vara io che pases zo
watch Ota watch out there that you are going to fall
Martina: no che es za pasada zo en hot
HO you have atreadyfiMen once
Martina: vei zo da io!
come down from there
Dario: GIORGIA!!
Martina: sentite zo Giorgia! Vara che ades la te ariva se cogni dirtel onto' en hot
sU down Gbrgial Watch it that now it's coming if I have to teilyou one
more time
Dario: cogftite enrabiarme?! En che lingua cognite dirtelpo? Se la te dis de nir
zo vei zo! do I have to get mad?! In what language do I have to tell you
it then? If she tells you to get down get down!
Giorgia:ahh (she finally sits)

From my field notes I have numerous instances that illustrate parents switching to Nones
to underline the seriousness of their intentions. Typical were sqppellations and call to order
sequences where parents diligently started out in Italian, but when they received no
response firom children, they lost their patience, switched out of the more pedagogically
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appropriate Italian into the more immediate, and effective Nones. Nones here signaled
seriousness of intent to which children more promptly responded to. This is the same
pattern of CSI witnessed in the schools and found in my transcripts of classroom
interactions discussed in chapter 4. Caretakers' reliance on Nones in these critical
moments, and for the accomplishment of such speech acts as ordering, threatening,
scolding, disciplining, which were always emotionally charged, indirectly indexes (Ochs,
1992) the greater authoriQ^ of the vernacular (of the person speaking it) and socializes
children to such a linguistic order within the family and community linguistic economy.

6.5. THE USE OF NONES FOR PLAYFUL INTERACTIONS AND AFECT-LADEN
COMMUNICATION
Although Nones was used by parents to signal seriousness of intent in crucial
moments when disciplining their children, it was also drawn upon to frame interactions as
non-serious and playful. Nones was, in fact, typically relied on for joking and teasing by
caretakers who often also couched their utterances in a laughing or sing-songy voice
quality, or used an emphatic intonation to further underline the playfulness of their
intentions. Adults also switched to the dialect with children to display positive affect, a
function that the more neutral Italian was never called upon to fidfill. Nones, on the other
hand, being the code of intimacy, or, as defined by interviewees, "the mother tongue and
the language of affecf' C'la lingua madre e il Unguaggio degli affetti'), was the 'natural'
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candidate for a£fectionate exchanges. From my observations and transcripts, terms of
endearment, expressions of fondness, and cuddles, were in Nones not Italian.
The first two excerpts I cite, in section 6.4.I., document the use of Nones for
joking and teasing, the third and the fourth, in section 6.4.2., illustrate the use of Italian
for the same purpose, and the last two, in 6.4.3., document the role of Nones as the
language of affect. These examples show how the vernacular is relied on to display and
intensify positive affect, as seen in its use for cuddles—^the affective speech act par
excellence.

6.5.1. Teasing and playing in Nones
In this excerpt, taken finm transcripts of another family dinner I participated in,
the husband and wife are bickering in Nones about the quality, flavor and ripeness of the
cantaloupe they are eating. When the disagreement gets to a stalemate point, the husband,
to end the exchange with his wife, switches to Italian addressing his 4 year old son to ask
his opinion on the matter. The son, perhaps naively, or perhaps with the intent of bringing
the discussion to a more positive tone, switches the topic of conversation by expressing
his ^reciation for the meat he is eating. The father reacts to this change of subject by
initiating a playful interaction (on the topic of meat) marked by a switch to Nones. More
specifically, the father teases his son for his known fondness of meat, at first with a mixed
Italian-Nones comment, v^ch is couched in a laughing voice quali^, and then shifts
altogether to the dialect whose use is sustained across the whole playful sequence. The
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father's teasing consists in providing a verbal cue to the word he wants to elicit from his
son. This is the first syllable "lu" of the word "/ugiangiia," a type of salami the son is
particularly fond of. The teasing is carried further by the mother who, in jest incorrectly
completes the cue with the proper name "Lu-ciana" and then "lu-maca" (snail). The
teasing and word play continue (in Nones) over multiple turns and finish with the parents'
inquiring endearingly about the grandmother's habit of feeding the child the coveted
'*lugiangia".
(1)

Anna:

el melon el fa schifo
the melon is disgustiHg
Claudio:
tel'haidit
Hold you so
Anna:
madonna no scomenza no
dammUdoH*t start
Claudio:
el discorso I 'e' che I 'e' mal madur. & el laives io arcanti di
the issue is that it's unr^e ifyou had iefi it there for a few days
Anna:
vara che gie' zerti meloni che nole' boni e basta ve
took that there are certain nuions that simpfy aren V good and that's it
Claudio:
puel dorse
couUbe
Claudio:(to Luca): cosa ne dici tu?
what do you say about it?
Luca:
la came e' tanto buona
the meat is so good!
Claudio:
ahh lo so bene, lo so ben che te plas la ciccia!
->
ahh I know it all right I know it all right
(baby-talk
equivalent for meat)
Claudio:
eancialalu-lalu-teplaslaluand also the lu' the lu-you like the luLuca:
@@
Claudio:
te plas a ti. Che el che te plas a ti ? la lu- la luyoulike. What is it that you tike AelU'Ute luAnna:
la luciana
the luciana
Claudio:
@@@ la luciana? Odio! La lu- la lumaca!
the luciana? Oh god! The lu^the lumaca [snail]!
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Anna:
Luciana:
Claudio:
Luca:
Anna:
Claudio:
Luciana:
Anna:

no te ricordes no?
you don't remember?
la lu- la lu-?
the tU' the luodioH Nol se recorda no! @@
oh god! He doesn't remember he doesn'tl @@
la lugiangia @@@
the tugiattgia[smait salami]
la lugiaaangia @@ te plas ah mhmmmm la lugiangia
stdaaamiyou like (§@y0N like ah mhmmmm salami
@@@
@@@
delpo che te la da? La nana simo?
who is it that gives it to you? Jt's grandma isn V it?

In another instance, taken from the four year old Angelo's, birthday parQr, a little girl
reports to Angelo's mother that he is picking chenries off the tree. The mother, shifting
the frame of the interaction fix>m serious to playful, with an exaggerated 'angry'
intonation, jokingly pretends to scold him, and switching to Nones threatens to "eat off
his ears". The children's reaction is, of course, laughter.

(2)
Clara:

1'Angelo va su a prendere le ciliege lo sai I'Angeio va
Angelo is climbing up to get the chcrrics you know Angelo is
Mamma: [exaggerated angry intonation] en do el po!? En do el po chel birbante che gi
magni via na recla!
where is he then?I Where is that rascal that VU
munch off one of his earsl

[The mother then turns around, faces Angelo and says:]
Mamma:
te le magni ste recle? Magnartele?!
should I munch these ears of yours off? Should I eat them?
Angelo:
no@@@ nohh@
Clara:
@@@
The above exchanges ate not only playful, but very affectionate and endearing.
The less frequent joking and playful interactions cani^ out in Italian that I did witness,
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consisted for the most part in mocking and panxfy and did not imply such an affectionate
endearing key as seen in the Nones instances above.

6.5.2. Playing in Italian; parodying and mimicking
Following, is an example of teasing in Italian. At the dinner table, Giorgia asks
her parents to let the dog in. When they refuse she insists, formulating her request with a
direct "I want". The father responds by teasing her for the directness of her request.
Mimicking her with a sing songy intonation, he adds to his mocking imitation the Italian
proverb "voglio I'erba voglio" taken &om a fable entailing a moral on the fiitility of
desiring what one cannot obtain. "Voglio I'erba" [I want the grass] refers to the main
character of the fable who wanted the unobtainable grass that only grew in the king's
garden.

(1)
Giorgia:
Martina:
Giorgia:
Dario:
->
->

adesso porto la Stella
now I*m going to bring SteUa
adesso no che e' era di andare a doimire presto
not now that it is time to go to sleep soon
si voglio la Stella
yes I want Stella
ah la Stella cara mia, si voglio la Stella voglio si si "voglio I'erba voglio"
ah Stella my dear, yes I want Stella I want yes yes **1 want the grass I
want"

Another instance of joking and word play is taken fi:om an interaction at the kindergarten
playground between three Nones speaking girls. The girls are playing on the swings,
which is a small puddle of water. Elisa warns Ivana not to go into "that dirQr
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muck". Switching to Italian Ivana sings "how delicious and exquisite" the water is,
parodying with this performance the language, message, and tone of TV commercials.
Elisa, continuing the playful footing, responds in Italian and with the same melody sings:
"how delicious the cacca water is". After this brief parody in Italian, which in form and in
content mocks the (insincere) language of TV, and implicitly the national code, the girls
resume their own (more authentic and sincere) interaction in Nones. Elisa addresses Daria
who is about to drag her feet in the puddle.
(2)
Elisa:

noo no vai en ca sporciaria no
HOC don't go in that dirty muck don*t
Ivana:
el tacola
it*s sticky
Ivana: (singing) mhhhmm e' acqua squisita mhhhh acqua squisita
mhmmm it's delicious water it's deUcious water
Elisa:
e' mhhh acqua squsista cacca @@@
it's mhh delicious shit water
Ivana:
@@@
Ivana;
odes yon mi spostite Giada
HOW it's my turn move over

To conclude, both instances of teasing and joking in Italian are parodies with
mocking intent and do not entail the display of positive affect that the Nones examples
did. The link of Nones with positive affect can be seen in the practice of caretakers ui
Italian-oriented households to switch to the dialect for endearing comments, expressions
of fondness and cuddles as seen in the next section^
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6.S.3. Love and cuddles in Nones
Following are two instances which illustrate caretakers' use of Nones to display
and intensify positive affect. The first is taken &om the family diimer with Giorgia cited
above, and the second firom another four- year- old's birthday parQr, also akeady
mentioned.
At the dinner table, Giorgia is telling her father and me a story about her dog. The
exchange is carried out in Italian. At a certain point, Giorgia bites her tongue and cries out
in pain. Her father first addresses her in Italian to ask what happened, and then, when he
sees her distress, he changes his tone of voice to an endearing compassionate one,
switches to Nones, sits next to her, holds her and cuddles her using Nones terms of
endearment
(1)
Giorgia:

ti ricordi una volta che chiamava me e la Stella?
Do you remember once that he called me and Stella?
Luci:
chi?
Who?
Giorgia:
il mio cane mi chiamava
my dog was calling me
Luci:
ehh? Chi ti chiamava?
ha? Who was calling you?
Giorgia:
la Stella e io dormivo e non rispondevo perche* ero stanca volevo dormire
anche se era giomo
Stella and I was sleeping e didn't answer because I was tired and I
wanted
to sleep even if it was daytime
Dario: ma la Stella no, non ti chiamava mica
but not Stella no, she didn't call you
Dario: ti Luciano, chesta I'e' meio se la magnes subito
Luciana, it's better ff'you eat this right
Giorgia:
ahhh! (She bites her tongue)
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Dario:
->
Giorgia:
Dario:

cosa c'e'? T'es morduda? Ma valapetolim amo tes morduda!
what's the matter? Did you bite yourself? Oh come on little ball
[+diiniiiutive+endearing affix]
io voglio che vienie viiciino a meee (almost crying)
I want you to come neeear meee
vara che ge ci el papa con stapizolota. Dai che veni mi cola me Giorgia
bela
look here that papa is here with this little one. come on I'm
coming there with my beautiful Giorgia

In another instance, taken from the four-year-old Angelo's birthday party. Liana
complains to the first adult she finds about getting sand into her shoes. The adult first
responds to her in Italian and then, to reassure her, she takes Liana into her lap and takes
off her sandals while cuddling her with tickles and endearing temis in Nones. The adult
then 'wraps up' the cuddling session with a transitional mixed Nones- Italian utterance.
Finally, to mark the conclusion of the affectionate exchange and shift out of that
particular footing, she switches entirely back to Italian, telling Li^a to that it was time to
leave, (i.e., that the session was over).
(2)
Liana:
Adult;
Adult:
Adult:
y
—

Liana:
Adult:
Adult:

mi e' andata sabbia nelle scarpe!
I got sand in my shoes!
ohh vala' fammi vedere un po'
ohh really let me see it then
oh che tanta sabbia!
oh how much sand!
ma che bei peotti stapopina ci vara che bei ma che petolota
but what cute little feet fdinunutive=endearing qffixj here this little girl
[diminutive+endearing affix] how cute this little ball
[diminutive+enderaing ajffixj
@@@

ecco vara finito
here look finished
adesso vai vala'
now go then
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Noteworthy is that Liana addresses the adult in Italian, and that both the child and the
adult are from Italian-oriented households. This does not, however, stop the adult firom
switching to the dialect in reassuring, cuddling and displaying positive affect for a child
that is not &om her own household.

6.5.4. Channing Nones
As discussed in the preceding sections, in Italian-oriented households the
vernacular accomplished multiple functions. It was not only used for reproaches and to
signal authenticity, sternness and authority, but also to mark affection and appreciation.
As seen above, playM exchanges and affectionate names and cuddles were in Nones.
Children were thus not only exposed to adults who used Nones with each other, but also
to the adult practices of switching to Nones with children themselves for crucial
authoritative and affectionate moments. Exposed to such usage, children in Italianoriented households gradually developed a competence in the dialect that parents did not
discourage. On the contrary, the use of Nones by children themselves was appreciated and
considered 'cute and charming'. Children borrowing Nones vocabulary and creating
Italian/Nones hybrids would provoke fond smiles in adults who, although conrecting
them, would prompt children indirectly to repeat the cute item. Following is such an
instance between the 4 year old Francesca and her grandparents and aunt at the table.
Noteworthy in the exchange is also the switch to Nones within a single utterance for
affectionate terms.
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(1)
Grandma to Franca:

Finisci I fagiolini che sono buoni
Finish the beans they are good
Grandpa to Grandma gi e zo amo da vanz da tirar zo portigin fuer na zesta al Elio
there are plenty of them to pick bring out a basket of
them to Elio
ma si vala gi nai prometu ala Claudia pasi zo stasera sul
Grandma:
fresc
oh yeah okay I promised Claudia some I'll go down tonight when
it's cool
Franca:
vengo anch'io nel prato nonna
rm coming to the field too grandma
si si dopo quando e' piu' fresco vieni anche tu cola nona?
Grandma:
Yes yes later when it's cooler. Are you coming with grandma
too?
nel prato della nonna Ada ci sono ie cirese
Franca:
in grandma Ada's field there are cherries
ahh si che buone anche el nono le ha
Grandma:
oh yes they are good grandpa has them too
cosa c'e' daila nonna Ada?
Aunt:
What is there at grandma Ada's?
ahh??
Franca:
ha?
Cosa ti da la nona Ada ah? Cosa ha nel suo prato?
Aunt:
What does grandma Ada give you? What does she have in her
field?
ehh?
Franca:
ha??
ma si cosa mangi (.) daila nonna?
Aunt:
Come on (.) what do you eat at grandma's?
si le cirese buone
Grandmother:
yes the good cherries
[When Franca's father enters the room, the grandmother addressing her son (calling him
papa'), but directing her speech to the granddaughter, reports to him in Italian the
following:]

Grandmother to Franca's father: lo sai papa' che la Franca ha mangiato le c/reje?
Do you know dad that Franca has eaten
cherries?
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Here the grandmother is highlighting and indirectly praising Franca's use of the Nones
'^drese" (instead of the Italian "ciliegie") which she finds charming.
The next excerpt shows the same pattern of repetition and emphasis of a child's
Nones use. It is taken from my field notes. The mother asks Clara, who had just come
home from the kindergarten field trip, what she had eaten. Clara responds using the
Nones term "'en panel" (a sandwich) instead of the Italian "un panino" furthermore
adding the Nones "co/a bondola" instead of the Italian " con la mortadella"( with
baloney). The last term refers to 'a poor man's food of the past' and is ideologically
charged, in that it indexes local culture of less wealthy times, as compared, for example to
the extra-regional and more expensive prosciutto. The adults, (mother and neighbor) are
amused at Clara's use of Nones, which is further marked by her choice of the older,
highly conotated terms linked to a humble past. The adults' fond perception of children's
Nones use is seen in their repetition of the child's words -within an Italian utterancewith higher volume, emphasis and smiling voice quality.
(2)
Mamma: cosa hai mangiato a merenda?
What did you have for your (afternooii) snack?
Chaira: en panet
->
A sandwich
Manmia: hai sentito Laura, la Clara ha mangiato en panet!
Did you hear that Laura, Clara had a sandwich!
Mamma; a cosa? A1 prosciutto?
With what? With prosciutto?
Clara: cola bondola
with batons
Mamma: COLA BONDOLA! Ma vala'!
mm BALONEY! Oh really!
Laura: buono cola bondola vero?
It's good with bondola isn't it?
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Finally, in this last example of'cute Nones use', the four year old Angelo announces in
Italian to an adult onlooker (a firiend of the family who is at his birthday party), that he is
drawing a ghost. The adult playfiilly feigns fear, and in Nones asks Angelo if he is afraid.
Angelo and a playmate Liana (who is drawing next to him) both respond in Nones to the
question. Angelo further adds in Nones that the ghost is tied with a chain. The guest first
addresses me in Nones asking if I had heard (meaning them speak the dialect) and then
reports in direct discourse, (with an emphatic tone and smiling voice quality), the
children's statements in Nones to the mother who walks into the room.
(3)
Angelo:

faccio il fantasma io!
I'm making a ghost I am!
Marco:
signor varda zol No giaspaura no?
lord look down! Aren'tyou scared?
Angelo:
mi no giai paura no
not me I'm not scared
Liana:
niancia mi
me neither
Angelo:
el fantasma I 'e' ligia' cola ciadena
the ghost is tied with a chain
Marco [addressing Luciana]: as sentu?
did you hear?
Marco [to Angelo's mother]: nol gia 'paura iAngelo del fantasma no parche' i'e' ligia'
cola ciadena @@
he isn't scared of the ghost Angelo isn't because its tied
with a chainK^f^
Again this is an instance of adult's indirect praise of children's Nones use which
undoubtedly fosters the development of their competence in it and underlies their
orientation towards the dialect and ahready mentioned tendency to shift to it altogether at
a later age.
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Often children's use of Nones terms would be turned into a family joke and/or
fondness term. In addition. Nones songs and poems learned in kindergarten would collect
applauses and bravo/a appreciations. Children were 'strongly invited' to show these off in
public when relatives came to visit. Parents and relatives obviously took pride in hearing
their children speak the dialect, to the point of overlooking their pedagogical duty and
commitment to speak Italian, of which they were apparently only superficially convinced.
hi fact, a consequence of this only superficial allegiance to the national code is
that typically, as children grow older, more independent and 'adult-like', parents
themselves give up speaking Italian to them altogether.

6.6. SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter on language practices in the homes has underlined the differential
role given to Italian and Nones in the language socialization of young children in Italianoriented households. Focusing on caretakers' CS patterns, my discussion has highlighted
how parents switch fi:om Italian to Nones in their daily interactions with children for
crucial affect-laden and authoritative speech activities. Italian-oriented caretakers'
practices that privilege Nones consist in: I) adults' use of Nones with each other in the
presence of children; 2) parents' switch to Nones with children to signal seriousness of
intent in critical disciplinary moments requiring authority; 3) their use of Nones for
playful interactions such as teasing, and for affect-laden exchanges such as cuddling, and
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finally, 4) adults' indirect praise of children's Nones use which they deem 'cute' and
'charming'.
The combination of such Nones-privileging practices in Italian-oriented homes
fosters young children's acquisition of the dialect, and socializes them to its greater
weight, value, and authority as compared to Italian, in the family and community
linguistic market-place. Italian, when contrasted to the quality of functions for which
Nones is drawn upon, is the more 'neutral' code in that it is used when the interaction is
smooth, but promptly switched out of when the situation becomes critical and the
interactional goal the speaker wants to achieve requires a more powerful, or marked
affective stance that Italian does not seem to accomplish. Although in Italian-oriented
households the national code is the matrix language of caretaker-child interactions, and
thus, is quantitatively more diffuse, it is however, circumscribed to the performance of
less salient communicative functions in comparison to Nones, which instead, is
consistently drawn upon by caretakers to perform affect laden speech acts that are crucial
to the parent-child relationship and to children's representation of the reality surrounding
them.
In a child's world, centered on affect, the understanding of her surrounding
enviroimient and the social order it entails is mediated by the actions and attitudes that
her caretakers perform and express. Viewing language as action, these consist in
caretakers' verbal performance of acts and display of stances (Ochs, 1992) in their
everyday interactions with children. Following this, caretakers' speech to young children
is central to understanding how children learn to think about the world around them. And
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in a child's world, the affect laden acts of scolding, disciplining, cuddling and playing,
are indeed central. The fact that they are all linked to Nones indirectly indicates to
children its weight and instills the idea of a social order where Nones speakers are more
powerful.
To this effect, Ochs (1993:346), comments that "not only the content of language,
but the manner in which language is used communicates a vast range of sociocultural
knowledge to children". For children in Revo, the repeated association of Nones with the
cluster of salient speech acts mentioned above, and in contrast, the limitation of Italian to
more 'neutral*, less affect laden and thus less crucial speech activities, socializes them
into how they should think about the languages and social order around them, while at the
same time providing them with models on how to become effective communicators and
community members.
Testimony to this process is young children's reproduction of adult patterns of
language use, which is a symptom of their developing communicative (and here
bilingual) competence. Following is an instance of an Italian-dominant child switching to
Nones to perform one of the speech acts discussed above. It is taken from the recording of
a child at play, who imitating adult practices, switches to Nones to reproach, threaten and
discipline her play mate, the mother.
After dinner, Giorgia decides to play hairdresser. The parents and I take turns as
clients in the dining room chair. Giorgia, who is combing her mother's hair, is unsatisfied
with her 'client's' behavior (the mother doesn't sit still enough, and furthermore, laughs).
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To call her mother to order, Giorgia switches from Italian to Nones, first ordering her to
sit still, and then threatening to slap her if she continues to laugh.
(I)

Martina: mi fai la permanente cara?
Are you giving me a perm dear?
Giorgia: si una coda metto ii fermaglio
yes a pony tail Tm putting the hairpin
Martina: che bello, la coda
how nice a ponytail
Dario: che bella mamma che fai
what a beautiful mamma you are making
Giorgia: sii @@
yes@@
Giorgia: stai ferma
stay still
Martina: @@@ @@
Giorgia: e se KK te don na- na sberla se rides
and if XX. I'll give you a- a siap you if you laugh
On the formal level, interesting in Giorgia's CS into Nones to scold her playmate,
is her use of the Italian verb stem "rid-," (from "ridere," instead of the Nones "gr/gnar"),
which she conjugates using the Nones second person singular ending rid-es instead of
the Italian rid-i. Giorgia's reproduction of adults' CS patterns illustrates her developing
pragmatic competence, while her mixed Italian-Nones morphology is a symptom of her
developing interlanguage competence and gradual mastering of Nones (Selinker, 1972).
Children in Italian oriented homes picked up the dialect through sheer exposure,
(given that parents invariably spoke Nones with other adults in their presence), and
increasingly oriented towards it because of the "maimer" (Ochs, 1993) in which Italian
and Nones were used with them and around them. The repeated association of Nones
with salient speech activities and more powerful speakers i.e., adults, indirectly
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constituted its users and the code itself as the language having more importance and
power in the family and commum'ty linguistic economy when compared to Italian, limited
instead, to child speech and more neutral type of speech activities. In short, children's
understanding of such a hierarchy, indirectly indexed through caretakers' language
practices, underlies their orientation towards the dialect in an apparently (and, all in all,
only superficially) Italian-oriented context.
In sum, although the parents I interviewed and observed portrayed themselves as
Italian oriented, through their Nones privileging practices discussed above, they indirectly
fostered children's acquisition of the dialect, preparing the ground for their eventual shift
to it at a later age. Typically, as children got older they tended to use the dialect more and
more and almost without exception shifted to it altogether by the time they were nine or
ten (in 4''' and S"' grade). Parents, who accommodated to such a choice, presented it as a
child mitiated and sustained one. When questioned on such a phenomenon, many parents
were at a loss in explaining how their children became fluent in Nones, and usually
blamed the school and generic outside for such an outcome. In parents' explanation,
once children started attending school (the institution that ironically embodies the
national code), due to peer pressure and wider contact with the dialect, they learned it.
With this rationale parents shifted responsibility to a generic outside and accepted
children's shift to Nones as an inevitable part of growing up and becoming part of the
community. Such an analysis was not altogether incorrect (as seen in my discussion of
school practices in chapter 5), it was, however, incomplete in that classroom practices
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simply ratified practices (and their meanings and implications) that children were already
socialized to in the home.
In sum, what I have pointed out in the previous chapter on language practices in
the schools and confirm here in my discussion of practices in the homes, is that
children's acquisition of Nones and strong orientation towards it, notwithstanding their
immersion in Italian-oriented settings, is after all a product of (adult) linguistic practices
surrounding them in and out of the homes. Although caretakers did not instruct nor
prompt children on how to speak, their linguistic practices, particularly their CS patterns,
indirectly did. As a result of this, at the time of my fieldwork in the whole community the
number of children who continued to use Italian, the language of their infancy and first
socialization after, the 4'** or 5"* grade was extremely low. As with age and experience
children's understanding of the surrounding reality and social order increased, and their
communicative competence developed, the abandonment of Italian and switch to Nones
was almost a given.
Now, the final question is: why did parents who overtly portrayed themselves as
Italian-oriented instead covertly promote the dialect with their children? The mismatch
between their explicit language ideologies favoring Italian, and the implicit ones
privileging Nones that surfaced in their actual practices, reflected the status that Nones
and Italian held in the conmiunity, i.e., in community members' positioning vis a vis the
broader (Italian-marked) national context. The latter was no longer superior to the local
one given the Nones economic prosperity and cultural revaluation that came with it. Here
the linguistic order reflected the social order. Speaking Nones marked community

membership and local identity, which in the cunent situation was an asset, the
valuable symbolic capital that reflected local Nones material wealth.
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7. PRESTIGIOUS PRACTICES
7.1. INTRODUCTION
Speakers' linguistic practices, (and code choices in bilingual conimunities), not
only reflect, but also constitute their linguistic ideologies. In the previous chapters we
have seen how the recent increase in the number of parents adopting Nones as the
language of children's first socialization gives way to the notion among community
members that the dialect, "is just fine" ("va benone") -as a parent succinctly put it. hi
other words, parents' increasing orientation towards the vernacular as opposed to Italian
reflects their renewed confidence and ease with their local identity which the dialect
symbolizes, and contributes to the building of the local code's value and authority.
Also, for instance, the widespread practice among caretakers (both parents and
teachers), to switch to the dialect in moments requiring authority conveys the notion that
Nones and not Italian is the more authoritative code. The tolerance and use of the dialect
in the school context, not only for side conunents to the classroom script, but particularly
for such ideologically charged metalinguistic activities as the "riflessioni sulla lingua",
(i.e., grammatical analysis discussed in chapter S), gives the vernacular a novel prestige.
The sum of these and other Nones-privileging practices discussed in chapters 4,5,
and 6, constitutes Nones into symbolic capital with renewed value on the local linguistic
marketplace and contributes to a Nones-supporting ideology among communis members.
In a circular type of process it is local practices put forth and repeated in everyday
interactions that constitute community ideologies, which in turn, themselves regulate
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speakers' practices. And in ttus specific case, Nones-privileging practices contribute (on
the ideological level) to the revaluation, with consequent revival of the dialect (on the
level of practices).
Before the recent economic boom of the Valley, which brought about a regained
confidence in and revaluation of local culture and identity, Nones was traditionally in a
subaltern position to Italian, the national code symbolizing the more prestigious urban
culture, or "civiltatis" that the rural agricultural Nones oriented to as a model (Cole &
Wolf 1974). Discursive choices are in fact, connected to speakers' understanding of the
status relationships between social groups (Kulick, 1994, Gal, 1979, Woolard, 1998).
And in Revo, with the revaluation of the local agricultural economy and
professionalization of the farmer figure, positing a renewed wealth obtainable in loco and
no longer strictly identified with the outside, ruraleness and the agricultural profession
associated with it are no longer a sign of backwardness and inferiority.
Following this. Nones, which indexes local identity, is no longer subordinated to
the urban national code. As Priestly (1990), puts it: "the dialect no longer smells of pigs".
Furthermore, the local vernacular is no longer associated with a lack of education.
Educated professionals, who traditionally embodied the Italian speaking class, are now
adopting Nones with their children, and fiirther exhibit their community membership
through the use of the dialect in more formal professional interactions as well. Also, the
pivotal representatives of the bureaucratic state apparatus in the community, namely the
doctor, the teacher and die priest, which in the past were the promulgators of the national
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code, are now openly manifesting their Nones orientation. A case in point is represented
by doctor-patient interactions that are now comfortably performed in Nones. In the past,
and still today for the older generation of speakers, Italian and not Nones is the
appropriate code for such a formal context.
Contributing to the growing authority and prestige of Nones are its use by more
public figures (the professionals mentioned above), whose practices have greater weight
because they are under public scrutiny, and the novel contexts and domains to which it
has spread. The traditional meanings of powerlessness and informality of the domestic
domain with which the vernacular was associated, are giving way to new values deriving
firom the novel use of Nones in institutional settings previously reserved to Italian, and
firom public discourses and practices implicitly and explicitly putting forth its
"languagehood" (Aivarez-Caccamo, 1991), i.e., its legitimacy as,a full-fledged language.
The more explicit forms consist of a public debate in the media on the status of Nones as
a language or dialect. More implicit ones entail such speaker practices as the use of
Nones for written communication. These, and the other instances cited above, are prime
examples of what drawing from Alvarez-Caccamo's (1991) work on Galician, I term
"prestigious practices". In the following sections I will illustrate prestigious practices that
community members in Revo are putting forth and discuss their role in the constitution
of Nones-supporting ideologies which underlie the revaluation and revival of the dialect
that is taking place in the conmiunity.
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In sum, Revo is witnessing a reconfiguration of its sociolinguistic landscape
wherein Nones occupies a new, non-subaltern position. Although Italian is still an asset
for community members, it nonetheless plays a less dominant role in that it is no longer
the unquestioned high code. In fact, the borders between high and low seem to blur when
considering that although Italian remains the official code of the institutions associated
with 'high culture', it is the use of Nones, marking a revalued community membership,
that effectively gives speakers more power in that it allows access to the recently
invigorated and valued local resources.

7.1.2. The development of Prestigious Practices in Revo
Prestigious practices are speakers' linguistic practices tha^ conuibute to the
building of a notion of languagehood and to the authority and prestige of Nones through
its use for more prestigious activities and domains typically reserved to the national code.
Above we mentioned the use of the dialect in the school context for metalinguistic
activities; the 'Reflections on Language' where pupils are required to carry out a
grammatical analysis of Italian sentences. Teachers' tolerance for children's use of Nones
for such critical-thought activities, that are furthermore centered on (Italian) language
awareness, indirectly acknowledges the dialect's ability^ to channel higher order thinking
processes, a feature ^ically associated with Italian, and places Nones on the same level
as the national code, giving it intellectual legitimacy and prestige.
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Parallel to such an implicit acknowledgment are more overt forms of Nones
promotion that contribute to the constitution of its authority and value. Examples are the
creative use of Nones in school for poems, skits, and songs that children are encouraged
to compose. Besides giving Nones space in a prestigious institutional context that was
traditionally the monopoly of Italian (the official, state-mandated language of instruction
and marker of education) such a practice acknowledges an aesthetic quality and value to
the dialect that goes beyond the realm of folklore to which creative endeavors in Nones
are traditionally confined. To this effect, the content of the works in Nones is not limited
to the cliched bucolic mountain themes, but deals with children's experiences of the
surrounding world and/or is related to academic subjects developed in the curriculum.
Moreover, the Nones songs, poems and skits children created were elaborated into a
written form, a factor which strongly conuibutes to establishing the languagehood of
Nones. The classrooms I observed were decorated with posters exhibiting children's
written creations in the dialect which were integrated into the regular curriculum and not
relegated to a merely decorative function or marginal role. Children's skits in Nones,
performed side by side to Italian pieces in the yearly school play, were the most strongly
applauded by the parent public who looks fondly upon such initiatives.
In sum, the integration of Nones into classroom activities, and above all, the
process of its wiitten codification, give the dialect the status of a full-fledged language
with a written form, as opposed to a merely oral vernacular limited to informal, domestic
types of exchanges. Another example is the significant appearance in the local press of
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editorials and letters to the editor written in the dialect, which has yet to assiune a
standard orthographic form.
Up to now, the graphic rendition of Nones has been limited to publications of
prayer and recipe books, mountain choir songs, and poetry collections having the flavor
of folklore. The issue of its graphic standardization has just begun to be approached.
Signs of such a process can be seen in explicit action taken on both a formal institutional
level, as well as in spontaneous speaker practices that are not overtly focused on the
development of Nones literacy and its ofHcial acknowledgement as a language.
On the more structured, explicit, and formal level, the codification of Nones is
most actively pursued by the cultural association Rezia. In 1998 Rezia organized a
convention on Nones, hosting political figures and academics who met to discuss "the
present, past and future of the Nones language". Among the scholarly presentations, a
paper written and delivered in the vernacular proposed to standardize the graphic
rendition of Nones. Other scholarly presentations focused on the reconstruction of a
philological continuity between Nones and the Ladin spoken in the neighboring Val di
Fassa, whose speakers have obtained minority status.
Rezia's political project of gaining minoriQr status for Nones speakers involves
givmg Nones more visibility, weight and thus legitimacy. To this purpose the association
has organized cultural fests and has been encouraging local writers to produce their work
in the dialect, taking on the task and the expenses of their publication. Another strategy of
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Rezia aimed at promoting the legitimacy of Nones is the proposal to elaborate a Nones
grammar and to equip towns with bilingual Nones-Italian signs of village names.
These institutionally driven and very explicit Nones-promoting activities have
been enthusiastically welcomed by some community members, and looked upon
skeptically by others.' This mixed attitude, or opposing commimity positions were
reflected in a public forum hosted on three consecutive issues of the bimonthly Nos
Magazine, a popular publication to which many households in the valley subscribe. In the
forum, several writers ridiculed the activities of Rezia, denouncing its political intents.
Others instead valued them, putting forth the historical and philological links of Nones to
Lafdin(Del Pero, 1998; Turrini, 1998; Del Fava, 1998; Zanella, 1998; Zanon, 1998). The
skeptics, although promoters of Nones for child language socialization and supporters of
the cultural specificity and importance of the vernacular, criticize Rezia's goals in that
they do not perceive themselves as an ethnic minority, and disassociate &om the
organization because they identify their founders and activists as being too closely
associated with local political factions of die autonomous party whose political agenda
they do not share. In other words, the cultural association is viewed by the skeptics as the
'longa manus' of the Trentino autonomy party (PPTT) which in recent years has lost
' Noteworthy is that many of the skeptics, (community members 1 interviewed and other who gave voice to
their opinion on the matter in the press and who are critical a Nones ethnic movement, also strongly
criticized the Ladins in the Val di Fassa viewing their linguistic minority status as a "political
manipulation" carried out for opportunistic purposes. The skeptics who underlined their disagreement with
Rezia's proposals and accused its members of political opportunism, however strongly supported and
fostered research on the dialect and its possible introducUon in the schools. The skeptics Hrmly rejected the
political campaign putting forth the linguistic minori^ status of Nones. To this eflfect, Turrini, in the Nos
Maparine states- "Obtaining minori^ status for the Nones would lead to a cultural goulash that would be
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public favor due to a series of conuptioa scandals/charges its members have faced. More
specifically, the founders of Rezia are perceived as having a very personal political
agenda that overshadows their cultural intents, and thus morally disqualifies them in the
eyes of many community members. On the other hand, the enthusiasts, the majority of
which are sympathizers or members of the autonomy party, welcome the official focus on
Nones, and crowd the organization's events and meetings.
Regarding the less overtly promotional activities that contribute to the prestige of
Nones, a group of middle school teachers in Revo has spontaneously taken on the task of
teaching students how to write in the dialect. As part of this and last year's 6th and 7"*
grade Social Studies program, students were required to interview community members
on the local culture and past traditions, and then write reports in the dialect itself. To this
end, teachers and students adopted the writing conventions elaborated for Nones that
were presented at the Rezia convention on the vernacular mentioned above. The project,
which was part of the social studies curriculum, also leaked over to the Italian classes. In
a collaborative effort, Social Studies and Italian teachers worked on raising students'
cultural and linguistic awareness highlighting the differences between the national code
and the vernacular through contrastive analyses of Italian and Nones texts. The final
product of the Social Studies project consisted of a printed booklet with all of the
students' works that was then distributed to their families and deposited in the town
library for the benefit of other community members. The project, which had an overall
profoundly reductive and simplistic. It would be much more productive to foster and support the knowledge
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Strong echo in Revo, was enthusiastically supported by parents and other communis
members who participated in it. During my interviews, parents proudly presented their
children's work which they fiilly embraced and encouraged. Such a project, besides
raising students' metalinguistic awareness, and their knowledge and appreciation of local
culture (and thus identity) indirectly contributed to the languagehood of Nones by giving
the vernacular a novel legitimacy within an educational context thus increasing its
authori^ and prestige.
The practice of writing in Nones also seems to be leaking over to less formal
contexts, taking place on the level of spontaneous speaker practices. As regards these
informal initiatives directed towards an orthographic codification of Nones, during my
observations in the community I noticed post-it notes in shops, signs attached to
newlyweds' cars, and public posters and advertisements written in the dialect. Another
example of this trend/orientation is the choice of the municipality to change the name of
its biannual informative publication from the previous Italian title "Notizie da Revo"
(News from Revo) to the Nones 'Tergof da Rvou" (Something from Revo). The choice
of the vernacular for these domains is novel. These instances, which contribute to
normalizing the use of Nones for more prestigious written functions, underlie the
emergence of new language values and ideologies that put forth the languagehood of
Nones.

and defense of our dialect (I998;t I).
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The prestigious practices illustrated above are part of an unprecedented rise of
attention to aspects of local culture, which includes the local dialect Nones that the
community is experiencing in recent years. Evidence of such a phenomenon is the debate
in the media on the status of Nones as a "language" or a "dialect" that cuhninated in the
above mentioned Rezia convention, and a reinvigoration of folklore and cultural
associations. In recent years the conununity has witnessed a flourishing of vernacular
poetry readings, publications dealing with local history, culture, folklore and the dialect.
Such efforts have been funded by local credit unions, agricultural cooperatives, and the
Regional Autonomy Party that originated in the early 80s in the Val di Non. And here I
would like to specify that these efforts are not to be characterized as mere cultural
attitudes accompanied by "schizzoglossia" like Zuanelli-Sonino (1989) denounces,
whereby openly declared attitudes of intellectuals regarding local language revival and
protection do not correspond to actual language practices. In Revo I found that
individuals who fostered local culture also 'practiced what they preached'. Testimony to
this are; 1) the Nones promoting initiatives in the school spontaneously organized by
local teachers; 2) professionals' use of the dialect at their workplace for formal
interactions; 3) its increased adoption as the language of children's first socialization in
the home.
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11. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, the combination of institutionally driven activities for the
revaluation of the local dialect and the rise of novel linguistic practices among speakers in
Revo reinvigorate the dialect, rendering it more valuable in the eyes of its speakers. It is a
process of overt and covert ideologization of language that is at the basis of the revival of
Nones that is currently taking place in Revo. The phenomenon is particularly interesting
to observe because it is in its begiiming phases. It is neither a linear nor a clear-cut
process, but presents mixed, and at times, conflicting facets. The 'Nones cause' has not
been acknowledged by higher order institutions and the ideologization of language in the
community is more often implicit and unconscious than overt. Community members
themselves show mixed attitudes towards the languagehood of Nones let alone the ethnic
minority project and perspective. Speakers' practices are not overtly aimed at the results
that they nonetheless bring about, i.e., the reification and revival of Nones.
All in all the mixed and contradictory orientations that speakers in Revo express,
both explicitly in their theories on the community codes, and implicitly through their
communicative practices, have brought about a revaluation of the local code and the
identity it symbolizes to the point that one can effectively speak of a language revival in
course.
The changes in commtmity members' positioning vis a vis the broader context
have led to a reconfiguration of the sociolinguistic landscape in Revo. The revaluation of
local identiQ^ and reinvigoration of the local vernacular Nones leads us to predict that the

dialect no longer runs the risk of disappearing as instead is advanced in the specialized
and popular press.
The course such a revival process will take in the coming years, i.e., whether
Nones will be acknowledged by the whole community and the institutions as a fullfledged minority language, or if it will maintain its status as 'mere' dialect, is hard to
predict. Certain is that given its recent revaluation and transmission to younger
generations and graphic codification in albeit informal non-officialized contexts, it no
longer runs the immediate risk of disappearing.
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